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Abstract 

Electricity generation from the combustion of biomass feedstocks provides low-carbon 

energy that is not as geographically constricted as other renewable technologies.  This 

dissertation uses non-linear programming to provide policymakers with scenarios of 

possible sources of biomass for power generation as well as locations and types of 

electricity generation facilities utilizing biomass, consistent with a set of policy, technology 

and economic assumptions.  The scenarios are obtained by combining the output from 

existing agricultural optimization models with a non-linear mathematical program that 

calculates the least-cost ways of meeting an assumed biomass electricity standard.  The 

non-linear program considers region-specific cultivation and transportation costs of 

biomass fuels as well as the costs of building and operating both coal plants capable of co-

firing biomass and new dedicated biomass combustion power plants.  The results of the 

model provide geographically-detailed power plant allocation patterns that minimize the 

total cost of meeting the generation requirements, which are varying proportions of total 

U.S. electric power generation, under the assumptions made.  The amount of each cost 

component comprising the objective functions of the various requirements are discussed in 

the results chapter for all cases, and the results show that approximately two-thirds of the 

total cost of meeting a biomass electricity standard occurs on the farms and forests that 

produce the biomass.  Plant capital costs and biomass transportation costs comprise the 

largest share of the remaining costs.   A conclusion section that places the findings in a 

policy-setting context follows the results.  The most important policy conclusion is that 

biomass use in power plants will require significant subsidies, perhaps as much as half of 

their cost, if they are to achieve significant penetrations in U.S. electricity markets.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

When a member of the U.S. Congress seeks to have prospective or existing energy 

policy legislation analyzed, he or she does not get geographically-precise results.  The 

analyses that are provided by the U.S. Energy Information Agency focus almost exclusively 

on national results.  Regional breakdowns, when available consist of large areas 

simultaneously covering numerous U.S. states, not providing any geographical nuance (U.S. 

EIA 2011a).   

However, accurate modeling of biomass cultivation and utilization is all about 

achieving high geographic precision.  While there are local environmental impacts of 

biomass production and utilization, this dissertation largely maintains a national and 

regional perspective, using geographic detail as a means to add precision to U.S. domestic 

energy policy.  While more detail does not necessarily result in greater accuracy, the finer 

spatial resolution of the model developed incorporates regional costs and supply patterns 

that can better reflect reality than models that ignore them.   

The inspiration behind any desire to change energy policy should view an evolution 

in energy supply as a necessary response to climate change in which a world that continues 

to burn fossil fuels without carbon dioxide emission abatement puts itself in immense 

danger due to the continuous rise in concentration of heat-trapping gases in the Earth’s 

atmosphere (Kerr 2007).  The methodology developed in this dissertation is intended for 

use by Federal policymakers interested in the economic effects of increasing electricity 

generation from biomass as a response to mandates for changes in how we develop and use 

energy.  The most cost-effective places to grow and combust biomass should be identified 

and exploited, and knowledge of where biomass use would be most economically efficient 
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should influence national policy.  Common questions arising from policymakers regarding 

the economic costs and benefits from widespread biomass generation growth will be 

answered in this analysis (Bingaman 2012).   

To address these questions, it is necessary to consider biomass supply availability 

and costs, which are highly location dependent; the location and costs of generators that 

could potentially use biomass; and the regional economic value of additional power 

generation.  Although biomass can be broadly defined, its definition in this analysis will be 

limited to combustible materials obtained from dedicated energy crops (switchgrass, 

poplars, coppice, and willows), crop residues (corn stover, wheat straw, sorghum stubble, 

barley straw, and oat straw), forestry sources (logging residues, thinnings, and limited small 

whole-tree harvest), and urban mill residues (primarily construction and demolition 

debris).  This is not an exhaustive list of all biomass sources, however it does represent the 

vast majority of existing and projected feedstocks available in the next thirty years (U.S. 

DOE 2011).  As the literature survey shows, while regional renewable electricity models 

exist, there has not been a synthesis of crop data modeling with electricity plant siting that 

integrates potential co-firing infrastructure and geographically-based biomass shipping 

costs.  The major contribution of this thesis is the creation of a methodology for integrated 

consideration of biomass supply, electric generator location, and regional power value.  The 

application of the methodology allows one to address the economic questions of biomass 

power generation, illustrating its ability to assist in national and regional analysis of 

biomass electricity policies.        

Energy policy has become a concern for many involved in governmental affairs, 

economics, science, engineering, and central planning.  Energy has local, regional, national, 

and global implications, and oftentimes decision makers within each level do not adequately 
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communicate with local and regional stakeholders when formulating policy since existing 

models do not provide acceptable levels of geographic detail.  Whether a policy takes a top-

down or bottom-up approach, integration at each level is key so that appropriate action is 

taken and all decision makers understand their roles in policy implementation.  For 

example, legislation formulated and approved by the U.S. Congress needs individual farmers 

to begin growing biomass if the national policy is to be effective.  As House and Shull (1991) 

underscore in The Practice of Policy Analysis: Forty Years of Art and Technology, any policy 

analysis must show deference to all of the potential impacts: “The principle of systems 

analysis is to examine all parts of a system simultaneously with the hope of finding better 

answers than if each part were considered alone” (p.12).  However, the decision of where to 

draw the box around the system being analyzed is often arbitrary or political rather than 

scientific.   

Optimization techniques in operations research are designed to provide the “best” 

or “optimal” solution; such a solution is only possible if the focus remains clear and limited.  

This dissertation seeks to provide clear, accurate, comprehensive optimal solutions for 

biomass generation.  It is not designed to be an all-encompassing capacity expansion model.  

By maintaining an in-depth focus on biomass, however, this dissertation provides 

comprehensive insights into the consequences of Federal requirements for widespread 

adaptation of the biomass generation technology.      

1.2 The Role of Biomass Within the Energy System 

  Greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals cannot be achieved by one single 

technological or policy solution, although several tools are already available to slow 

emissions growth (Pacala and Socolow 2004).  Carbon capture equipment may be added to 

coal and natural gas facilities, but at uncertain costs (NETL 2011).  Nuclear energy, while 
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emitting no greenhouse gases from electricity generation, has high power plant 

construction costs and the obvious, well-reported safety issues.  While some renewable 

energy technologies, such as geothermal power plants, have only a limited supply of raw 

materials to generate electricity at their disposal, many have virtually limitless supplies of 

wind or solar energy.  However, these diffuse resources can be unreliable, and the current 

technologies for electrical conversion are highly inefficient.  Electricity generated from 

biomass resources offers a potential solution to the problems of intermittency found in 

wind and solar technologies, while the continuous life-cycle of biomass feedstock growth 

ensures abundant supply.  Even though this thesis focuses on electricity generated from 

biomass, it should be understood that biomass electricity generation is part of a suite of 

many renewable and low-carbon options that can be used to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions.  In a report released in May 2011, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) suggested that renewable energy may be able to comprise 80 percent of the 

world’s energy supply by 2050, and biomass will play a role as a baseload generator of 

electricity, supplying up to one-third of this renewable energy (IPCC 2011).   

 In addition to applications for electric power, biomass feedstocks will be used for 

advanced cellulosic ethanol.  The Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007 

(U.S. EPA 2011) mandated that of the 36 billion gallons of ethanol required by 2022, 21 

billion gallons must be advanced or cellulosic biofuels.  With the exception of urban mill 

residue sources and some forestry residues, the biomass feedstocks used for ethanol 

production will be the same as those eligible for electric power generation.  In many cases, 

the two uses are not mutually exclusive as most biorefineries will likely produce their own 

electric power.  The Energy Information Administration (EIA) forecasts that in 2035 nearly 

130 billion kilowatthours of end-use electricity will be produced at cellulosic ethanol and 

biomass-to-liquid production plants (U.S. EIA 2011a)  This total dwarfs the 30 billion 
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kilowatthours of electricity that are projected to be produced from dedicated electric power 

plants and co-firing in coal facilities in that same year.  This small amount of growth from 

biomass in the electricity sector -- generation from wind is projected to reach 160 billion 

kilowatthours by 2035 -- is due to EIA’s assumptions about dedicated biomass plants, which 

assume heat rates of 13,500 BTU/kilowatthour (kWh) for an 80-megawatt combustion 

system.  Biomass growth was much larger when EIA allowed gasification plants with heat 

rates of 10,000 BTU/kWh (U.S. EIA 2007) to be constructed.  Although the current heat 

rates used are on par with most currently operating biomass facilities (Section 3.3), 

efficiency gains are possible through pre-treatment of feedstocks and innovations in plant 

technology such as a switch from combustion to gasification technologies.   

1.3 Research Approach 

 The modeling assumption that forces the use of biomass in the methodology of this 

dissertation is a policy constraint requiring a minimum national total of electricity 

generation from biomass.   These targets range from less than 1 percent of total electricity 

generation to approximately 17 percent of total projected generation by 2035 (U.S. EIA 

2011a).  All targets are explained in Section 5.1.  Like much of the data used in this analysis, 

these projected targets come from the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) (U.S. EIA 

2011a).   The model developed for this dissertation is designed to be highly compatible with 

the NEMS model and may ultimately be developed as a NEMS submodule.   

The output of a separate, already established agricultural land-use linear 

programming (LP) model will be an input to the model of power plant siting and biomass 

utilization based on the location of these feedstocks.  Results will be useful for the public 

sector in policy formulation, but can be communicated to electricity providers, land 

developers, and those in the agricultural industry, as these groups enable the policy 
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requirements to become tangible realities.  Although the audience for the model is primarily 

national policy makers, it runs on the regional level with subdivisions corresponding to 305 

agricultural statistics districts (ASDs)in order to capture local variations in biomass supply 

and power market conditions and therefore result in more realistic characterizations of 

regional and, ultimately, national biomass usage and costs.   ASDs have been defined by the 

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) as groupings of counties with similar climates, 

geography, and cropping patterns (Figure 1.1).  Using the cropping patterns and resulting 

biomass supply functions established by the agricultural land-use linear program, the model 

developed here will run as its own, separate nonlinear1 program that will optimize co-firing 

and new power plant siting decisions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Chapter 4, where the modeling methodology is presented, will show a non-linear relationship involving one 
decision variable affected by the biomass co-firing rate.  This relationship makes the program developed in this 
dissertation non-linear.  The relationship was found to have a very accurate linear approximation, however, and 
so the model was run as an LP instead of an NLP.      
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Figure 1.1:  ASD Regions 

 

1.4 Cost and Value Tradeoffs in Location and Technology Choice for 

Biomass Electricity  

The economic concerns of policymakers as well the importance of having a 

mathematical model utilizing data at the ASD level can be best seen in an example.  

Resulting tradeoffs in this example illustrate the central economic issues addressed in this 

thesis.  The example assumes the presence of two square regions, A and B, which are each 

20 miles across.  The geographic center of each region will contain a power plant generating 

electricity from biomass combustion, and the distance between the center points of the two 

regions is 100 miles.  Region A has an existing coal plant that is capable of co-firing biomass, 

while region B can only build a dedicated power plant to combust the materials.  Region A 

can also build such a build and is not required to co-fire.   
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 Since numerical values add clarity to the results, arbitrary values are assigned to 

parameters within this simple model.  These values are round numbers and do not have any 

real-world relevance.  The capital cost of a dedicated biomass plant that either region can 

build is assumed to be $1,000 per kilowatt (again these numbers are not realistic but serve 

to illustrate the tradeoffs).  The capital cost of retrofitting the existing coal plant to co-fire  

in region A, the only region allowed to exercise this option, is $500 per kilowatt.  Both the 

co-fired portion of the coal plant and the dedicated biomass plant are limited in size to 10 

megawatts (MW).  If a dedicated plant is constructed, all 10 MW must be built.  However, 

co-firing capacity is allowed to be any number of megawatts below the capacity cap of the 

existing plant.  A dedicated biomass plant in this example operates 90 percent of the time 

while a co-fired coal plant operates 85 percent of the time.   The co-firing coal plant has an 

efficiency that is about 25 percent higher than the dedicated biomass facility.  The plants in 

both regions are assumed to operate without both fixed and operations costs other than fuel 

and the initial capital costs.   

 Both regions have supplies of biomass available.  The marginal cost of each 

represents a distinct fuel cultivation cost, that is derived from the Policy Analysis 

(POLYSYS) model and detailed in Section 4.2.  Region A has a limitless supply available at 

the more expensive price of $2 per MMBTU.  In contrast, region B has a limitless supply 

available at the lower cost of $1 per MMBTU and no supply available at the higher cost.   

 Each region also has its own unique generation expansion credit.  This credit, 

defined in Chapter 3, is revenue collected by a new plant operator, and reflects the weighted 

average of the price of electricity (the market’s marginal cost) generated across all time 

periods in the region.  A dedicated plant receives this credit since it expands the electricity 

generation capacity of the region, while a co-fired plant, which displaces existing coal 
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generation and not does not increase total generation, does not receive any such credit.  (On 

the other hand, a co-fired plant saves coal costs, and this is an economic benefit that should 

be credited to that type of facility, as noted below).  Initially, both regions have the same 

generation credit of $50 per megawatthour.  Regional transmission constraints also 

influence plant siting patterns.   

Region A has excess transmission capacity, so no new lines will need to be built to 

handle additional capacity brought online.  Since region B’s lines are presently utilized at 

their maximum capacity, new transmission lines will need to be built if a dedicated plant is 

sited in that region, raising, in this case, the overall capital cost of a new plant by 10 percent.  

 If Region A’s coal plant is to switch a portion of its generating capacity from coal to 

biomass, the plant owner will no longer need to purchase coal for the co-fired portion of the 

plant.  The avoided coal usage is savings that can be subtracted from the total costs of the 

biomass generation.  In this case, the savings is $1.50 per MMBTU of coal avoided.  Finally, 

there are transportation costs if biomass is to be shipped between regions.  One can assume 

10 cents for each MMBTU of biomass that is transported one mile.  As noted, the distance 

between where the plants are to be located in the regions is 100 miles (thus adding 

$1/MMBTU to the biomass cost), while the distance of intraregional transportation is 10 

miles.   

 The driving force behind the plant construction is a mandate requiring a combined 

total of 50,000 megawatthours per year of generation from both regions.  The model, like 

the more complex mathematical program used in this dissertation, has multiple constraints 

that ensure the generation patterns respect the real-world requirements and limitations.  

These constraints are presented in Chapter 4 and ensure, for example, that a plant cannot 

generate unless the costs of construction have been incurred.   Since the model is a cost 
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minimization linear program, constraints must be written so that the benefits of the 

electricity generation cannot be collected until all of the costs associated with producing the 

electricity, such as feedstock cultivation and transportation, are incurred.     

 Solving the model with the original assumptions described produces a solution that 

exclusively utilizes co-firing in region A to meet the generation load requirement.  The 

biomass feedstocks used to fuel this plant are transported from region B, the source of 

cheaper supply, into region A, as the total fuel cost is $2/MMBTU from region B ($1 supply 

cost plus $1 transportation cost) versus $2.1/MMBTU from Region A ($2 supply cost plus 

$0.1 within-region transportation cost).  Now assume that the generation expansion credit 

increases from $50 to $150 per megawatthour in region A due to higher demand while 

simultaneously the price of coal drops to $1 per MMBTU.   Suddenly, the lowest-cost option 

becomes constructing a new, dedicated facility in region A that continues to use the lower-

cost biomass shipped from region B.2  This is because the credit more than makes up for the 

higher capital costs of the dedicated generation plant relative to co-firing.  No co-firing 

occurs under these revised assumptions.  Furthermore. if the generation expansion credit in 

region B increases from $50 to $145 per megawatthour and transportation rates double, the 

most cost-effective way of meeting the target now becomes building a dedicated plant in 

region B with no interregional transportation of feedstocks 

  The various supply and plant investment decisions made in this basic model 

illustrate the tradeoffs between fuel supply, transportation costs, avoided costs, and plant 

efficiency rates as well as the strong impacts that the parameter values have are the 

motivation behind this dissertation.  The simple model reflects the economic uncertainty 

                                                           
2 In the initial model solution total costs are $3,600,930 (capital costs) + $555,744 (fuel costs) + $555,744 
(transportation costs) - $75,000 (coal savings).  This produces an objective function value of $4,637,419 or 
$92.75/MWh.  In the second solution where a dedicated plant was built in region A the total costs were 
$10,000,000 (capital costs) + $675,000 (fuel costs) + $675,000 (transportation costs) - $7,500,000 (generation 
expansion credit).  This produces an objective function value of $3,850,000 or $77/MWh.   
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when formulating policy, the costs of implementing such a policy, and the importance of 

making decisions at the regional level. 

1.5 Scope of the Dissertation  
 

 The next chapter of this thesis includes a literature review that gives an overview of 

the relevant issues associated with using biomass for electric power.  In Chapter 3, 

numerical modeling assumptions are developed based on existing knowledge of the electric 

power sector, power plant technology, and transportation networks.  This chapter discusses 

the input assumptions going into the model.  The example of Section 1.4 demonstrates 

powerfully just how easily the results can be defined by the model’s input values.  The 

modeling methodology section, Chapter 4, presents a description of the model and lays out 

its structure with all decision variables, parameters, and constraints defined.   Chapter 5 

describes the scenarios run by the model and all meaningful results.  Chapter 6 offers a 

conclusion.  Figure 1.2 presents a basic overview of the research and modeling process that 

comprises this dissertation.  The rectangular shapes represent input data and the shaded 

ovals are linear and non-linear programs.  The contents of the flowchart are explained in the 

forthcoming chapters.   
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Figure 1.2: Sources of Data and Modeling Processes 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Overview 

 The results of any useful policy analysis model are only as good as their underlying 

input assumptions.  Moreover, any systems analysis useful for policymaking must 

simultaneously be comprehensive and focused.  Section 2.2 in this review provides an 

overview of current U.S. policies on renewable energy, showing that a comprehensive 

roadmap addressing development of biomass generation does not exist.  Section 2.3 

examines biomass supply and the selection of certain bioenergy crops over others, while 

Section 2.4 describes  the usefulness of biomass as part of a greenhouse gas mitigation 

strategy by examining aspects of its carbon footprint.    A description of the Policy Analysis 

(POLYSYS) agricultural land-use LP model, whose output comprises the vast majority of the 

supply fed into the biomass non-linear program (NLP) model developed for this 

dissertation is provided in Section 2.5.  The topic of transmission costs and their influence 

on biomass use decisions is examined in Section 2.6.  Finally a brief discussion of land-use 

changes and competition is included in Section 2.7.   

Chapter 2 outlines the subject area with which the analysis is concerned.  It provides 

the boundaries of the system being examined.  The optimal solutions provided later in the 

dissertation build on the background given in this chapter and the assumptions formulated 

in Chapter 3.               

2.2 Current U.S. Renewable Energy Policies  

Since this dissertation employs a model that I intend to be a tool in the development 

of a national low-carbon or renewable energy standard, this section reviews the current 

state of energy policies, affecting biomass use by power plants.  While it shows that a 

national plan to address biomass energy or limit greenhouse gas emissions does not exist, it 
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also catalogs incentives for biomass, demonstrating that states are already deploying their 

own climate and renewable energy programs in the absence of a national renewable 

portfolio standard (RPS) or carbon cap-and-trade program       

In his 2011 State of the Union Address (The White House 2011), President Obama 

spoke of the goal of having 80 percent of energy come from “clean” energy sources by 2035.  

The White House suggested that generation from efficient natural gas plants would be 

included in this total, receiving a partial credit for generated electricity.  It is also likely that 

smaller utilities and hydroelectric facilities will be excluded from the baseline denominator 

from which sales are calculated, causing the actual target to be much less than 80 percent.   

The White House policy initiatives have had a slow start in being adopted by Congress.  

While EIA is currently analyzing several variants of the Obama Administration’s goal 

proposed by Congress, none has yet been scheduled for a vote before Congress.  With the 

lack of progress on national greenhouse gas initiatives from the legislative branch of the 

Federal government, the executive branch has moved forward with regulations coming 

from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  EPA, under authority from the Clean 

Air Act and the U.S. Supreme Court (U.S. Supreme Court 2006), is proposing regulations for 

large electricity-generating facilities and refineries.  However, the Agency has currently 

suspended biomass emissions reporting for the first three years of its emissions curtailment 

program as it seeks to define the net greenhouse gas emissions released from the 

cultivation of high amounts of biogenic feedstocks (U.S. EPA 2012a).  

There are, however, State and regional plans to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions.  

While it is difficult to generalize their effectiveness, several states have dropped out of both 

the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) and the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) 

(U.S. EIA 2011a, p.35).  The credits in the RGGI program, which consisted of ten 
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Northeastern states before New Jersey announced its decision to leave the program in May 

2011, have traded at their price floor in the last several auctions (Regional Greenhouse Gas 

Initiative 2011).  While these regional programs have sought to become a model for a 

national program, they have been hard hit by recent slowed economic growth and an 

increasingly divided political climate, with almost all newly elected Republicans holding 

State and National offices believing that climate change mitigation legislation should not be 

enacted if there is any economic cost (New York Times Editorial Board 2011).   

Currently 29 states have renewable portfolio standards (DSIRE 2012), as tracked by 

the Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency.  These standards are wide-

ranging in their abilities to spur new renewable generation and differ greatly in their lists of 

eligible technologies, mandates, compliance mechanisms, and milestone dates (Wiser 

2007).  In nearly all programs, biomass is eligible to meet the standards.  Many programs 

use tradable renewable energy credits or certificates (RECs) as a way to enforce 

compliance.  If an electricity provider is not able to meet its State requirement, it must buy 

credits, often on an open market, to make up for the shortfalls.  Newer RPSs may include 

low-carbon, non-renewable generation sources such as coal and natural gas plants with 

carbon capture technology.  These are classified as clean energy standards (CES).  

Most states have requirements for in-state generation or provide a premium credit 

for these sources.  They also have different categories of renewable generation types with 

set-asides being common for particular types.  Oftentimes, solar photovoltaic cells benefit 

from these provisions as they usually are not cost-effective unless receiving a separate 

mandate.  Wind farms have most often benefitted from RPS programs, as the plant generally 

requires a lower initial capital cost, has a shorter period of construction, and is immediately 

eligible for the nationwide, full 2.2-cent (inflation adjusted) renewable production tax credit 
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(PTC) on every kilowatthour of generated electricity for the first ten years of operation.  

Other technologies, including biomass, are also eligible, however their longer construction 

times can delay receiving the credit (DSIRE 2012).  Moreover, only closed-loop biomass is 

eligible for the full credit amount.  “Closed loop” is defined as a closed, circular feedstock 

life-cycle such as energy crop production on land that had not previously been forested.  

Open-loop biomass, such as poultry litter, receives half of the total credit amount.  The PTC 

is a Federal credit and is not affected by any State incentive or RPS.  Although the PTC has 

usually been extended before it has been allowed to lapse, uncertainty makes long-term 

planning difficult.  The PTC is currently scheduled to expire for wind at the end of 2012 and 

one year later for other renewable technologies, including biomass.    

This section shows the interest that states have in facilitating the development of 

renewable energy, of which biomass is considered a part.  It also shows that a 

comprehensive Federal policy on renewable electricity, in general, or biomass generated 

power, in particular, does not exist, and therefore considerable uncertainty in the public 

domain over the economics of biomass generation remains.   

2.3 Sources of Biomass Supply  

It is known where the sun shines, where heat reserves lie beneath the ground, 

where the wind blows across lands, or, with considerable engineering effort, where 

reserves of fossil fuels exist.  Unlike these sources of energy, biomass supply potential is 

highly variable and depends on the decisions of individual farmers and foresters.  This 

section focuses on the sources of biomass supply, the tradeoffs between different energy 

crops, and why certain crops were included in the model while others were not.  While most 

of the biomass data originates from the POLYSYS agricultural land-use LP model described 

later, forestry and mill residues are not a direct output of that model, and I will import these 
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feedstocks from a different source for use in the NLP developed for this thesis.  This section 

documents where this non-agricultural biomass data is obtained.   

Since perennial energy crops are estimated by EIA to comprise approximately half 

of total biomass supply in 2035 (U.S. EIA 2011a), it is important to understand the selection 

of certain grasses over their alternatives.  There are two major candidates for perennial 

biomass crops: Panicum virgatum (switchgrass) and Miscanthus sinensis (miscanthus) 

(USDA 2012).  Khanna (2011) found that the yields for switchgrass were 11 to 16 metric 

dry tons per hectare while miscanthus yields ranged from 20 to 32 metric dry tons per 

hectare.  The greater productivity of miscanthus presents a challenge, as the perennial 

energy crop portion of the supply curve in this analysis relies almost exclusively on 

switchgrass cultivation (with some small quantities of poplar and willow crops) because 

POLYSYS does not consider miscanthus.   

The “superior” miscanthus yield, however, does not necessarily equate to it being 

the most cost-effective and environmentally friendly crop.  As Bocquécho et al. (2010) point 

out, miscanthus does not produce seeds, and propagation must occur through 

micropropagation or rhizome cutting.  In their research, those authors found that the start-

up costs of miscanthus were approximately five times the costs of switchgrass, and that 

there is no yield during the first two years of cultivation.  In contrast, switchgrass produces 

half of its full potential yield during its second year of production (Bocquécho et al 2010).  

Even with the greater yields during the later years, miscanthus was found to have 10-

percent lower annualized rates of return relative to switchgrass for total tons harvested 

over an eight-year period.  Lewandowski et al. (2003) describes why switchgrass has been 

selected over other grasses in both the U.S. and Europe by explaining the history of the 

Department of Energy’s Bioenergy Feedstock Development Program (BFDP).  That program 
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looked at 18 different grasses and ultimately selected switchgrass as the most promising 

crop due to its nativeness in the Eastern two-thirds of the United States, multiple harvesting 

schedules in Southern areas, and high yields.  While the program did not examine 

miscanthus, European research did look at this crop and also noted its high harvesting 

costs, low tolerance to cold, and narrow genetic base.  That said, it remains capable of 

producing high yields in well-watered areas (Lewandowski et al. 2003).  Switchgrass 

seemed better able to handle extreme precipitation events and required less water overall.  

If climate change projections pan out as forecasted, relying on a crop able to handle 

extremes is increasingly important (Bhatt et al. 2008).  Aravindhakshan et al. (2010) grew a 

switchgrass test plot next to a miscanthus test plot in Oklahoma and actually found yields of 

the Alamo variety of switchgrass to be higher in both years.   

Switchgrass has also been subject to a greater amount of research in the U.S., 

although many of the Energy Department’s test plots were cancelled in the early 2000s 

(Lewandowski et al. 2003).  While any model ideally should include both miscanthus and 

switchgrass as potential energy crops, POLYSYS is largely reliant on data from the Energy 

Department, USDA, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which view switchgrass as the most 

viable perennial energy crop.  A report (U.S. DOE 2009) summarized switchgrass 

performance on several different plots and found yields in the Southeastern U.S. to be 

between 17.6 and 10.7 tons per hectare.  That report, along with Wullschleger et al. (2010), 

stressed the importance of precipitation and temperature over other variables such as soil 

fertility, although the homogenous characteristics across all test plots may have 

underestimated the influence of some variables.  McLaughlin and Adamskszos (2005) also 

noted that while switchgrass is viewed as a ten-year crop, with two growing years of 

diminished yields, test plots of harvesting data show no significant drop-off in harvesting 

totals after 13 years.  Wright et al. (2010) pointed out that switchgrass does well under no-
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till agriculture and has a deep root system, which are both important for effective carbon 

dioxide sequestration and provide another advantage over miscanthus which has shallower 

roots.  The exclusive focus of this dissertation on switchgrass is therefore justifiable.    

Biomass forestry and mill residue data developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

(ORNL) in conjunction with the National Forest Service comprise the forestry and mill 

residue feedstock supply curve used in this thesis.  The project lead was Dr. Robert Perlack 

and the data he shared are for the revised version of the Billion Ton Study (U.S. DOE 2011).  

Dr. Perlack shared the data with EIA for use in its energy forecasts.  The data assume a 

limited amount of small, whole tree harvesting with trees having diameters of less than 

seven inches in the Western U.S. and less than five inches in the Northern and Southern U.S. 

regions eligible as fuel sources.  Integrated forestry thinning and residue operations were 

calculated so that individual totals from each were not inflated to create unsustainable 

harvests when combined.  The residue supply curve prices (marginal production costs) 

range from $10/dry ton3 4 to $80/dry ton ($2009) and were compiled at the ASD level (U.S. 

DOE 2011).  While only feedstocks from private forestry lands are currently eligible for use 

in the renewable transportation fuels mandate discussed in Section 1.2, no such distinction 

currently exists in the electric power sector, and biomass potential from both private and 

public lands are allowed in the residue biomass supply curves.    

2.4 Biomass Carbon Emissions and Environmental Impact 

As noted in Chapter 1, biomass has the potential to be a reliable, low-carbon 

alternative to fossil-fueled generation, yet Section 2.2 points out that EPA has not yet made 

a definitive statement on the carbon savings accrued by using biomass.  This section 

                                                           
3 Note that all tons represent short tons and not tonnes (metric tons).     
4 Unless otherwise specified, ton means dry ton (biomass with negligible moisture content).  Instances where 
feedstock moisture is included in the total weight will be clearly noted.   
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examines the effectiveness of biomass generation at achieving a high rate of avoided 

greenhouse emissions.  Biomass life-cycle emission factors are shown to be highly variable 

based on gathering, harvesting, and transportation methods (Walker 2010).  Since biomass 

burns at a less-efficient heat rate than coal (U.S. EIA 2011b), some have stated that it is an 

ineffective source of low-carbon electricity generation, especially if the materials are 

originating from a highly-effective, non-mature carbon sink.  This issue is most prominent 

when dealing with biomass from the forestry sector, as agricultural biomass is generally 

viewed as a more closed-loop process: on a parcel of farmland, a biomass crop will absorb 

carbon as it grows and release the carbon later during combustion at an electricity plant.  

The cycle repeats during the next growing season.  Adjustments due to changes in carbon 

content of the soil can occur, but are considered small enough to be excluded in analyses of 

net carbon emissions from crops.   

Land-use changes can be instrumental in the true carbon value of the fuel.  If a 

sustainable, forested carbon sink is transformed into arable land, carbon emissions may be 

quite high.   There have already been several efforts to quantify the emissions from biomass 

by EPA (2010) as part of a Congressional mandate to ensure that the widespread use of 

ethanol would bring down atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases relative to a business-as-

usual scenario.  These efforts not only take into account domestic land-use shifting, but also 

provide great detail on international land conversion.  Therefore both attributional 

emissions (caused directly from cultivation and production) and consequential emissions 

(caused by land-use changes and fossil fuel displacement) are considered.   

The fuel types in the EISA requirements are classified by their greenhouse gas 

reductions compared to fossil fuels:  Conventional ethanol must have a 20-percent smaller 

carbon footprint relative to gasoline or diesel; advanced biofuels and biomass-based diesel 
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must have a 50-percent reduction; and cellulosic ethanol must achieve a 60-percent 

reduction.  The EPA analysis uses models from the Food and Agricultural Policy and 

Research Institute (FAPRI) to show how exogenous shocks in biomass production will affect 

the world’s agriculture and has estimated that cellulosic ethanol achieves a 110-percent 

greenhouse gas reduction relative to fossil fuels in the transportation sector.  Avoided 

emissions rates exceeding 100 percent are possible by capturing waste products from 

ethanol, such as fuels for heating.  Although this is not directly analogous to the electric 

power sector, it does challenge the notion that land-use changes from biomass will 

ultimately cause higher emissions in the global context.   

In the Billion-Ton Vision (U.S. DOE and USDA, 2005), the Departments of Energy and 

Agriculture estimated that nearly three-quarters of the biomass feedstocks would come 

from agricultural residues or dedicated energy crops by 2035.  A major concern is that 

vastly increasing the cultivation of perennial energy crops might result in life-cycle 

emissions of carbon dioxide in ways that are not anticipated.  Sebastián et al. (2011) 

examined this question and found that, at most, fertilizer, crop management, crop 

transportation, and pretreatments would equate to three percent of emissions from the 

combustion of coal to generate the equivalent amount of power.  Under some scenarios, the 

crop cultivation and transport emissions were only one percent of equivalent coal 

emissions.  However Silva Lora et al. (2011) have estimated that simply replacing Brazilian 

grasslands with perennial energy crops will create a carbon debt that takes 17 years to 

balance.  The disagreements between these studies are representative of the debates that 

are occurring in the scientific and policy communities.  Although each viewpoint may be a 

correct deduction given the input assumptions, assumptions of different studies often 

disagree and thus predestine contradicting conclusions.   
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A particularly controversial study was by the Manomet Center for Conservation 

Sciences (Walker 2010) which not only challenged the carbon neutrality of biomass, but 

also the benefits of biomass combustion relative to the combustion of fossil fuels.  Their 

report focused on life-cycle carbon accounting for a particular category of biofuels: forestry 

residue biomass.  There were several limitations to their assumptions, however, that may 

contribute to their pessimistic assessment.  The study, like this thesis, assumed a dedicated 

biomass power plant heat rate efficiency rate of 25 percent which some considered too low.  

Their focus was exclusively on the forestry residues in the U.S. State of Massachusetts, 

which has private forests that are generally owned in smaller plots than in neighboring 

states and should not be viewed as representative of national ownership patterns.  Smaller 

plots require less streamlined residue collection, and often there is greater resistance to 

allowing efficient collection machinery on the land.    

That report concluded that the carbon “debt” from biomass combustion for 

electricity generation compared to coal-based generation would not be offset until shortly 

after 2050.  Biomass generation compared to natural gas generation has a 110-percent 

carbon debt in 2050, and a 63-percent debt by 2100.  This means that even after accounting 

for forestry re-growth in the 90-year period to 2100, electricity generation from a biomass 

combustion plant still has 163 percent of the emissions that the same electricity generated 

from natural gas would have.  The study did not account for biomass collected from clear-

cutting, but did allow for some small whole-tree harvesting.  The forestry biomass was 

harvested in a way sensitive to soil nutrient levels, wildlife protection, and other State 

regulations.  An adequate summary cannot be provided here of this very complex study, 

However, the number of years until carbon dividends erased the initial carbon debt varied 

heavily based on alternative sensitivities explored in the report.   
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The EPA report by Bierwagan et al. (2011) examines the specific environmental 

impacts of the 2007-mandated EISA biofuel requirements and is complementary to the 

2010 EPA report discussed earlier.  It addresses the importance of maintaining the 

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) lands to ensure erosion protection and help minimize 

water pollution.  Since biomass is cultivated in complex ecosystems, all potential 

environmental impacts should be examined when establishing a national plan.  Corn stover, 

for example, has the potential to contribute as a combustible feedstock in a power plant, but 

can also be left on the field to reduce tilling, sequester soil organic matter, and prevent 

erosion.  Finding the right balance of agricultural and harvesting practices is essential for 

the usefulness of biomass as a low-carbon energy source.       

While this review shows ambiguity and considerable range in the greenhouse gas 

benefits of biomass over alternative fuels, the majority of sources reviewed in this section 

conclude that the potential exists to manage feedstocks in a way conducive to significant 

greenhouse gas emission reductions.  Those that did not find carbon savings from biomass 

used very location-specific assumptions that should not be generalized to national 

conditions.  As biomass grows in importance and dedicated energy crops come into 

mainstream farming, additional studies and forthcoming regulations that differentiate 

greenhouse gas life-cycle emissions are likely.  Unfortunately, cataloging emissions for each 

dry ton of feedstock is not yet possible.  Thus, the analysis in this thesis treats all feedstocks 

equally and in effect assumes that, utilized for electricity production, all feedstocks 

comprising the biomass supply curve will lessen emissions of greenhouse gases by a similar 

amount.  This conclusion, that a BTU (British Thermal Unit) of combusted biomass has life-

cycle emissions which are much lower than any fossil-fueled combustion technology 

without carbon capture, is implicitly assumed by every national legislative proposal which 

considers biomass generation fully eligible for clean energy credits.  
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2.5 A Comparison of POLYSYS to Other Models   

Much of the biomass feedstock data that supplies the electricity model of this thesis 

originates from the previously-mentioned Policy Analysis Model, or POLYSYS.  This section 

examines the choice to use POLYSYS output over biomass modeling alternatives, and also 

examines the assumptions underlying the POLYSYS model.   

 POLYSYS was developed by the Agricultural Policy Analysis Center at the University 

of Tennessee in the 1990s and is described by De la Torre Ugarte (2000).  POLYSYS uses 

each of the 305 agricultural statistics districts (ASDs) as a collective area where planting 

and livestock decisions are made (Figure 1.2).  The model assumes that agricultural 

enterprises in each ASD seek to maximize their expected net returns through planting and 

harvesting decisions.  POLYSYS has 15 primary crops which are the following: alfalfa hay, 

other hay, corn, sorghum, oats, barley, wheat, soybeans, cotton, rice, peanuts, switchgrass, 

sugarcane, sugar beets, and dried beans.  It also has seven livestock options: beef, lamb, 

pork, broilers, turkey, eggs, and milk.  Each crop has various demands from differing sectors 

and commodity-specific elasticities for supply and demand.  Demands for non-energy 

agricultural commodities are based on macroeconomic growth assumptions.  POLYSYS 

accounts for governmental programs such as the Conservation Reserve Program, which 

keeps certain lands off-limits to crop cultivation.  The model has a series of cost input 

assumptions for items including seed, fertilizer, pesticides, machinery services, fuel and 

lube, labor, and irrigation.   

The Energy Information Administration is currently integrating POLYSYS into its 

model, the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS), and POLYSYS  has already been used 

in several high-profile analyses including the billion ton studies (U.S. DOE 2005)  Although it 

is not the only agricultural land-use model available, its potential for application within 
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NEMS, its use at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the billion ton studies, and its input 

assumptions matching the USDA’s agricultural (ERS, USDA 2011) forecasts make it a useful 

and respectable tool for agricultural modeling.  The model is under continued development 

at the University of Tennessee and Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  Alternative models to 

POLYSYS are presented in Section 2.5.1.   

2.5.1 Bottom-Up Agricultural and Forestry Models  

POLYSYS is an example of an agricultural market equilibrium model based on a 

bottom-up representation of agricultural methods, technologies, and production 

possibilities.  For a review of bottom-up agricultural market models, see Agricultural 

Systems Modeling and Simulation ( Peart and Shoup 1997).   

Agricultural land-use optimization models have been around for over 60 years and 

were developed extensively by a few field pioneers.  No discussion of agricultural modeling 

should omit the work by Heady and Agrawal (1972), entitled Operations Research Methods 

for Agricultural Decisions. This work was preceded by Heady’s studies in the late 1940s.  In a 

work for the Journal of Farm Economics (1950), Heady explored the connection between 

macroeconomics, a relatively new branch of economics at that time, and land production 

decisions.  Heady considered economies of scale with agricultural production and the use of 

planning horizons in planting decisions.  This research ultimately spurred the development 

of several agricultural LPs including POLYSYS.       

An alternative to POLYSYS is the Forestry and Agricultural Sector Optimization 

Model (FASOM), which was developed at Texas A&M (McCarl 2010) and has been used 

extensively by EPA in its earlier-mentioned carbon life-cycle analyses when examining the 

impacts of the EISA-mandated renewable fuels standards.  It is also used by the Economic 

Research Service (ERS) of USDA as one of the models considered when developing the 
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annual 10-year baseline forecast.  While FASOM accounts for many of the same variables as 

POLYSYS and is also a domestic agricultural land-use optimization model, it divides the U.S. 

into just 11 regions.  Having the finer ASD-level resolution of POLYSYS is essential for 

obtaining the location-specific results that are needed to address the questions outlined in 

Chapter 1, although the NLP model developed here could be compatible with the output 

from a variety of land-use models.  One advantage of FASOM, however, is its integration of 

the forestry and agricultural land-use sectors.  While it is not likely that agricultural lands 

will heavily penetrate forested areas, FASOM offers a thorough accounting of the carbon 

from forestry residues in more highly managed forests and also has highly developed 

international modules to increase the precision of projected agricultural prices.  The 

international capabilities of FASOM are evident in the USDA baseline forecasts which have 

detailed analyses of world crop production and demand affecting the domestic market.  

Another optimization-based bottom-up agricultural and forestry model is the Forest 

and Agricultural Sector Optimization Model (FAPRI) based at the University of Missouri and 

Iowa State University (Iowa State 2012).  While the components of the FAPRI model 

represent a diverse set of biofuels including ethanol and oilseed production, their focus is 

also international rather than domestic.  POLYSYS was chosen over FASOM, FAPRI, and 

others because of its ASD-specific supply curves and relevance to public policy decision 

makers.          

2.5.2 POLYSYS Structural Assumptions 

POLYSYS makes several important structural assumptions that need to be noted, 

since these assumptions have implications for the analysis developed in the dissertation.  

More detailed numerical assumptions are described in Chapter 3.  One assumption concerns 

the extent to which nonagricultural lands can be converted to agricultural uses, which is 
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important since such conversions could result in carbon releases into the atmosphere.  

Another concerns the representation of demands for agricultural products, which is on the 

national level in POLYSYS,  Changes to the model were required to obtain the ASD-level 

supply curves required for the analysis of this thesis.   

2.5.2.1 Land Conversion Assumptions in POLYSYS 

POLYSYS does not allow agricultural production to penetrate into Federal or private 

forestry lands.  Through the maintenance of stable forestry stocks and the forbidding of 

clear-cutting, criticism that agricultural biomass is turning carbon sinks (forests) into 

energy crop plantations (fields of switchgrass) is avoided.  However, policy measures would 

have to be implemented to prevent this from happening, and in fact it is likely that economic 

pressures for such conversions would in fact be very difficult to resist.   

Agricultural land-use patterns come directly from POLYSYS while, as noted, the 

forestry residue and mill residue supply curves originate from other sources (Section 2.3) 

which are more comprehensive than the placeholder data in POLYSYS.  Since POLYSYS 

holds forested U.S. land area constant, there will not be any discrepancies between the two 

sources.   

The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) lands have also been under discussion as 

potential cropland for biomass cultivation.  Approximately 40 million acres of these lands 

(De la Torre Ugarte 2000) exist and landowners receive Federal subsidies to leave these 

lands fallow in order to prevent erosion and maintain healthy wildlife.  POLYSYS does not 

extend crop production into these lands and adheres to the requirements of the 2008 farm 

bill that they remain out of agricultural production (USDA 2010).  It does, however, allow 

nearly two-thirds of pastureland and rangeland to become eligible for agricultural 

production.  These 400 million acres of additional lands (De La Torre Ugarte 2000) are 
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generally suitable for crop production and will not require high amounts of investment for 

conversion, something that is not explicitly accounted for in POLYSYS.  Agricultural 

commodity price changes are further discussed in Section 2.7.   

2.5.2.2 National Demand Representations  

POLYSYS has ASD-specific supply curves but only national representations of  

agricultural product demand.  A single national demand for any traditional crop means that 

it is assumed to be possible for a crop to be grown exclusively in one area of the country to 

supply the entire nation at no additional cost, underestimating the logistical complications 

and transportation costs of the traditional crops.  The exogenous switchgrass demand 

prices (Section 4.2)  used to build each step of the biomass supply curve developed for the 

thesis are also only represented nationally.  These national demands are an important 

model shortcoming and result in nationally uniform crop prices as outputs from POLYSYS.  

A partial circumvention of this problem can be found in the POLYSYS planting assumptions 

during the first year that the LP runs.  These assumptions are taken directly from the USDA 

baseline for each ASD and represent the current regional levels of demand.  Since each 

farmer can only change his cropping decisions by 10 percent annually, regional demands 

are at least temporarily preserved.   

There is an important implication of the use of a national-level model for deriving 

ASD-level demand curves.   For each nationally assumed biomass demand price, the 

POLYSYS model is run to derive the biomass quantities supplied in each of the 305 ASDs.   

Thus, an individual ASD demand curve is conditioned on the assumption that the biomass 

price is the same in all other regions as it is in that ASD.   Therefore, raising, for instance, the 

biomass fuel price from, say, $40 to $50/ton in, say, ASD 221 assumes that the price also 

goes up by precisely the same amount in all other ASDs.   This is different from the normal 
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supply curve definition in microeconomic partial equilibrium analysis, which holds prices 

for all commodities constant (except perhaps inputs used in the production process).   The 

practical difference is that raising prices for all ASDs at once will increase the national 

prices for other agricultural commodities (that compete for the same land), which is 

unlikely to be true if only one ASD increases its biomass price.   Higher prices for other 

commodities will tend to make the local supply of ASD less elastic (because biomass would 

have to bid away land from other crops whose value has also increased).   If it were possible 

for POLYSYS to derive a supply curve separately for each ASD by just changing that ASD’s 

price for biomass, the result might be appreciably more elastic biofuel supply.    

 In general, the crop and biomass price equilibrium that would result if POLYSYS 

and the power model of this thesis were fully integrated may differ from what is calculated 

by the successive procedure of Figure 1.2.  For instance when biomass prices differ across 

ASDs, the resulting quantities of production in each ASD assume different (and inconsistent) 

national prices of corn and other competing crops.   An integrated POLSYS-power allocation 

model could result in a single and consistent set of national prices for all crops.   

Unfortunately, such a model is not practical, which is the rationale for the successive 

approach shown in Figure 1.2.  A brief discussion on measuring the extent of the possible 

distortion is provided in Section 6.2.   

To summarize, POLYSYS, an agricultural model originally designed for conventional 

crops, is the essential tool that creates the ASD-level supply curves that are used in the MILP 

for this analysis.  It was modified by the University of Tennessee to handle exogenous 

biomass demand prices – in this analysis they range from $20-$100 – and produce the ASD-

level supplies that are required in the dissertation.  These spatially disaggregate biomass 
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supply curves greatly affect the power plant allocation patterns obtained by the analysis in 

this thesis.  

2.6 Transmission 

 Since renewable resources usually are geographically fixed, their proximity to load 

centers, or lack thereof, adds to the complications of their development.  Wind resources in 

West Texas cannot reach Houston, and geothermal fields deep in the Southwest desert 

cannot power Los Angeles without significant investment in new lines.  With intermittency 

issues and public opposition for new transmission lines, renewable technologies face 

steeper hurdles than other technologies for grid integration.  Puga and Lesser (2009) note 

that expanding transmission infrastructure can be a convoluted process in the era of private 

ownership and with the lack of vertically integrated utilities.  In a report prepared for the 

Department of Energy (2004), Hirst provides a wide range of cost estimates for planned 

transmission line construction.  First, he notes that 160,000 miles of transmission lines 

were installed in 2002.  In the Midwestern United States, a 1,900-mile, 500-kilovolt (kV) 

project is projected to cost approximately $700,000 per mile ($2003), while proposed 

California lines all come in with estimates slightly under $2 million per mile.  The highest-

cost line was built by the Bonneville Power Administration in Seattle with $4 million per 

mile construction costs.  Line costs vary heavily based on megawatt capacity and voltage, 

and there is no model that can adequately capture all of these transmission costs when 

doing future planning.  For an example of a recent systems study of these costs, see van der 

Weijde and Hobbs (2012).  Two energy modeling systems used by the Department of 

Energy, NEMS  and the Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS), use relatively rough 

estimates of added costs to account for transmission. 
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 Efforts to produce more detailed cost estimates for transmission expansion 

resulting from renewable energy growth have been done on a regional level.  Mills et al. 

(2011) have examined this issue. The study centered on the Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (WECC ) region and utilized the Western Renewable Energy Zone 

(WREZ) model.  It identified 55 renewable resource areas and 20 major load centers, and it 

mapped an expansion of renewable generation in response to a fictitious renewable 

portfolio standard that required several different percentages of renewable generation of 

the overall total (RPS).   

The report quantified the bus-bar costs which are defined as the cost of linking a 

renewable energy project to the closest electric substation on an existing transmission line 

and also assumed that the transmission lines would be expanded to accommodate the 

nameplate capacity of the new generation.  Each transmission line is assumed to be fully 

subscribed.  This method ignored the lumpiness of transmission investment, which may 

underestimate costs due to line expansion only occurring in discrete increments.  While 

there is no way to accurately measure exactly how an individual project would be 

connected to a load center, cost averages were calculated and an overall number was 

provided by the paper, which quantifies the transmission costs.  Average bus-bar costs for 

biomass ranged from $78/MW to $108/MW ($2010), while average transmission costs 

ranged from $90/MW to $120/MW.   

The study also found that meeting a 33-percent RPS from all technologies would 

require $26 billion of transmission investment.  If certain assumptions such as voltage 

requirements or line distance limitations were relaxed, transmission costs would be 

projected to range between $22 and $34 billion, depending on the scenario.  The $26 billion 

estimate constitutes approximately 15 percent of total renewable energy costs.  However, if 
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renewable energy certificates were allowed to meet the 33-percent requirement, the costs 

would decrease significantly.  RECs work as tradable credits so that areas that can produce 

renewable energy less expensively can sell credits on an open market to areas where 

energy production would be more costly.  Under this scenario, transmission costs drop to 

only $8 billion.  This drastic cost reduction in meeting an RPS in the Western United States 

shows that if RECs are employed nationally, which is assumed here, transmission costs 

become secondary to resource location considerations.   

Ultimately, location-specific transmission considerations for each plant were 

excluded from model development .  Transmission costs do, however, remain an important 

component in the relative comparisons between dedicated biomass combustion plants and 

co-fired plants, as the former requires additional transmission capacity.  This is expanded 

upon in Section 3.4.  Moreover, I assume that adequate transmission exists to access co-

firing or new dedicated biomass generation plants in every ASD.  This may not be the case, 

and is a reason why the particular siting solutions from the model should not be viewed as 

predictions or definitive statements of where precisely biomass combustion is most 

economic.         

2.7 Land Competition Issues 

Crop prices may be higher in the future due to increases in food and fuel demands 

for agricultural products resulting from population and economic growth.  With higher crop 

prices, it is probable that land rents will also rise.  This section examines issues that are not 

directly considered in the model developed for this dissertation, but have been raised in 

debates over the economic impacts of widespread development of biomass from energy 

production.   
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The land rent will act as a fixed cost that a farmer will pay to grow any type of crop.  

It is accounted for in POLYSYS as the opportunity cost of selecting a crop other than 

biomass.  This is the economically correct way to account for opportunity cost if the only 

other use of land is for some other crop whose profitability determines the value of the land.  

Yet some consequences of high land rents may change the agricultural industry in ways not 

represented in this analysis.  While high land rents will not affect decisions about which 

crops to grow, they may cause high barriers to market entry that will exclude smaller 

farmers, who do not own their own land and cannot afford immediate rent payments, from 

the market.  This is especially true with switchgrass production, since the first two years of 

cultivation do not provide high returns.   Precluding small farmers with little capital from 

entering the market may accelerate the ongoing consolidation of the agricultural industry.  

This may raise consumer costs as more powerful market participants may be able to 

exercise market power, or it may lower costs as economies of scale for agricultural 

production kick in.   

A scenario where consolidation occurs is just one unforeseen complication that 

could result from a stringent biomass electricity standard that cannot be captured in a 

linear programming model but is an additional consideration in evaluating biomass policies.  

Such complications may impact the total cost of an RPS significantly, but are beyond the 

scope of the thesis.  

Turhollow (1994) contends that regional disparities in land rent will cause Southern 

areas to be more hospitable to biomass than areas in the cornbelt, as payments to Southern 

landowners are much lower, reflecting a lower opportunity cost of land.  Traditional 

policies have included set-asides in which lands must be dedicated to certain crops even if 

they cannot compete in a free-market equilibrium solution.  These set-asides are designed 
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to foster agricultural development of crops for which immediate returns may be lower 

based on market prices.  Lunnan (1997) asserts that although allocating set-asides helps 

switchgrass penetrate into the market, such policies come at great social cost.  He states 

that the only way to alleviate high land rents is by decreasing the production costs of the 

biomass and increasing the yields to minimize land use.  Such results can only be achieved, 

he argues, by allowing competition to motivate advancements in biomass production.   

Building upon the construction of an LP with accurate assumptions about production 

possibilities and crop transport costs, these complications could enhance the basic model if 

defensible assumptions concerning scale economies and consolidation could be obtained.  

This analysis is not designed to capture the broader agricultural changes and their 

subsequent economic implications associated with the entry of switchgrass into the U.S. 

agricultural market.  That said, just as corn ethanol has affected the corn markets, so too 

will the entry of an energy crop that has not been mass-produced in the U.S. market.  When 

national biomass demand prices (Section 4.2) reach $100 per dry ton, there are 220 million 

dry tons of switchgrass that are harvested in the U.S. by 2035, according to POLYSYS 

projections.  Since POLYSYS assumes switchgrass yields of 8.5 tons per acre (unlike non-

energy crops the model does not incorporate annual yield improvements for switchgrass 

due to high uncertainties (De la Torre Ugarte 2008)), switchgrass is projected to be grown 

on 25 million acres, representing about 7.1 percent of total existing U.S. cropland.  For 

perspective, an 80 MW dedicated biomass plant operating under the assumptions 

documented in Chapter 3 requires the annual switchgrass crop production from about 

62,000 acres (almost 100 square miles).5    

                                                           
5 This assumes the plant operates 90 percent of the time with a heat rate of 13,500 BTU/kWh.  The 
feedstock energy content is assumed to be 8,000BTU/lb, with an assumed harvest of 8.5 tons per 
acre.   
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Figure 2.1 shows the impact that varying biomass demands have on U.S. corn prices. 

Prices slightly higher than $20/ ton (around $25/ton) are experienced in the lowest target 

scenario, while prices of $100/ton occur in most ASDs in the most stringent scenario 

(Section 5.2)  As noted, POLYSYS accounts for cost of production for each crop based on the 

land and climate characteristics of each ASD.  The model also has crop-specific demand 

curves with elasticities determined by the University of Tennessee’s analysis.  As 

switchgrass begins to grow on U.S. farmlands, displacing existing crops, 400 million eligible 

acres of pastureland can be converted into agricultural production (De la Torre Ugarte 

2000).  Since these lands are so abundant, while cropland accounts for less than 350 million 

acres (De la Torre Ugarte 2008), there are always available lands for expanding agricultural 

production and long-term crop shortages are unlikely.   It is for this reason that prices for 

non-energy crops, such as corn, do not rise by more than 10 percent over the forecast 

period (Figure 2.1).   

Yet, the pasturelands entering production are not as well-suited for crops as lands 

already in production (De la Torre Ugarte 2008).  This raises the costs of production which 

is reflected in the corn prices shown in the figure.  It also may lead to export reductions: 

under a $20 biomass demand price, 2035 projected corn exports are 1,899 million bushels 

annually while under a $100 biomass demand price, exports fall to 1, 699 billion bushels.  

While these impacts are important and will reverberate beyond the agricultural markets 

(the livestock market, for example, will be affected by higher feed prices and a reduction in 

pastureland), the intricacies of agricultural economics are best explored by agricultural 

economists knowledgeable in the field or in future research that I will undertake (Section 

6.2).  Also, in a world with high biomass demands in certain regions (those ASDs with 

existing coal facilities) and low demands in others, agricultural pricing may become more 

complicated than the uniform demand prices represented in both the POLYSYS model and 
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3. Biomass Modeling Assumptions 

3.1 Overview 

 This Chapter focuses on the development of quantitative modeling assumptions that 
will define the model results and determine the effectiveness of the dissertation as a 
policymaking tool.  Examples of these assumptions include the following: the treatment of 
transmission (Section 3.2), the performance and size of biomass power plants used in the 
non-linear programming model (Section 3,3), cost savings that are accrued by increasing 
biomass generation levels (Section 3.4), air pollution regulations that may impact biomass 
co-firing sites (Section 3.5), biomass transportation costs and assumptions (Section 3.6), 
and assumptions on the characteristics and usages of the feedstocks (Section 3.7).   

3.2 Exclusion of Plant-Specific Transmission, Inclusion of Regional  

Transmission  

A survey of literature and database resources was conducted to determine if multi-

objective programming that counterbalanced proximity to feedstock locations with other 

electricity infrastructural issues such as transmission lines and substations should be 

considered.  The goal of such a model would be to site plants in economical locations to 

minimize the distance to both feedstock locations and existing substations.  This method 

would require minimal transmission investment and could capitalize on existing substation 

infrastructure since enlarging a substation requires a much lower capital cost than 

construction of a new station or new transmission lines to a load center.  Access was 

granted by Oak Ridge National Lab to the Visualizing Energy Resources Dynamically on 

Earth (VERDE) system.  VERDE has GIS-based locations of all existing transmission lines 

and electricity substations.  
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In their analysis for the Western States, Mills et al. (2011) attempted to quantify 

these bus-bar costs based on substation locations, renewable generation technology, and 

load centers.  The authors also assumed that expansion of existing substations was 

preferable to new transmission line construction.  As noted earlier, however, this thesis is 

being done on a regional scale (the ASD level), and with 31,000 electric substations in the 

U.S., nearly all of the regions have several substations within their boundaries.  It is 

therefore not possible to measure the average distance between a new plant and the 

nearest substation accurately.  If this analysis were done on the county level, an 

approximation might be possible and useful, however calculating the distance to the nearest 

substation from the geographic center of the county would require extensive understanding 

of GIS software calculations, as there are approximately ten times the number of counties as 

there are ASDs.  Substation expansion capital costs also vary depending on the capacity of 

the original station.  Substation capacities are not given in the VERDE system.  Since each 

ASD has a substation of at least 115kV and the model does not select geographically-specific 

sites within the ASD, there is little accuracy to be gained by modeling site-specific 

transmission costs.   

For further information on transmission concerns with power plant siting, refer to 

an analysis done for the Brookhaven National Laboratory by Hobbs et al. (1979) explaining 

the Regional Energy Facility Siting Model (REFS) development and application.  The Policy 

Office Electricity Modeling System (POEMS) is another alternative.    

An estimate of marginal transmission costs on the regional level is included in the 

model, as they represent an important difference between the two main types of biomass 

generation: co-firing and dedicated plants.  New plants require expanding or enhancing 

existing transmission infrastructure, whereas existing coal facilities already have all 
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transmission and distribution lines in place.  Since biomass co-firing does not increase the 

overall output of a coal plant, no transmission infrastructure needs to be added.  Moreover, 

unbundling of electricity generation from electricity transmission and distribution means 

that plant operators will need to pay for transmission services.  Regional transmission costs 

per megawatthour (MWh) of electricity are obtained from the 2011 Annual Energy Outlook 

and adhere to the 22 regions of the electricity market module.  Generally transmission costs 

are less than $0.01 ($2009) per kilowatthour of generation, but in some regions the cost 

approaches $0.03 (Tables A-3 through A-7).  In these regions with higher costs, 

transmission capacity is constrained, and the costs reflect additional infrastructure needs 

beyond the cost linking a plant to the nearest substation.  Existing lines and substations 

would need to be upgraded, although some regions would require new high-capacity lines 

to deliver the additional generation.  The region-specific transmission costs are mapped to 

each ASD region, and new plants built in the region are assumed to pay the added 

transmission costs for each MWh of electricity generated.     

Since these average costs include items that extend beyond the incremental costs 

associated with a new facility, this estimate is a rough approximation.  To determine the 

effects that these transmission assumptions have, a sensitivity analysis is provided in 

Chapter 5 that assigns the same implied transmission cost to all regions of the United States.  

If the results of this sensitivity analysis are vastly different, it will show the need for greater 

precision and accuracy in making transmission cost assumptions, something that can be 

considered in future research.   
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3.3 Power Plant Characterizations 

 This section discusses the size, cost, and performance assumptions of the power 

plants that are eligible to generate using biomass feedstocks.  A summary of much of the 

information provided in this section can be found in Table 3.1  

3.3.1 Dedicated Plant Technology and Size  

  Unlike wind fields where resource potential is limited to areas with consistent and 

high wind speeds, the biomass siting model does not face the same immobile and 

concentrated resource area.  While feedstock cultivation areas are concentrated within 

certain geographic areas and forestry lands are not mobile, many areas are capable of 

sustaining smaller-scale generation plants.  An assumption that has a significant impact 

upon this study is the type and size of the biomass plant dispatched in the model.  EIA 

estimated that in 2009, there were slightly more than 2 gigawatts (GW) of installed 

dedicated biomass capacity generating approximately 9 billion kilowatthours of electricity 

in the United States (U.S. EIA 2011a).  Most of these plants were burning low-cost fuels such 

as poultry waste and wood chips and generated at 50 percent or lower capacity factors due 

to facility age and restrictions on fuel availability.   

Existing dedicated generation plants are exclusively direct combustion systems.  

The efficiency of these systems varies, but a technological assessment performed by the 

contractor R.W. Beck for EIA (U.S. EIA 2010b) suggested that a new plant would have an 

efficiency of 13,500 BTU per kilowatthour.  The representative technology chosen for this 

estimate is an 80-megawatt (MW) direct combustion system.  While this efficiency is rather 

conservative and unoptimistic (Easterly 2006), there have not been any recent 

breakthroughs with biomass gasification or other technologies that have significantly 

improved heat rates.  For instance, even with recent investment tax credits, the advanced 
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technology of  integrated gasification combined-cycle coal plants have been slow to enter 

the U.S. market: according to the Annual Energy Outlook (2011), only about 500MW of 

installations have been completed.  It is technologically possible to build a biomass 

gasification plant with high efficiencies of less than10,000 BTU per kilowatthour (U.S. EIA 

2010b), but R.W. Beck calculated the capital cost of one of those systems to be so high, 

$6,000/kW,  that widespread market adaptation, even with a national renewable portfolio 

standard, is not likely.  The analyses of this dissertation therefore, assume that only 80-MW 

dedicated biomass combustion power plants will be built with a 13,500 BTU/kWh heat rate.     

The 80-MW estimate is not an arbitrary choice by R.W. Beck (U.S. EIA 2010b).  As 

companies optimize the nameplate capacity of future power plants two conflicting cost 

trends tug in opposite directions.  Economies of scale push planners toward larger plants.  

One larger plant would have lower operating and construction costs than two separate half-

size plants.  On the other hand, a larger plant would require a larger radius of biomass 

collection, increasing transportation costs.  Roads might have to be widened to 

accommodate the increased truck traffic (detailed transportation issues are discussed in 

Section 3.6).  Nearby residents would more likely protest emissions and increased truck 

noise from a larger plant.  Proximity to high-voltage, high-capacity transmission lines would 

become more important, as would proximity to water. 

When the 80-MW size was selected by R.W. Beck (U.S. EIA 2010b), it struck a 

balance between the two competing cost trends.  R.W. Beck initially studied a 20-MW 

biomass facility and found the capital costs per kilowatt to be nearly three times their 

estimates for an 80-MW system.  R.W. Beck (U.S. EIA 2010b) recommends a size of 80 MW 

as a reasonable size, which is adopted here.   
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3.3.2 Carbon Sequestration  

There has been discussion about the potential for biomass electricity plants to 

achieve negative net carbon emissions through underground carbon sequestration.  These 

experiments remain limited in scope and capital costs are highly uncertain, making 

modeling of the technology highly subject to conjecture.  Moreover, carbon sequestration 

systems require stable geologic formations to store the gas without escape.  A geological 

survey of the formations would add complications to this thesis that are beyond its scope.  

Thus, while the promising possibility exists to construct biomass plants that will ultimately 

lower atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, that option is not explored here.       

3.3.3 Co-firing 

Co-firing in existing coal generation plants is also utilized as a potential application 

for biomass feedstocks.  Co-firing is achieved by replacing a portion of coal in a coal-fired 

plant with biomass.  The biomass is “co-fired” along with the remaining coal to fuel the 

plant, and can replace up to 15 percent of the total coal of the unit (Easterly 2006). Co-fired 

biomass has been considered an easy way to meet the existing State RPS programs since it 

requires lower capital costs to retrofit a coal plant to burn biogenic materials (Easterly 

2006).  Yet, there is very little co-firing in the U.S. largely due to risk aversion by coal plant 

owners as well as the variable cost estimates of this technology (Ryan Pletka, Black and 

Veatch, Washington, D.C., personal communication October 2011).  EIA data shows only 1.8 

billion kilowatthours of electricity was generated through co-firing in 2011 (U.S. EIA 

2011a).  Plant operators have completely retrofitted entire units, mostly those that emit 

high levels of pollution and are likely to retire, from coal to biomass combustion rather than 

co-fire in more efficient, newer units and risk damaging them (Evan Hughes, EPRI, 

Washington, D.C., personal communication November 2009).   
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3.3.4 Cost Data 

Two engineers at Black and Veatch Corporation have provided estimates anywhere 

from $200 per kilowatt (kW) of biomass capacity to capital costs of $1200 per kilowatt (Jim 

Easterly and Ryan Pletka, Black and Veatch, Washington, D.C., personal communication 

October 2011).  It is important to note that this cost is just assigned to the biomass 

generation capacity and not to the entire plant (Hughes 2000).  This is in agreement with 

EIA’s modeling practices (Jeff Jones, Chris Namovicz, and Alan Beamon, EIA, personal 

communication October 2011).  For example, co-firing at a rate of 7.5 percent incurs half the 

cost of co-firing at 15 percent.  This is due to the main costs involved in co-firing systems: 

loading docks, storage sheds, drying rooms, chopping equipment, separate fuel handling 

systems, and ash residue removal systems (Jim Easterly.  Black and Veatch, Washington, 

D.C., personal communication October 2011).  As the amount of co-fired biomass fuel in the 

plant increases, so must the all of the equipment designed to handle it.  The degrees of 

automation and feedstock handling affect costs, and without large amounts of experience, it 

is difficult to determine exactly what the true costs of a system would be.  Because of the 

high degree of uncertainty and lack of empirical evidence on co-firing costs, a midrange 

capital cost estimate is used in the thesis.  On one hand, it could be argued that this estimate 

is too optimistic based on the lack of co-firing systems installed, while others would say the 

engineering design behind co-firing is simple and well-known.  This assumed co-firing cost 

input is well above the co-firing costs used by EIA of $260/kW (U.S. EIA 2011a).  EIA’s 

numbers are without documentation and no member of the staff is able to determine where 

the costs originated and in what year they were calculated.         

The value of the efficiency penalty for using biomass instead of coal in a boiler also 

lacks consensus, but engineers at Black and Veatch and the Department of Energy Biomass 

Program Office (Bryce Stokes, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, U.S. DOE, 
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Washington, D.C., personal communication March 2011) have both stated that the overall 

efficiency of co-fired biomass in a coal facility would be greater than biomass combusted in 

a dedicated facility.  Sebastián et al. (2011) have estimated that a boiler co-firing 10 percent 

biomass will have an overall efficiency that is one-percent lower than the equivalent 100% 

coal boiler.  This is accounted for as the plant-specific heat rates of biomass co-firing 

systems are calculated.  For this analysis, a capital cost of $500/kW with a unit-specific 

efficiency rate is used (Jim Easterly. Black and Veatch, Washington, D.C., October 2011).  

These efficiencies are generally much better than the 13,5000 BTU/kWh levels for new 

biomass plants, the reason being that coal plants that are candidates for co-firing are much 

larger (and therefore generally more efficient) than the 80MW dedicated plants.   

Capital costs for dedicated biomass combustion plants also originate from the R.W. 

Beck cost report prepared for EIA.  The small number of dedicated biomass plant 

installations and inexperience with the combustion of certain feedstocks makes for a high 

range of uncertainty with capital cost projections.  Previous estimates performed by Black 

and Veatch (Pletka 2006), Easterly Consulting (Eastly 2006), EPRI (Hughes 2006), and 

Antares (Grey 2006) showed a wide range of projections for direct combustion systems 

($1,800/kW to $5,000/kW ($2005)), and all chose gasification systems as eventually 

costing less than combustion systems by the mid-2020s due to rapid advances in 

technology.  The reports do list prices for individual plant component costs, something 

omitted in the Beck estimates.  Yet, because EIA’s administration chose to replace the 

previous reports with the R.W. Beck numbers beginning with the 2011 Annual Energy 

Outlook, this thesis also uses those numbers:  overnight capital costs of $3,860 per kilowatt, 

a variable operations and maintenance (O&M) cost of $5.00 per MWh, and a fixed annual 

O&M cost of $100,500 per megawatt.   
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It is assumed that the plants will generally run near their maximum capacity factor 

as determined by R.W. Beck.  A 90-percent capacity factor allows plants to run continuously 

but also allows for isolated maintenance and supply disruptions (U.S. EIA 2010b).  The co-

firing plants have an 85-percent capacity factor, in-line with current EIA estimates for a new 

pulverized coal system.  This is a simplifying assumption.  Historical capacity factors are 

available for coal plants, but plants are often run below their potential capacity factors for 

reasons other than technology performance.       

 

Table 3.1: Power Plant Cost and Performance Assumptions 

Plant Type 
Efficiency 

(BTU/kWh) 

Capital 
Costs 

($2009/kW) 

Variable Costs 
($2009/MWh) 

Fixed Costs 
($2009/MW-

yr) 

Capacity 
Factors 

Ded. biomass 
combustion 

13,500 $3,860 $5.00 $100,500 .9 

Biomass co-
firing 

Plant-
specific 

$500 $5.00 $36,000 .85 

 

 3.3.5 Co-firing Sites 

Data for potential co-firing sites are obtained from EIA’s Annual Electric Generator 

Report Form 860 survey.  While not all coal-fired units are ideal candidates for co-firing, it 

requires detailed and site-specific analysis to determine which units can more easily adopt 

the fuel-switching practices, which is not possible in a national analysis such as this 

dissertation.  Therefore, all coal-fired units with capacities greater than 200 MWs are 

considered eligible to co-fire up to 15 percent (Hughes 2000) of their nameplate capacity 

using biomass.  According to EIA’s Form 860 Survey data in 2011, there are over 500 of 

these generators representing over 260 GW of generating capacity.   Smaller plants were 

excluded, since larger plants constitute 85 percent of total coal capacity, but less than half of 
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the number of plants, limiting the number of decision variables in the MILP to a reasonable 

number.   

3.4 Avoided Coal Use Savings and Dedicated Plant Capacity Credits 

While this model is meant to quantify the total cost from biomass generation and 

not directly compare its incremental cost relative to other electricity-generating 

technologies, it is necessary to put both co-firing and dedicated generation technologies on 

equal footing relative to each other so that unbiased, cost-effective decisions can be made.  

Co-firing systems directly displace existing coal generation, and so the cost savings of 

avoided coal use must be calculated as a function of biomass generation and included in the 

objective function.  Dedicated capacity has a different advantage, which is that it can 

displace other types of generating capacity, whose value is reflected in energy and capacity 

prices in the power market.   The Appendix contains the values of the data discussed in this 

section.   

3.4.1 Coal Prices 

Plant-delivered coal prices influence which power plants are the best candidates for 

co-firing, as high coal costs make fuel switching more attractive.  EIA projects the average 

regional delivered coal prices for the electric power sector by the nine U.S. Census Divisions 

to 2035.  Regional boundaries are shown in Figure 3.1, and projected coal prices for each 

decision year at which the model solves are found in Table 3.2.  Coal supply curves are 

projected by EIA using regression analysis based upon capacity utilization at coal mines, 

annual productive capacity, productivity, miner wages, capital costs of mining equipment, 

and fuel prices, using a linear function.  Equilibrium coal prices by region are then obtained 

by solving NEMS, considering demands for coal by the electric power sector, industry, and 
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exports.  For details on how EIA models coal, see Coal Market Module of the National Energy 

Modeling System: Model Documentation 2010 (U.S. EIA 2010a p.57).    
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Figure  3.1: United States Census Regions Map 

 

(Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration 2011)  
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Table 3.2: 2012, 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2035 NEMS Regional Delivered Coal Prices in 
$2009/MMBTU 

Region  2012 Price 2020 Price 2025 Price 2030 Price 2035 Price 

New England 3.628 3.335 3.481 3.489 3.541 

Middle Atlantic 2.423 2.240 2.333 2.363 2.425 

E. North Central 2.125 2.133 2.223 2.302 2.390 

W. North Central 1.449 1.537 1.661 1.755 1.841 

South Atlantic 3.034 2.822 2.850 2.927 3.017 

E. South Central 2.347 2.290 2.353 2.418 2.476 

W. South Central 1.815 1.945 2.062 2.161 2.238 

Mountain  1.599 1.639 1.724 1.778 1.826 

Pacific 2.151 2.276 2.341 2.441 2.576 

 

I will not, however, capture changes in coal prices resulting from co-firing decisions 

for two reasons.  The first is that the amount of coal displaced is likely to be very small 

relative to regional coal supplies.  The second is that regional coal prices are subject to 

additional complicating factors.  According to EIA’s Electric Power Annual, the average 

capacity factor at which the U.S. coal fleet operated in 2009 was 63.8 percent (2011b).  An 

increase in co-fired biomass may lessen coal demand from those affected facilities, which 

could lower prices, but because of high elasticity of demand at partially idled plants, their 

demands will increase, causing the two effects to partially counterbalance each other.  

Modeling the response of coal prices to changes in demand due to biomass usage would 

require modeling of the whole coal supply and demand system; that would require 

consideration of the total electricity demand and the natural gas market.  The result would 

be a re-creation of the Electricity Market Module in NEMS.   

Instead, I do a partial equilibrium analysis, assuming that biomass policies do not 

appreciably affect prices of other commodities.  In theory, it is possible to iterate with the 

Electricity Market Module (EMM) of NEMS, by re-running EMM with changed coal demands 

and electricity production by biomass-associated prices, and checking to see if coal, 
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electricity, and capacity prices are significantly altered.   If they are, then the biomass model 

could be re-rerun.   Indeed, this is the iterative philosophy of the NEMS modeling system, 

detailed in work done by Hogan and Ahn (1982).   

3.4.2 Electricity Prices  

The construction of new, dedicated capacity plants offers advantages that co-firing 

does not, which are most easily seen by constructing a basic capacity expansion model with 

two load periods, peak and baseload, and a small suite of technologies from which to choose 

when expanding capacity (Turvey and Anderson 1977).  Similar to the model developed for 

the dissertation, a mandate for a specific, minimal level of biomass generation is added to 

this capacity expansion model as a constraint.  Additional constraints in this simple model 

are that both peak and baseload period generation must be met by the sum of generation 

from all technologies, the generation from co-firing cannot exceed the allowable fraction of 

total coal generation, the sum of co-firing and coal generation at the coal facility cannot 

exceed the maximum potential generation of that facility, and the sum of the capacity of 

each power plant, multiplied by the plant-specific capacity factor must exceed the peak 

period generation by a pre-chosen capacity reserve requirement.   

Once the basic capacity model is constructed and the dual variables are viewed, 

seeing the added value of dedicated plants over co-fired generation becomes easier.  See 

Figure A-1 in the Appendix for a schematic of the basic model parameters, decision 

variables, constraints, dual variable values and results.  If the constraint requiring the sum 

of all plant capacities to equal or exceed peak load, represented in megawatts, multiplied by 

a reserve requirement, is binding and has a non-zero dual variable, the value of this variable 

is the added value of the dedicated plant capacity.  In this case, the dual variable represents 

the cost of adding one more unit of capacity if the constraint is made more stringent.  
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Dedicated biomass capacity is able to contribute to the overall capacity reserve margin, so 

the plant owner would receive the product of the dual variable and the amount of installed 

dedicated capacity as revenue.  Since co-firing does not increase overall capacity and 

substitutes coal generation for biomass generation, there is no compensation from 

expanding the reserve margin constraint.   

The NEMS model has dual variables for capacity reserve requirements in each of its 

electricity regions and, although they are not part of published reports, they can be used to 

estimate the value of the capacity added by each dedicated plant (Tables A-3 through A-7).  

Due to excess capacity added in the last 20 years, the value of the dual variable is zero for 

several years in many regions.  Like all of the NEMS data used in this analysis, values from 

the 2011 Annual Energy Outlook Reference Case solution are utilized.   The ASDs are 

assigned the appropriate dual variable value, and each dedicated plant is credited with the 

product of the dual variable and the plant capacity.  This is then subtracted from the region-

specific capital cost of the dedicated biomass plant, as this value is a function of capacity and 

not generation.   

Further examination of the previously mentioned capacity expansion model allows 

the other, less obvious value of dedicated capacity to be seen.  Even without a capacity 

reserve constraint, biomass co-firing will still not necessarily be chosen in spite of its lower 

capital costs and more efficient heat rates compared to dedicated generation.  The 

explanation is found by investigating the two model load constraints which require that 

both peak and baseload generation be met by the sum of the generation from all 

technologies.  This requirement is very similar to the load constraint formulated for the 

dissertation biomass model (Equation 4.2).  The dual variables of the load constraints 

approximate the market value of electricity generation.  Since generation is a function of 
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capacity, the construction of a dedicated biomass plant adding to the capacity base allows 

for an expansion of electricity generation.  The market products from this new generation 

capacity includes sales to the capacity and energy markets, which in the capacity expansion 

model are quantified as the values of the dual variables for the capacity and load 

constraints, respectively, and is added revenue for the dedicated plant owner.  Even without 

the capacity reserve constraint, the added revenue from increasing the load can more than 

offset the lower capital costs and fuel usage of co-firing in the basic expansion model.   

In the simplified capacity expansion model, the dual variables of the load constraints 

take into account overall plant capital and operating costs.  The program is not a mixed 

integer linear program (MILP), and so plant capacity is able to be added incrementally.  

When calculating the value of the additional electricity generation, the average marginal 

cost of the electric power production as reported in the 2011 Annual Energy Outlook as an 

approximate measurement of the load constraint dual variable value can be used.  These 

marginal prices contain all of the different load duration periods of NEMS, measured in 

hours, with the weighted price average over all periods, excluding all tax, transmission, and 

distribution charges.  This output closely mirrors the dual value, as it represents the 

incremental cost of generating an additional megawatthour of electricity within each region 

which determines the marginal cost of electricity.  For each megawatthour of generation, 

dedicated plants receive a credit in the amount of the time-averaged marginal generating 

price for the NEMS region in which it is located (Tables A-3 through A-7).  The credits are 

earned during each decision year as well the time periods between decision years, as 

generation continues throughout the projection horizon.  The marginal costs of 

transmission, described earlier, are subtracted from the credit since the net revenue of the 

plant owner from added generation capacity is the difference between the generation 

expansion credit and the added transmission costs.  Overall, the credit received by the 
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dedicated plant operators is positive since transmission costs are much lower than the 

weighted average of the marginal cost of generation credited to each MWh of generation.       

By creating a simple model and then interpreting its dual variables, I was able to 

decompose costs and revenues attributable to co-firing and dedicated plants.  All values 

vary regionally, so an ASD lying within an electricity region that has a high wholesale 

electricity price with little excess generation capacity but ample transmission infrastructure 

is more likely to favor co-firing opportunities over dedicated plants than a region that has 

lower electricity prices, more reserve capacity, and highly constrained transmission lines.  

The extent to which this occurs under the specific assumptions made in this thesis is 

determined by running the model, and is discussion in Section 5.5.  Added complications 

would occur if co-firing derated boiler capacity, in which case co-firing would result in 

lower sales of capacity and energy to the power market: however, I assume there is no such 

derating in this analysis.  The value of coal savings is also related to the marginal cost of 

electricity -- before any biomass generation requirement is introduced -- since the regional 

delivered coal price (fuel cost), when combined with the annualized plant capital, 

operations, and maintenance costs, could set the price of electricity during low demand 

periods.  Generally the avoided coal credit for co-firing is less than the generation credit for 

dedicated plants, as the wholesale price of electricity is higher since it incorporates peak 

load periods, when more expensive reserve fuels are used for shorter periods of generation.  

Coal co-fired savings are generally around $0.02 per kilowatthour of generation, while the 

net dedicated plant credit (marginal generation costs minus marginal transmission costs) 

averages approximately $0.04 across all regions during all years.  This generation credit 

would explain why the model results presented in Chapter 5 show construction of 

dedicated facilities, even as some less expensive co-firing opportunities remain unexploited.                 
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3.5 Co-firing in Nonattainment Areas 

3.5.1 Nonattainment Areas  

While the combustion of biomass has sulfur dioxide emissions that are 

approximately 95 percent lower than coal combustion and nitrogen dioxide emissions that 

are 25 percent lower (Morris 1999), co-firing relies on the operations of coal plants.  Some 

of these plants may be ineligible to co-fire due to environmental regulations.   

Complete retrofits, where the entire plant is changed from burning coal to biomass, 

have been made on some older, less-efficient units (Galbraith 2008).  This will not be an 

option in the model, as unit-specific cost calculations would be needed to ensure some type 

of accuracy.  These data are not available on a comprehensive national basis for all plants 

that might be fully converted.  Even then, there are often site-specific circumstances as to 

which boilers are chosen that cannot be captured by a nationally-scaled model such as 

performing a complete retrofit in response to local air pollution regulations or to receive 

emissions waivers.  Since some coal power plants eligible to co-fire biomass lie in 

nonattainment areas for the criteria pollutants as specified in Part D of Title 1 of the Clean 

Air Act Amendments of 1990 (and reaffirmed in 2008), one of the alternative model 

scenarios prohibits co-firing at these facilities.  This is due to the fact that the power plant 

modifications may trigger a New Source Review (NSR), a process that incurs additional 

costs.   The background paper published by the U.S. EPA (2001) lists some of the practices 

likely to lead to an NSR as well as those that would not: 

The other type of change that can trigger a New Source Review is a major 
modification as a physical change or change in the method of operation of a major 
stationary source that results in an increase in emissions or emissions of a new 
pollutant.  Examples are a new production line, an equipment upgrade, or 
reconfiguration of a process.  Implementing regulations exempt certain activities 
from the definition of physical or operational change.  They include, for example: 
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routine maintenance, repair or replacement of equipment, increases in hours of 
operation or production rate not involving physical or operational changes.    

 

The NSR process was created for facilities located within counties whose ambient 

air quality does not meet levels required under the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

(NAAQS).  In the NSR process, EPA attempts to bring the area back into attainment by 

placing more stringent requirements on emissions.  An NSR often requires the installation 

of the lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) technology which, for coal plants, results in 

the installation of scrubbers to remove nitrogen oxides, mercury, and sulfur dioxide from 

flue gas.  Costs for these installations range in the hundreds of millions of dollars (Reuters 

2008), so it is highly unlikely that the owners of an aging coal facility will make this 

investment voluntarily in order to burn biomass, especially since they can continue running 

the plant without modification at no additional capital cost and risk Federal lawsuits by 

performing modifications (U.S. EPA 2012b).  Offsets for emissions may allow some 

flexibility to reduce emissions in nonattainment areas.  As explained in Section 173 of the 

Clean Air Act,  modifications of a stationary source of emissions would require the plant 

owner to reduce emissions from the plant by installing control technologies or curtailing 

operations.  However, the provision also allows for plant emission reductions in the same 

area or another nonattainment area with a more severe classification to be eligible to offset 

emissions of the original plant.   

There is disagreement over the impacts of the NSR program.  Some assert (Amos et 

al. 2011) that by linking boiler modifications intended to improve plant efficiency to 

mandated scrubber installations, many operators avoid beneficial equipment upgrades that 

they would otherwise make for fear of having to spend hundreds of millions of dollars on 

control technology.  EPA issued a report (2002) that disputed these assertions and claimed 
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that very few plant upgrades had been cancelled or postponed by the NSR stipulations.  On 

the other hand, an empirical analysis by Bushnell and Wolfram supports the assertions 

(2010).  Further support was provided by the Rand Corporation’s comprehensive review of 

those plants that had already performed co-firing tests (Amos et al. 2011), which found that 

the decision to proceed was linked to the NSRs; “If modifications that were needed to burn 

biomass in a plant trigger an NSR, interviewees were unanimous in stating that they would 

not have proceeded with the investment” (p. 27).  None of the nine plants listed in the 

review, however, actually required an NSR.  This suggests that Federal and State officials 

work with the owners to avoid scrubber installations as a result of co-firing.  The Allegheny 

Energy Facility in West Virginia worked closely with the State Department of 

Environmental Protection to avoid the review as it began co-firing, a practice that may not 

be universal in all states (Amos et al. 2011).   

If all coal facilities within these areas are excluded, 38.4 GW of coal capacity6 will be 

excluded from the baseline of potential sites.  Since the model assumes that all coal facilities 

will be eligible to co-fire, a sensitivity analysis in Chapter 5 details the effects seen if every 

plant in a nonattainment area is excluded from eligibility.   

3.5.2 Coal Plant Retirements  

The nonattainment alternative scenario is also helpful in looking at the impact of 

coal plant retirements on biomass co-firing.  In the 2011 Annual Energy Outlook, 

approximately 9 GW of capacity are projected for retirement.  In EIA projections where the 

newly promulgated Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) is considered, slightly more than 

33 GW of capacity are retired by 2035 (U.S. EIA 2012).  This amount of capacity is still less 

than what is taken out of eligibility in the nonattainment alternative scenario.  Large coal 

                                                           
6 At a 15-percent co-firing ceiling, nearly 6 GW of potential biomass capacity will be removed from eligibility.   
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retirements are unlikely for several reasons: the need to maintain baseload capacity as 

natural gas plants are constructed, the abundance of U.S. coal resources, and uncertainties 

over nuclear technology.  Since only coal plants with capacities greater than 200 MW are 

considered for selection in the model developed for this thesis, massive-scale retirements 

become less of a concern.  First, these larger plants are, on average, newer than the smaller 

plants (EIA form 860) and are unlikely to be retired en masse during the model projection 

period.  Second, previously retired coal plants have had life spans of more than 50 to 60 

years, and it is likely that a plant built in the 1970s would be better engineered than a 

similar-sized plant commencing operations in the 1930s.  

3.6 Biomass Transportation and Interregional Utilization 

 This section addresses the methods and costs of biomass transportation since 

biofuels need to be transported from farmgates to power plant gates and comprise a 

significant portion of the total costs in the objective function (Section 5.4).    

According to the literature (Cundriff and Grisso 2008), biomass is highly unlikely to 

be shipped via railroad, unlike coal. The most likely means of biomass transportation will be 

by truck.  This will be the exclusive transportation option modeled.  Cundriff and Grisso 

(2008) provide an overview of shipping methods.  The authors note the challenges of 

feedstock storage after harvest and baling.  According to them, while square baling enables 

high-density packing in shipping crates, stacks of square bales with too much moisture are 

vulnerable to spontaneous combustion.  They instead use high-density round-bale packing, 

which permits a truck to carry 32 bales or 12.67 dry tons of material for each load. They 

assume a shipping distance of 25 miles from the farmgate to the plantgate along with a 20-

percent moisture content.  Calculating all loading, transport, and labor costs (including 

vehicle wear and depreciation) the costs of shipping biomass approximate to $7.10 ($2006) 
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per dry ton.   The vast majority of the cost is from the distance shipped, with $1.25 coming 

from loading and unloading the materials; biomass shipment costs average $0.23 per ton-

mile.  Searcy et al. (2007) also examined biomass transportation costs in the Canadian 

market, using straw and woodchips as the representative feedstock.  These authors 

assumed slightly larger loads by truck and calculated a fixed cost component (loading and 

unloading) of $4.00 ($2004) per dry ton and a variable cost of $.14 per dry ton for each mile 

traveled.  Both estimates are relatively in-line with EIA transportation estimates, which add 

a flat fee of $12/dry ton ($2009).  This $12-estimate generally assumes $4.00 for loading 

and unloading and $8/dry ton for transport distances up to 75 miles.   

Intraregional biomass transportation costs are calculated by taking one-half of the 

distance, in miles, between the geographic center point of any ASD region and the 

furthermost point along that region’s border and multiplying this distance by a shipping 

cost of $0.16 per ton-mile, which is the distance-specific EIA estimate (U.S. EIA 2011a).  

Interregional transportation costs are represented by the product of the cost per ton-mile of 

shipping ($0.16) and the distance between the center points of any two ASDs.  These 

distance calculations are readily available using basic functions of GIS-based software.  A $4 

fixed cost fee, for material loading and unloading, is added to all biomass prices.  This flat 

fee plus the distance-specific transportation cost added to the original biomass farmgate 

price equals the total plantgate fuel price.    

Searcy et al. (2007) also examine shipping via rail and ship, and predictably show 

lower costs over long distances using these two methods, achieving costs of $0.05 per ton-

mile.  These two shipping methods are unlikely be relevant to biofuels.  Biomass harvesting 

is relatively disaggregated on unattached farm plots and it would be difficult to establish 

rail depots or shipping ports in close proximity to farms.  The material would still have to be 
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trucked to a central shipping facility, where it would await shipment via alternative means.  

Furthermore, biomass degradation occurs in high-density storage facilities; having the 

materials sit for longer periods of time awaiting shipment would generally not be a 

preferred outcome.  Searcy and the other authors also assume that large biomass plants 

having capacities of 500 MW would be constructed.  These biomass plants would be on the 

same scale as coal plants, which already have railroad infrastructure attached.  This 

assumption does not seem feasible on the 25-year time horizon on which this model 

operates.  There is no anecdotal evidence to suggest that biomass plants will be constructed 

on such a large scale (Section 3.3) and be able to accommodate railroads.   

Current biomass transportation methods show weaknesses and inefficiencies with 

feedstock deliveries.  Using the Cundriff and Grisso truckload assumptions, an 80-MW plant, 

with the assumed efficiency of 13,500 BTU/kWh and a 90-percent capacity factor will 

require approximately 42,000 truck shipments annually.  This means that, on average, a 

truck hauling a 12-ton load will need to make a delivery approximately every 12 minutes in 

order to meet basic plant operations.  Facilities must therefore have special equipment to 

minimize unloading times.  This statistic provides further support for an upper limit on the 

nameplate capacity of dedicated biomass facilities.     

Since large trucks have low fuel economies and run on fossil fuel diesel oil, there 

could be a desire to limit the distance that biomass is hauled.  The U.S. Department of 

Transportation and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recently released new fuel 

economy standards for heavy-duty trucks (NHTSA 2012).  By 2018, class 7 trucks will need 

to achieve fuel economies of between 8.7 and 11.8 miles per gallon (mpg), representing a 

20-percent increase over today’s mpg levels.  In 2007, 6 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas 

emissions and 20 percent of greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector were 
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from heavy-duty vehicles such as those used to haul biomass (NHTSA 2012). Oil used to fuel 

heavy-duty vehicles constitutes 12 percent of total U.S. oil consumption.  These figures 

accentuate an omnipresent criticism of biomass: the fossil-fueled equipment used to 

harvest and transport biomass erases many of its greenhouse gas benefits.  That criticism 

cannot be dismissed.  One possible remedy is to “close the loop” with the lifecycle, requiring 

the trucks hauling the biomass to use cellulosic ethanol as transportation fuel.  This would 

erase the need to combust any additional fuel fossils as the biomass electric power sector 

expands.  While this is an admirable goal, the scarce existence of cellulosic ethanol 

production facilities makes such a scenario unlikely. 

3.7 Feedstock Energy Content, Usage and Competition with 

Transportation Demands  

3.7.1 Energy Content  

The assumed energy content of the biogenic feedstocks will determine how many 

tons of material are needed to generate each MWh of electricity.   In the past, EIA has 

modeled agricultural residues and energy crops as having an energy content of 

7,700BTU/lb and urban wood waste/mill residues and forestry residues as having an 

energy content of 8,600BTU/lb (Jeff Jones, EIA, Washington, D.C., personal communication 

January 2011) .  However, there are efforts to cultivate higher-performance switchgrass, 

and many of the forestry residues are highly variable in their energy content (Robert 

Perlack and Laurence Eaton, ORNL, Washington, D.C., personal communication June 2010).  

Therefore, a uniform estimate of 8,000 BTU/lb is used for each type of feedstock (Wiltsee 

2000).  While this does not capture the nuances of feedstock performance, there are no data 

to suggest that, on average, forestry residues or urban wood waste/mill residues have a 

higher energy density than switchgrass or agricultural residues.     
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3.7.2 Competition in the Electric Power Sector with Cellulosic Ethanol  

    The model used in this analysis does not take into account the liquid fuels market 
as a competitor to the electric power sector in the core model cases.  The EISA mandate may 
be important to the future of biomass, although cellulosic ethanol plants are largely in the 
demonstration phase of feasibility.  In fact, the EPA report on biofuels and their 
environmental impact (Bierwagan et al. 2011) notes that the original 100-million gallon 
mandate for cellulosic ethanol production in 2010 has been decreased to 5 million gallons 
and actual 2010 production was slightly less than 3 million gallons (U.S. EIA 2011a).  Unlike 
with feedstock preparation for use in electric power plants, which involves drying and 
cutting, specific enzymes need to be developed to break complex sugars into simple sugars 
suitable for transportation fuels, and it is unclear how each feedstock will be able to 
perform in this enzymatic process.  It is probable that certain feedstocks will perform better 
than others, however this has not yet been demonstrated.  Biogenic feedstocks are primarily 
composed of cellulose, which totals up to 60 percent of the plant material, and 
hemicellulose, which is up to 40 percent (U.S. EPA 2010).  The former is easily hydrolyzed 
and difficult to ferment while the later is easily fermented but difficult to hydrolyze.  
Enzyme technology, along with uses for the remaining lignin, will determine how effectively 
the transportation sector utilizes biomass.   

Morrow (2008) examined the competition among co-firing, transportation fuels, 
and biomass electricity generation for biofuels.  He verified that biomass will be allocated 
toward transportation fuel production under high world oil prices and biomass will be 
allocated to the electric power sector under low oil price scenarios or cases with high 
greenhouse gas emission penalties.  Therefore, competition between the electricity and 
transportation sectors remains a possibility, although it is highly uncertain because of the 
lack of evidence that shows cellulosic ethanol is able to be produced at the commercial level.  
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Since the cellulosic ethanol industry remains in its infancy, this model looks at a world 
where biomass electricity is the main consumer of biofuels in the core case (Section 5.1).  
POLYSYS also does not consider cellulosic ethanol demands.7  Provisions would have to be 
made if extensive, immobile cellulosic ethanol infrastructure exists (such as pipelines), but 
this is not presently the case.   

It remains to be seen how the ethanol and biomass-to-liquid (BTL) fuels will be 
shipped.  Capturing the nuances of the competitiveness of cellulosic ethanol in the liquid 
fuels market accurately is also beyond the scope of this dissertation.  There is also doubt 
that the cellulosic ethanol mandate will be met in the long term.  For the 2011 Annual 
Energy Outlook, EIA did not model the standard as being met, which was a departure from 
earlier years.  The total of cellulosic and advanced ethanol production in these projections is 
2.14 billion gallons, 6.03 billion gallons, 5.95 billion gallons, and 5.96 billion gallons in the 
years 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2035, respectively.  The competition between the two sectors 
does, however, mean that the market-clearing price for the biomass feedstocks will likely be 
higher than what is represented in the core cases run by the model, as the higher demand 
will push prices up.  That said, the ethanol market still has the potential to impact 
agricultural land use patterns.  EPA and USDA (2010) estimate that over 30 percent of the 
2010 corn crop is utilized for conventional ethanol production.  Therefore, a sensitivity 
analysis is performed that assumes the EIA projections of cellulosic ethanol listed above 
come to fruition.  For these alternative cases, enough biomass is excluded from the 
feedstocks from which the electric power sector chooses to ensure that production of 
cellulosic ethanol is able to proceed.  EIA’s estimate of 100 gallons of cellulosic ethanol 

                                                           
7 The POLYSYS model provides the amount of agricultural biomass available at a specific demand price.  It does 
not consider competition between the liquid fuels market and the electric power market.   
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output per dry ton of biomass feedstock input is used (Mac Statton, Energy Information 

Administration, U.S. DOE, Washington, D.C., personal communication  January 2012).   

Since the enzymes used for cellulosic ethanol production are most effective on 
agricultural residues and cannot be used on mill or urban wood waste, I assume all 
cellulosic ethanol production utilizes feedstocks from the agricultural sector.  First, the total 
amount of energy required for the cellulosic ethanol production was calculated.  These 
values were then subtracted from the agricultural residue portion of the biomass supply 
curve in order of lowest cost until no additional feedstocks were needed for ethanol 
production.  This was done for each ASD region.  Existing low-cost biomass from all other 
sectors remained available to the electric power sector.  This method allowed cellulosic 
ethanol producers exclusive access to some of the low-cost feedstock supply yet preserved 
feedstocks optimally suited for electric power production.  The resulting supply curves are 
used in the cellulosic ethanol sensitivity analyses and are compared to the core model 
results.  A graphical representation of these two curves in shown in Figure 4.1 in the next 
chapter.   
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4. Modeling Methodology 

4.1 Overview 

 I begin this chapter by describing the derivation of the biomass supply curves 

(Section 4.2) from the POLYSYS model.  In Section 4.3, I present a description of some of the 

structural elements that are incorporated into the model developed for this dissertation.  

Section 4.4 presents the mathematical model along with the definition of all decision 

variables, parameters, and constraints.  Section 4.5 discusses additional structural 

considerations, and the chapter concludes by describing how the optimization model was 

solved (Section 4.6).   

4.2 Biomass Fuel Supply Curve Derivation Using POLYSYS  

The POLYSYS linear programming model is utilized to derive supply curves by 

region for the agricultural biomass feedstocks.  The non-energy crops represented in the 

model all have crop-specific supply and non-energy demand elasticities.  The supply 

elasticities are a reflection of the characteristics of each ASD, such as rainfall patterns, 

irrigation systems, and soil quality, which will affect cost of production, while the non-

energy demand curves are largely exogenous to the model and are national rather than 

ASD-specific.  Non-energy demands include food use (for human and animal consumption) 

and textile demands.  POLYSYS optimizes  crop decisions in each ASD, for which land-use 

patterns are projected based on the maximization of present worth of net revenue for 

landowners while satisfying all demand constraints.   

The model is a linear program that is solved using the Simplex Method in Fortran 

code.  It takes about 20 seconds to solve and has approximately 5,000 decision variables 

and approximately 10,000 constraints. The exogenous shock that causes deviation from the 

USDA baseline forecast, where no energy crops are produced and crop residues are 
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assumed to hold no value, is in the form of switchgrass development on U.S. agricultural 

lands spurred by exogenously-specified demand prices.  The biomass demand prices are 

entered into a scenario descriptor file within POLYSYS.  The demand price represents a 

uniform national price that will remain in effect throughout the forecasting period: there is 

no variation among ASD-specific biomass demand prices in the basic POLYSYS model.  The 

period used in this analysis is from 2012 to 2035.  I have solved POLYSYS several times with 

varying biomass demand farmgate prices, in $5 increments, between $10 and $100/dry ton 

($2009); the result is the amount of biomass energy produced for each ASD.  This data 

defines points on the agricultural energy biomass supply for that ASD,  yielding estimates 

for 305 such curves.   

The biomass from the POLYSYS price scenarios are then combined with the forestry 

and mill residue biomass from the corresponding price scenarios from Oak Ridge National 

Lab data to get price-quantity pairings across all feedstocks at different price levels by ASD.  

This is the overall energy biomass supply.  The prices are delineated in $5 increments 

between $10 and $100 per dry ton, or between $0.625 and $6.25 per MMBTU, at the 

farmgate, creating 19 different “steps” in a supply “curve” shaped like a staircase.  Variable 

transportation costs are added to the plantgate costs, making the supply curve more 

complex.   A graphical representation displaying the amount of incremental biomass 

available at each supply step price is shown in Figures 4.1A and B.  Figure 4.1 also shows the 

effects when some agricultural feedstocks are not available to the electric power since they 

are reserved for cellulosic ethanol production, as described in Section 3.7.   A breakdown of 

the supply between agricultural and non-agricultural sources is provided in Figure 4.1B.   
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POLYSYS also assumes that there is perfect competition in the agricultural sector 

and there are no start-up (establishment) costs for biomass cultivation or artificial barriers 

to entry. 

 Figure 4.1: 2035 U.S. Incremental Biomass Supply  
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Figure 4.1A: 2035 U.S. Total Biomass Supply  

 

Figure 4.1B: 2035 U.S. Total Biomass Supply by Component  
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The electricity model’s objective function (Section 4.4.2) minimizes the total cost of 

meeting the generation requirement itself rather than a minimization of total expenditures 

(which would be the product of the market-clearing price and the total quantity demanded).  

Since the goal of the objective function is cost minimization, the supply curve will be 

“climbed” in the proper order, with the lowest-cost supplies being exhausted before the 

next stair-step in the curve is reached.   

4.3 Power Plant Allocation Model Structural Considerations  

 This section describes several basic structural features of the biomass electricity 

model.  First, I summarize how the objective function collapses all cash flow impacts of 

biomass use in the electric sector into a single value at one time using present value 

calculations (4.3.1).  The effects of a terminal year (2035) upon the model solution are also 

discussed.  Then in Section 4.3.2, I offer a general overview of the model’s decision variables 

that are presented in greater detail in the next section.  Section 4.3.3 discusses the 

conversion of multiyear formulation into recursive formulation.  The intention is to help the 

reader understand certain basic features of the model before the details are presented in 

Section 4.4.   

4.3.1 Discounting  

A 5-percent annual discount rate is used so that each of the objective function terms 

is in the same present-worth cost units, regardless of the decision year.   This is also the 

assumption made by the U.S. Energy Information Administration in its Annual Energy 

Outlook and is the discount rate used in the objective function of its basic forecasting model, 

NEMS.  The end of year 2012, the first year of the projection period, is considered year one 

in terms of discounting.  Discounting takes into account the opportunity cost of future 

returns on investments that are forgone in order to pay for expenditures incurred early in 
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the forecasting period.  In present worth terms, one dollar at the beginning of a year is 

worth $1.05 at the end of that same year due to accrued interest.   

Instead of being modeled as a one-time lump sum payment, all capital costs of 

dedicated and co-fired facilities are divided evenly into a stream of payments occurring 

annually for 30 years in accordance with EIA practices (U.S. EIA 2010b).  The stream of 

payments can be calculated by multiplying the plant capital cost by the capital recovery 

factor (CRF).  Consistent with classic engineering practice, CRF > ?�1 @ ?"A/��1 @ ?"A C 1" 

where i equals the discount rate (5 percent) and n is equal to the number of years over 

which capital costs are covered (which I assume is 30, consistent with NEMS treatment of 

co-firing and new biomass power plants).  This product is then discounted appropriately for 

each year in which the stream of payments occurs.  The sum of n of these discounted 

payments is equal to the original present-worth cost.    

Since the model does not see past 2035 (the final year considered in the NEMS 

model), all streams of payments are terminated in that year regardless of whether all 30 

payments have been made.  For example, the costs for a plant built in 2030 consist of 6 

annual payments beginning in 2030 and ending in 2035 at the appropriate discount rate.  

Consistent with standard engineering economic practice, the stream of cash flows are 

considered end of year flows which means, for instance, a flow at the end of 2013 is 

discounted to be brought back into present worth terms at the beginning of the base year, 

2012.   

Although discounting seems to make future capacity additions less expensive in 

present value terms, a plant built in an early decision year will have the opportunity to 

generate for a much longer period, enabling it to make a greater contribution toward 

meeting a generation constraint.  Spreading out capital payments over several years using 
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CRF is one way of avoiding the “end effects” distortion of disregarding revenues and costs 

beyond 2035.   (“End effects” tend to penalize high capital investments in later years 

because there are fewer years left to recover their costs via revenues, see Grinold (1983) 

An alternative way of dealing with the “end effects” would be assuming that plant 

operations and capital cost payments continue out to a later year, say 2045.  The results for 

this alternative assumption are described in Section 5.3.  There, the later end-date case 

paints a nearly identical picture as the core model results using a 2035 assumption.  The 

later date assumption has other conceptual shortcomings such as the likelihood of 

additional coal retirements and their effect on co-firing decisions.  In particular, plants in 

service in 2035 will not necessarily remain in service for the subsequent 10-year period.   

4.3.2 Decision Variables of the Generation Model 

The decision variables describe how much power plant capacity to build and where 

to build it, what quantity of biomass is cultivated in each ASD, the transportation patterns of 

biomass, and generation decisions for each power plant.  Each decision variable is defined 

for each year considered in the model (2012, 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2035).  The largest 

category of variables includes the transport variables, which are discussed further next.  All 

variables are continuous, nonnegative variables except for the capital investment variable 

for new plants, which is an integer variable.  At the end of this section, I discuss the reason 

for that distinction.   

The relatively fine geographic resolution of the model requires a large number of 

decision variables.  For example, there are over 93,000 origin-destination pairs (one for 

each possible pairs of regions) in each year.  Each of the 305 ASDs is able to transport 

biomass to any of the remaining 304 regions, or it can choose to keep its own biomass for 

electric power production inside the region.  While the model results in Chapter 5 show that 
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there is no interregional transport between two regions that are more than 100 miles apart 

from each other, the model decides this only after calculating all transportation costs and 

considering the tradeoff in each ASD between the possibility of transporting inexpensive 

biomass from elsewhere and using local, more expensive biomass.  .   

As noted in previous sections, all dedicated plants have the same relatively small 

size (80 MW) and relatively uniform capital costs.   Capacity must be installed in 80MW 

blocks, forcing the decision variable that represents the number of dedicated plant 

installations to be a nonnegative integer variable.  In each year there are 305 such integer 

variables.  Dedicated plant capacity is unique since the entire plant must be built 

simultaneously (and so plant construction is defined by integer variables) while co-firing 

retrofits are able to be performed incrementally (and so co-firing capacity is represented by 

continuous variables).   

4.3.3  Conversion of Multiyear Formulation into Recursive Formulation  

Due to the large size of the model, there are several steps I have taken to restructure 

this large mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP) so that it can be solved by a 

conventional solver.  First, instead of solving annually, the model solves at five-year 

intervals.  Capacity, generation, and transportation decisions are made in years 2012, 2020, 

2025, 2030, and 2035.  Between those periods, plant operating costs, biomass cultivation 

costs, biomass transportation costs, the savings from avoided coal use, and all generation 

and capacity expansion credits are accumulated by multiplying the number of years in each 

period by the values determined during the decision year at the beginning of each period.  

Constraints involving cumulative capacity decisions will not be affected by using multi-year 

time periods, as capacity is only added during decision years.  Because of this, the sum of 

capacity installations over the set of decision years equals the total installed capacity.   
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It is possible that this recursive approach will result in a solution that is suboptimal 

compared to what would be obtained if it were solved for each year simultaneously.   For 

instance, an earlier year might install a plant that actually has very high costs and relatively 

few revenues in later years, and so wouldn’t actually be built if all years were considered at 

once.   Or biomass supply conditions might change in future years, greatly increasing the 

cost of bringing fuel to that plant.  The assumption I make, which I have not been able to 

check by running the whole model, is that this would not be the case.  Future research 

should take advantage of better solvers to check this solution.  It is also possible, in theory, 

that an earlier year will choose a plant configuration that is actually infeasible in later years.  

This could happen if the biomass supply is not monotonically increasing in each year 

relative to the previous period.   However, this does not happen in my solutions; a later 

year’s optimization was never found to be infeasible as a result of being constrained by a 

previous year’s solution.   

The model description uses a simplified nonlinear structure, yet this structure is still 

challenging for conventional solvers.  After the nonlinear structure is presented, I discuss 

how I was able to linearize the model, yielding a mixed integer linear program  (Section 4.5)  

The linearization has minimal impacts on the results.        

An assumption that limits model size is to solve the model for only a subset of years 

over the 2012-2035 time horizon rather than all years.  In Table 5.1 of Chapter 5, the core 

case generation targets are shown for each decision year.  Each decision year has its own 

target and there are no intermediate targets in the years between 2012, 2020, 2025, 2030, 

and 2035.  With the exception of the “max scenario” (Section 5.2), the 2012 targets are quite 

small and do not require significant amounts of capacity installations or operating costs 

until 2020.   
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An issue that must be dealt with as a result of making this assumption is how to 

treat intervening years.   One assumption that could be made is that the years immediately 

following a solution year (2013-2019 for 2012; 2026-2029 for 2025) have identical costs 

and decisions as in that solution year.  However, that would disregard the fact that the 

target biomass utilizations are growing steeply over time.   I make an alternative 

assumption that results in a smoother trajectory of costs: that the cost in years just after a 

solution year grows at 5% per year (equal to the interest rate).    When the costs of these 

intermediate years are then discounted back to the beginning of 2012, this is equivalent to 

taking the solution year and multiplying its cost in the objective function by 1 plus the 

number of immediate subsequent years before the next solution year.  (For instance, 

treating the 2026-2029 costs in this manner is equivalent to multiplying the 2025 costs by 5 

= 1+4.)  Another way to look at this is as follows: if costs rise by 5 percent annually between 

each decision-year and are then discounted by 5 percent into present value terms, the 

inflation and discounting effects cancel. 

This might be viewed as roughly equivalent to assuming that the biomass 

requirements rise by 5% per year after a solution year.  Table 4.1 attempts to portray the 

reasonableness of this assumption.  The table presents the targets in 2020, 2025, 2030, and 

2035.  The targets actually implemented in the solution years are in bold.  The numbers 

between the targets assume a 5-percent growth rate relative to the previous year and show 

that this is a reasonable smoothing of target growth in biomass requirements between the 

solution years, as opposed to assuming that intervening years have the same target as the 

immediately preceding solution year.   
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Table 4.1: Targets and Assumed 5-Percent Target Escalation in the 100-Percent Scenario 

Decision Year Milestone Targets/ 5% annual 
augmentation to estimate intermediate 

generation levels [MWhs] 
2020 276,253,652 

 290,066,335 
 304,569,651 
 319,798,134 
 335,788,041 

2025 423,957,631 

 445,155,513 
 467,413,288 
 490,783,953 
 515,323,150 

2030 600,616,811 

 630,647,652 
 662,180,034 
 695,289,036 
 730,053,488 

2035 766,818,430 
 

 

4.4 Power Plant Allocation Model Structure 

 Like all mathematical programs, the elements that need to be defined include 

decision variables, an objective function, and constraints.  In words,  

Choose the sources of biomass supply, plant types, and locations of these plants in order to 

minimize total costs, subject to constraints on generation load, plant generation, plant 

capacity, and fuel supply,  

4.4.1 Decision Variables  

DE,F,G is the incremental fraction of co-fired biomass in region j at plant k in year t 

multiplied by 100 percent.  0 ≤ DE,F,G  ≤ 15.    DE,F,G = IJ,K,L
MJ,K,L

 *100 percent.  This decision 
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variable does not appear in the objective function, but does appear in the 

constraints and is used in parameter definitions.   

NE,F,G is defined as the actual percent of coal-based generation at co-firing plant k in 

region j in year t .  NE,F,G differs from (100 -DE,F,G  " since biomass affects the entire 

boiler efficiency.  �NE,F,G > (1+0.0008 * DE,F,G)*(100-DE,F,G"".  The definition of the 

parameter is actually the product of two expressions, with each containing the 
decision variable DE,F,G.  This relationship causes a nonlinearity within the model and 

thus classifies it as an NLP rather than an LP8.  Later, I linearize this nonlinearity 
�Section 4.5".   

For decision years beyond the first year,  NE,F,G should be a function of ∑ DE,F,GGR where 

t* is the set of all τ ≤t.  (NE,F,G > (1+0.0008 * ∑ DE,F,GGR )*(100-∑ DE,F,GGR )).   DE,F,G is the 

decision variable that determines the incremental fraction of the plant capacity used 
for co-firing in decision year t, while  ∑ DE,F,GGR  represents the total fraction of plant 

capacity co-fired in decision year t.    

TE,G is defined as the number of dedicated biomass plants constructed within region 

j in decision year t .   

UE,F,G  is defined as the total number of megawatts of biomass co-fired capacity 

retrofitted in region j at coal facility k in decision year t [MW].   

YZ,[,G is defined as the utilized biomass supply (biomass produced) for electricity 

production originating in region i  during decision year t  [MMBTU].  The variable 
carries the “s” subscript to signify price step s.  This biomass is utilized both within 

                                                           
8 Note that NE,F,G is represented as a linear function of DE,F,Gin the model that was entered into the LP software.  
This modification will be explained in Section 4.5.   
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the region and transported to all other regions j where it is used for electricity 

generation.  

^Z,E,G is the total annual amount of biomass transported from region i to region j 

during decision year t  [MMBTU].   When i and j are equal,  ^Z,E,G is the amount of 

biomass kept within region i  for electricity production.   

 _E,G is defined as the megawatthour output for dedicated biomass combustion 

plants in region j during decision year t [MWh].           

È,F,G  is defined as the megawatthour output of co-fired capacity in region j at coal 

facility k during decision year t [MWh].    Since there is assumed to be no 

incremental variable (or fixed) O&M cost of co-firing biomass relative to coal, this 

decision variable only appears in the objective function when calculating the fuel 

savings from displaced coal9.   

These decision variables, as well as the subsequent variables and parameters listed 

all carry subscripts representing sets to which they belong.  The subscript i denotes the set 

of all biomass-producing ASD regions.  The set i contains all integer values from 1 to 305.  

The subscript j denotes the set of all biomass-consuming ASD regions.  That set also 

contains all integers from 1 to 305.  Sets i and j overlap since both represent the same ASDs, 

however, i can be thought of as the ASD of origin while j is the ASD to which biomass 

deliveries are made in order to generate electricity.  As noted earlier, when i and j are equal, 

biomass grown within region i remains within that region for electricity production.    Set s 

is composed of all integer values between 1 and 19, since there are initially 19 different 

                                                           
9 While there is also a variable and fixed operations and maintenance cost for co-fired systems, this cost is not 
significantly higher than when coal is used as a fuel; since the objective function quantifies the incremental cost 
of biomass generation, the value of the variable cost of biomass co-fired generation becomes zero relative to the 
cost of coal-based generation.   
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price steps in 5-dollar increments from $10 to $100 per ton, which are then converted into 
$2009 per MMBTU.  Finally, the set t represents all decision years on the forecast horizon.  
There are 5 elements of set t representing years 2012, 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2035.   

4.4.2 Objective Function 

 The objective function is given by the following expression:  

Minimize Z > 
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This expression is interpreted below in words.  Each phrase corresponds to one set of 

mathematical terms.  Within each phrase, I refer to the section of Chapter 3 that describes 

the numerical assumptions made for the relevant parameters.  

Minimize Z= 

(dedicated plant capital costs (Section 3.3)) +  

(co-firing plant capital costs (Section 3.3))+  

(variable costs (Section 3.3) –  

(value of generation (Sections 3.4)) +  

(dedicated plant fixed operations and maintenance costs (Section 3.3)) +  

(fuel farmgate costs (Section 4.2)) –  

(avoided coal usage (Section 3.4)) +  
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(fuel transportation costs (Section 3.6)) 

The parameters appearing in the objective function are the following:  

hE,G is defined as the present-worth capital cost of a dedicated biomass combustion 

plant installed in decision year t.  The dual variable value of the capacity reserve 

margin constraint from the NEMS model projections are subtracted from each  

hE,G[$2009].  Although there are no regional variations in the base capital costs, the 

dual NEMS value does vary for each region, so dedicated capacity will be relatively 

cheaper in some regions compared to others.      

lE,G  is defined as the present-worth capital cost per megawatt of biomass capacity in 

a co-firing system at an existing coal plant in region j  for decision year t  

[$2009/MW].          

sZ,[,G is the cultivation cost of the incremental biomass supply provided at price step 

s [$2009/MMBTU].  If the quantity of utilized biomass is given on the x axis 

(MMBTU" and the price at which the material becomes available is given on the y 

axis,  sZ,[,G R YZ,[,G is an integral function that calculates the product of the width of 

each non-zero YZ,[,G and its corresponding price; it is the area of each separate 

rectangular piece below the supply curve stair-step function [$2009].   These costs 

are shown in Figure 4.1.    

 mE,G is defined as the length of the multi-year time period following decision year t.  

Generally mE,G is equal to five, although there are two exceptions:  mE,gis equal to eight 

and mE,k is equal to one.   
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qw, ^ is the annual fixed operations and maintenance cost for dedicated plant 
capacity in region j for year t  [$2009/MW/yr].  Although a function of plant 
capacity, O&M costs incur annually.   

pw, ^ is defined as the net value of the expanded generation capacity in region j for 
year t  [$2009/MWh].  Each additional megawatthour generated by new generating 
capacity from dedicated biomass plants gets credited with the marginal value of 
electricity production in that region minus the marginal value of transmission 
expansion.    

uZ,E,G is defined as the distance-specific transportation cost per ton (ultimately 

converted into $2009/MMBTU) of biomass from region i to region j during year t 
[$2009/MMBTU].  It is derived from ton-mile costs of transport [$/ton-mile] 
(Section 3.6), distance [miles], a fixed loading cost [$/ton], and the energy density 
[MMBTU/ton].   When i and j are equal,  uZ,E,G becomes the intraregional 

transportation cost.             

oE,G is defined as the annual variable cost of a dedicated biomass combustion plant 

for operations and maintenance in region j in year t  [$2009/MW/yr]. 

tE,G is the price of coal in region j for year t [$2009/MMBTU].  This price is a fixed 

output from the NEMS LP.               

4.4.3 Constraints  

Before the constraints are introduced, additional parameters not appearing in the 
objective function but present in the constraints are defined below: 

xE,F,G is the existing coal capacity at coal-fired facility k in region j for year t.  Each 

coal-fired facility is a candidate site for biomass co-firing [MW].     
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yE,F,G is defined as the effective heat rate of the biomass portion of the co-fired 

generation to compensate for the overall decrease in boiler efficiency caused by co-
firing and the additional coal needed to maintain constant generation 
[MMBTU/MWh].    

mz{|G is defined as the total number of megawatthours of generation from biomass 
[MWh].  It varies with each model run and is specified between 1 percent and 17 
percent of total U.S. electricity generation as projected by EIA in the 2011 Annual 
Energy Outlook (Section 5.1).  

}Z,[,G is defined as the maximum incremental biomass supply in region i able to be 

grown during year t at price level s [MMBTU].  This quantity is exogenous to the 
generation model (Section 4.2) and is determined by the POLYSYS model and ORNL.  
POLYSYS and ORNL report this value in dry tons, and it is converted into MMBTU so 
that it can be used in this model.   

~E,G is defined as the heat rate of a dedicated combustion system and is constant  

(13,500 BTU/kWh or 13.5 MMBTU/MWh) [MMBTU/MWh].  It carries a regional 
subscript to describe a more general situation in which plant efficiency varies 
regionally and a time-period subscript to accommodate potential future learning-
by-doing technological advancement that would decrease heat rates.   

�E,F,G is defined as the initial unit-specific heat rate of coal facility k in region j during 

year t before co-firing is introduced [MMBTU/MWh].        

 As noted in Section 3.3 and shown above, co-firing biomass slightly decreases the 
total boiler efficiency (Ortiz et al. 2011).  For biomass co-firing rates, the true efficiency 
penalty, in percentage terms, is approximated by decreasing the overall efficiency of the 
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coal boiler by the product of 0.08 and the percentage of co-fired biomass.  For example, a 
10-percent co-firing rate would cause efficiency decreases of 0.8 of one percent on the 
overall system, and 15-percent co-firing would cause a 1.2-percent drop.   
The constraints of the generation optimization model can now be stated: 

 d  
305

w>1
_E,G + d  d È,F,G

n

Ffg

ijk

Efg
> mz{|G   �^  (4.2) 

(total electricity production from all plants must equal the pre-determined level of   
output from biomass generating units (Section 5.1)) 
  

_E,G ≤ 8760 R 0.9 R 80�� R TE,G  �w, ^  (4.3) 

(the annual generation from each dedicated plant in each region j  in each year t 
must not exceed the total installed capacity in that region multiplied by the average 
annual maximum plant capacity factor and the number of hours in each year (0.9 is 
the capacity factor for each plant and 8760 is the number of hours per year"" 

d  
e

Gfg
UE,F,G > 0.15 R xE,F,G  �w, �, ^   (4.4) 

 

(the total number of megawatts of co-fired capacity installed in region j at coal 
facility k during all years cannot exceed 15 percent of the total plant capacity) 

 

 DE,F,G
100

H 0.15   �w, �, ^  �4.5) 

�the incremental fraction of plant capacity that is co-fired also cannot exceed 15 

percent) 
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 È,F,G H 8760 R 0.85 R �E,F,G R (1 C
NE,F,G

100 "  ��, w, ^  �4.6" 

�the co-fired generation for each plant in each region during each year cannot 
exceed the potential maximum output based on installed co-fired capacity.  This is 
similar to the constraint 4.3 for dedicated biomass combustion facilities, except this 

has a slightly lower capacity factor of 0.85 – the reason �E,F,G R �1 C �J,K,L
gjj "  is used 

instead of UE,F,G is due to the fact that the effective biomass heat rate is calculated 

and used in the constraint below –  NE,F,G is, however, a function of UE,F,G" 

  ~E,G_E,G @dyE,F,G È,F,G
n

Ffg
Cd^Z,E,G

ijk

Zfg
H 0  �w, ^  �4.7" 

�the energy, in MMBTU, consumed by all dedicated and co-firing facilities during 
annual electricity production in region j  cannot exceed the energy potential in 
biomass feedstocks, both shipped into the region and grown within the region for its 
own use.   

d^Z,E,G
ijk

Efg
C   d  

r

[fg
YZ,[,G  H 0  �?, ^  �4.8" 

�the biomass shipped from region i to all other regions j, inclusive of the 
intraregionally  shipped biomass within i, cannot exceed the biomass produced 
within that region i for consumption by power plants"    

YZ,[,G  H }Z,[,G   �?, �, ^  �4.9" 

�biomass production �utilization" originating within region i at price step s cannot 
exceed the predetermined maximum potential of incremental biomass supply 
available at that price step within that region" 
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TE,G  �  ��  �4.10" 

NE,F,G > �1 @ 0.0008 R  dDE,F,G
GR

" R �100 CdDE,F,G
GR

"   �4.11" 

where t* is the set of all τ Ht 

�TE,G represents a discrete number of constructed plants, so TE,G must be a 

nonnegative integer"  

All variables must be non-negative.   

4.5 Linearization of the Power Plant Allocation Model 

 As noted in Section 4.3, having such a large nonlinear model presents computational 

challenges for many solvers.  This section describes how a nonlinear model can be 

reformulated as a linear model with negligible effects on solution accuracy.   

 The non-linear term in the model, NE,F,G , NE,F,G > (1 @ 0.0008 R  ∑ DE,F,GGR " R �100 C

∑ DE,F,GGR " represents the effective percentage of coal used in a generator’s boiler, after the 

co-fired biomass has been introduced.  NE,F,G is not the same as 1 C DE,F,G , since co-firing 

biomass decreases the overall efficiency of the boiler.  In order to compensate for this loss 

of efficiency, additional fuel must be introduced to maintain the same level of generation 

output.  Figure 4.2 illustrates this trend.  It describes co-firing in a coal facility with an initial 

heat rate of 10,000 BTU/kWh and assumes that a 10-percent co-firing rate will decrease the 

overall boiler efficiency by one percent.  (These numbers are slightly different than the 

efficiency penalty used in the model but are easier to use in illustrating the same point.)  

This one-percent decrease in efficiency will cause the overall boiler heat rate to increase to 

10,100 BTU/kWh.  The impact on the coal-fueled portion of the boiler is shown in the dark 

red shaded rectangle with a height of 100 BTU/kWh and a width that is 90 percent of the 
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plant’s generating capacity.  More coal must therefore be fired in the boiler to preserve 

generation.  The amount of this additional fossil fuel is the area of that dark rectangle to left 

of the bright red line, or the area of the congruent rectangle to the right of that same line.  

Thus, biomass has only effectively replaced 9.1 percent of coal generation rather than the 

intended 10-percent displacement.  The effective heat rate of the biomass portion of 

generation is then calculated.  This value varies for each plant based on its original 

efficiency and is represented in the parameter yE,F,G.        

Figure 4.2: Co-firing Impacts on the Efficiency of a Coal Plant 

 

 Although presented in the modeling section as a plant-specific constant, a more 

detailed, precise definition of the parameter  yE,F,G would be slightly more complex.  In 

reality, the effective heat rate of biomass varies slightly as the percentage of co-fired 

biomass is changed.  Table 4.1 shows the slight variations in the biomass effective heat rate 

as the co-firing penetration rate is changed (the model’s assumed boiler efficiency penalty 

of 0.08 percent for every one percent of biomass co-fired generation is used in these 

calculations).    The original heat rate of the plant is assumed to be 10,000 BTU/kWh.   
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Table 4.2: Effective Biomass Heat Rate 

Biomass co-firing 
penetration rate 

Effective coal percentage 
(�E,F,G ) 

Biomass effective heat rate 

.10% 99.9% 10,869 
1% 99.1% 10,869 

7.5% 93.1% 10,864 
10% 90.7% 10,862 
15% 86.0% 10,858 

 

In order to mathematically define the effective heat rate of the biomass portion of 

generation in a coal plant, an additional parameter which reflects the impact that co-firing 

has on overall efficiency must be introduced.     

�^���E,F,G  is defined as the overall unit-specific heat rate in region j at coal facility k 

during year t [MMBTU/MWh].  The parameter depends on the level of co-firing and 

the initial efficiency of the unit. ( � RE,F,G> �E,F,G R (1 @ �0.0008 R DE,F,G�"    In this 
equation �E,F,G and DE,F,G have the same definitions as in Section 4.4.  The constant by 

which DE,F,G is multiplied, 0.0008, is the overall plant efficiency penalty due to co-

firing.   

y^���E,F,G is then defined as the true effective heat rate of the biomass portion of the 

co-fired generation to compensate for the overall decrease in boiler efficiency.   

(y^���E,F,G > 
(�G���J,K,L R �J,K,L"

gjj��J,K,L 
  ".   

In terms of DE,F,G, y^���E,F,G > 
(�G���J,K,L R �J,K,L"

gjj�((g�j.jjj� R �J,K,L"R(gjj��J,K,L""
   

 As the definition for y^���E,F,G  shows, the numerator is a product of two 

expressions that contain the decision variable DE,F,G, while the dominator also contains a 

nonlinear expression with that same decision variable.  This increases the nonlinearity of 

the original model, and unnecessarily adds a complication that leads to longer solving times.  
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Moreover, as shown in Table 4.1, as the co-firing rate increases, the effective biomass heat 

rate decreases by a miniscule amount.  Since non-linear programs are more complicated to 

solve, including the nonlinearity would not increase the accuracy of the expression for 

y^���E,F,G by more than a few one hundredths of one percent, there is no compelling reason 

to use  y^���E,F,G instead of yE,F,G.  I cannot definitively state that the solution’s local optima 

are always global optima, which is always true in a linear model, since a nonlinearity also 

exists in the definition of NE,F,G  and an equality nonlinear constraint always defines a 

nonconvex feasible region (Equation 4.11).  The definition of a convex feasible region is that 

a line segment joining any two points within the set lies entirely within the feasible region.  

If this is true, and if the objective function is linear (or is convex and to be minimized), then 

any locally optimal solution point is always a global optima.  I show below how I ensure 

convexity with a linearization.   

 While Equation 4.11 shows that NE,F,G is equal to the product of (1+0.0008 * DE,F,G" 

and (100-DE,F,G", a linear approximation for 4.11 fits very well.  When NE,F,G is plotted as a 

function of DE,F,G, as in Figure 4.3, the relationship between the two variables appears nearly 

linear; the R-squared value of a line of best fit is equal to 1.  In Figure 4.3, the true values of 

NE,F,G are represented by the dark gray diamonds while the values of 1-DE,F,G are shown by 

the lighter triangles.  The vertical distance between each series is the distortion in NE,F,G if it 

were to be defined as 1-DE,F,G.   
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Figure 4.3: Co-firing Impacts on the Efficiency of a Coal Plant 

 

Using linear regression to find the least-squares line of best fit going through the 
series of data, the non-linear relationship can be best approximated by the linear equation 
NE,F,G >  C0.932 R DE,F,G + 100.  As values of DE,F,G range from 1 to 15, the values of NE,F,G  

calculated by the linear approximation deviate by less than one percent from the values 

calculated by the non-linear formula.  This equation can therefore be substituted into the 

model.  The model is now a mixed integer linear program and can be solved more quickly 

and easily.  However, in order to arrive at the final MILP, the non-linear program needed to 

y = -0.9324x + 100.03
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be developed first to ensure that all of the relationships and interactions among the 
variables were accurate.  Once the non-linear relationships were documented and 
understood, the process of determining which relationships could be approximated was 

undertaken.  In this case, the non-linear structure was able to be successfully transformed 
into a linear structure without significantly biasing or compromising results.  The elegant 
simplicity of the MILP can be appreciated more fully only after recognizing its relationship 
and proximity to the NLP.     

4.6 Model Software Implementation Procedure 

 Although the nonlinearities have been removed from the model, the high number of 

decision variables and parameters make it difficult to solve the resulting MILP in 

spreadsheet applications such as Microsoft Excel Premium Solver.  The model has 102,000 

constraints and 120,000 decision variables.  In order to easily run such a large model, I 

opted to use an optimization model generation program called AIMMS developed by 

Paragon Decision Technology (Paragon 2012).  AIMMS is ideal for a large number of data 

entries, as both Microsoft Excel and Access datasheets can be seamlessly copied and pasted 

into matrices created within AIMMS.  It was during this data entry when I converted the  

multiyear formulation into recursive formulation 

In order to organize the data in AIMMS, first, I defined all of the sets that are used to 

index both decision variables and parameters.  Examples of sets would be ASD demand 

regions (j), ASD growing regions (i), time periods (t), and supply curve steps (s).  Once the 

number of elements in each set is determined, the decision variables and parameters are 

designated, and each is given its appropriate set index.  Data for all parameters are then 

filled in the AIMMS matrices.  Decision variables and parameter relationship equations are 

defined, and an objective function is created.  I then designated the model as an MILP with 
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an objective function to be minimized.  AIMMS automatically chooses the best solving 

engine for the type of problem identified by the user.  For the MILP developed for the 

dissertation, AIMMS chose the CPLEX version 12.2 solver.  The software then begins 

iteratively searching for a solution.  The presence of integer variables ensures that branch 

and bound and cutting plane methodology is used during the iterations.  As the model 

solves over a period of several minutes, the user is able to see the value of the latest “cut” 

relative to the best identified solution.  As the iterations proceed, the gap narrows.  In all of 

the cases run, the gap at the final value between the latest cut and the optimal value of the 

objective function never exceeded more than a few hundredths of one percent.  The model 

solution time took between 5-10 minutes on the EIA network servers.  Table 4.3 shows the 

AIMMS solution times and the gap between the latest cut and the optimal value.   

Table 4.3: AIMMS Solution Times for the Power Plant Allocation MILP Model  

Time Spent Solving (seconds) Gap in value between the potential optimal 

and current value  

10  0.20% 

50  0.14% 

100  0.12% 

200 0.08% 

300 0.07% 

400 0.05% 

500 0.02% 
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5. Results 

5.1 Overview  

The results chapter discusses the set of scenarios within the “core case” (further 

described in Section 5.2) as well as sensitivity analyses.  The chapter is organized by 

category of results, which are explained at the end of Section 5.2.  The core case uses the 

data and assumptions as defined in each of the previous sections.  There are also two main 

sensitivity, or alternative, cases:  a “non-attainment case,” previously described in Section 

3.5, in which the coal capacity located in NAAQS non-attainment areas is excluded from 

potential co-firing opportunities and a “cellulosic ethanol case” (Section 3.7.2) in which EIA 

projections of cellulosic ethanol production come to fruition10, resulting in higher biomass 

costs for electricity due to competition between the electricity and transportation sectors .  

This liquid fuels production selectively constricts some of the biomass feedstock supply 

available to the electric power sector (Figure 4.1).    

In addition to these three cases, additional alternative sensitivity analyses are 

performed to further explore the core case results and understand the impacts of key input 

assumptions.  For example, in the core case results, I do not look past 2035, the final year of 

the projections, when calculating costs.  An “alternative end effects case” (Section 4.3.1) 

shows the impact that different assumptions regarding time horizons can have on the 

model results.  Other alternative cases are used to provide insight into the differences 

among the three main cases listed in the above paragraph.  A case that assumes the same 

efficiencies for both co-firing facilities and dedicated plants shows the role that the more 

highly efficient coal plants play in determining allocation patterns in the core case.  As the 

biomass feedstocks become scarcer, plant feedstock utilization rates become more 

                                                           
10 Projected cellulosic ethanol production is approximately 6 billion gallons beginning in 2025.  Detailed 
descriptions of the alternative scenarios and how they contrast with the core scenarios are offered in Chapter 3 
of the dissertation.   
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important relative to other factors, so more co-firing capacity is installed earlier in the 

period.   

There is also an alternative case that uses a national average cost rather than the 

regional cost estimates for transmission infrastructure improvements that are required as 

new capacity comes online.  As discussed in Section 3.2, this alternative case shows the 

impacts that transmission cost assumptions can have on the final results.  Since this case 

does impact allocation patterns, refining the relatively rough estimates for transmission 

costs will be a potential area of focus for future research (Section 6.2).       

Results of these additional sensitivity analyses that include assumptions not made 

in the three main cases should not be seen as having independent relevance, since the 

assumptions going into them are not designed to capture reality.  They are instead 

important tools to better explain the results of the core case scenarios, which are designed 

to mimic the true costs of a biomass portfolio standard.   

5.2 Biomass Generation Target Policies Considered  

  Any generation constraint for a biomass portfolio standard (BPS) is arbitrary since 

no BPS has ever been proposed, so I used the AEO2011 projections for plant retirements 

and projected electricity generation growth as a starting point target.  The total amount of 

generation lost through capacity retirements and the incremental generation needed to 

meet future demands were combined for each decision year to become the constraint 

requirement.  Since these requirements represented a high amount of biomass electricity 

generation, three other scenarios were introduced that multiplied the generation totals in 

each year by 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75.  The “100 percent core case scenario” has the initial 

calculated generation values.   There is also a “core maximum scenario” that increases the 

stringency of the targets and uses round numbers.  All generation targets can be seen in 
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Table 5.1.  The max scenario does not significantly increase the 2035 targets over the 100 

percent core case scenario, since nearly all of the biomass resources are utilized in meeting 

that case’s standard and there is little room for target augmentation.  Basing the values on 

projected retirements and capacity expansion was an arbitrary decision that holds little 

independent importance.  The goal was to provide a wide range of BPS generation 

requirements that varied from very stringent cases to cases having little impact in order to 

show a breadth of potential generation scenarios and the associated cost impacts.   

In 2035, the 100 percent core case scenario’s target exploits 98.3 percent of all 

domestic biomass feedstock.  The generation targets of each scenario remain constant 

across the sensitivity cases.  In some alternative cases where biomass supply is constricted 

due to cellulosic ethanol production, the scenarios with the higher targets are unable to run 

due to the infeasibility of the requirements.  Throughout the results section, the word “case” 

is used to describe a collection of “scenarios” with differing targets.  The core case consists 

of the 5 scenarios listed in Table 5.1 below.        
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Table 5.1: Biomass Generation Requirements in MWhs and Percent of Total Projected 
Electricity Generation for the Core Case 

 25% scen. 25% scen. 50% scen. 50% scen. 75% scen. 75% scen. 

Yr 
Gen. 

[MWhs] 
% of  Total 
Proj.Gen. 

Gen. 
[MWhs] 

% of  Total 
Proj.Gen. 

Gen. 
[MWhs] 

% of  Total 
Proj.Gen. 

2012 
2,024,000 

0.05% 4,048,000 0.11% 6,072,000 0.16% 

2020 
69,063,000 

1.73% 138,126,000 3.46% 207,190,000 5.18% 

2025 
105,989,000 

2.56% 211,978,000 5.11% 317,968,000 7.67% 

2030 
150,154,000 

3.47% 300,308,000 6.95% 450,462,000 10.42% 

2035 
192,854,000 

4.30% 385,709,000 8.59% 578,563,000 12.89% 

 
100% 
scen. 

100% 
scen. 

Max scen. Max scen.   

Yr 
Gen. 

[MWhs] 
% of  Total 
Proj.Gen. 

Gen. 
[MWhs] 

% of  Total 
Proj.Gen. 

  

2012 8,096,000 0.21% 75,600,000 2.00% 
  

2020 276,253,000 6.91% 399,900,000 10.00% 
  

2025 423,957,000 10.23% 518,000,000 12.50% 
  

2030 600,616,000 13.90% 648,000,000 15.00% 
  

2035 766,818,000 17.08% 768,000,000 17.11% 
  

     

 A results summary is presented in Figure 5.1 and shows the costs and avoided costs, 

in present value terms, associated with each biomass target scenario considered in the core 

case.  These results, as well as the results from the alternative cases, are presented in the 

sections that follow.  Capacity allocation decisions are described in Section 5.3, biomass 

cultivation costs are in Section 5.4, biomass transportation costs can be found in Section 5.5, 

and Section 5.6 examines avoided costs and credits.  A detailed analysis of  the values in 

Figure 5.1, which comprise the objective function (and their conversion into levelized 

costs), is in Section 5.7.  Finally, a geographically-detailed look at capacity is provided in 

Section 5.8.   
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 Figure 5.1: Costs and Avoided Costs in the Scenarios of the Core Case 

 

 

5.3 Biomass Co-firing and Dedicated Plant Allocation Patterns 

This section examines all of the relevant capacity and generation results.  In Section 

5.2.1, the Core Case results are shown while in section 5.2.2,results of the alternative cases 

are discussed and compared to values in the core case.   

5.3.1 Core Case 

 The decision to retrofit an existing coal plant or build new dedicated plant capacity 

depends on the costs and benefits assumptions associated with each technology as outlined 

in Chapters 3 and 4.  A general conclusion is that no technology dominates:  the 

technologies are highly competitive with each other and across all scenarios in the core 

case, construction of dedicated facilities as well as installations of co-fired capacity occur 

simultaneously in each decision year.  The fact that both are chosen shows that ASD regions 

with existing coal capacity are likely to co-fire while regions without the infrastructure 
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would build a new plant rather than transport the biomass feedstock long distances and 

incur higher shipping costs (Section 5.5).   

The following discussion refers to data summarized in Tables 5.2 to 5.6 and from 

geographic results presented in Figures 5.3 to 5.21.  A more detailed geographic 

interpretation of the capacity allocations can be found in Section 5.8, after Figures 5.3 to 

5.21, which are maps showing where the capacity additions occur.   

Each of the scenarios sees the vast majority of co-fired capacity built during the first 

two decision periods.  Most coal plants are located east of the Mississippi River, in this 

analysis 73 percent of potential co-firing capacity is within this region, and many of their 

locations coincide with the relatively cheap biomass from forested lands; thus, the eastern 

U.S. sites with existing coal capacity are usually chosen first to meet the biomass generation 

standard.  In many instances, the relatively high capital cost of a dedicated plant along with 

the lower efficiency of the boiler outweighs the large generation expansion credit for 

capacity and energy sales.  As the targets become more stringent and the cost of fuel 

cultivation rises, co-firing becomes increasingly attractive due to the lower plant heat rate.  

Yet it never gains total market share because of the value of generation expansion credit 

and the immobility of existing coal infrastructure.    
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Table 5.2: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity Expansion and Generation Decisions for the 25-
percent Scenario of the Core Case 

25% 
scenario 

25% 
scenario 

25% 
scenario 

25% 
scenario 

25% 
scenario 

25% 
scenario 

25% 
scenario 

Yr 

Incremental 
Co-fired 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total Co-
fired 

Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision- 
year Co-

fired 
Generation 

[MWhs] 

Incremental 
Dedicated 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total 
Dedicated 
Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision-

year 
Dedicated 

Generation 
[MWhs] 

2012 110 110 762,711 160 160 1,261,440 

2020 8,384 8,494 58,971,893 1,120 1,280 10,091,520 

2025 3,138 11,633 80,760,608 1,920 3,200 25,228,800 

2030 3,370 15,003 104,111,643 2,640 5,840 46,042,560 

2035 3,786 18,788 130,413,328 2,080 7,920 62,441,280 

   

 In this 25-percent scenario, by 2035, slightly more than two-thirds of the total 

biomass generation is from co-fired biomass.  Slightly less than half of potential co-firing 

capacity is utilized in this case, meaning that the co-fired plants chosen in this case have 

much lower heat rates than the national average. 
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Table 5.3: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity Expansion and Generation Decisions for the 50-
percent Scenario of the Core Case 

50% 
scenario 

50% 
scenario 

50% 
scenario 

50% 
scenario 

50% 
scenario 

50% 
scenario 

50% 
scenario 

Yr 

Incremental 
Co-fired 
Capacity 
Added 
[MWs] 

Total Co-
fired 

Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision- 
year Co-

fired 
Generation 

[MWhs] 

Incremental 
Dedicated 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total 
Dedicated 
Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision-

year 
Dedicated 

Generation 
[MWhs] 

2012 311 311 2,156,143 240 240 1,892,160 

2020 15,406 15,716 109,113,706 3,440 3,680 29,013,120 

2025 6,368 22,085 153,321,856 3,760 7,440 58,656,960 

2030 6,654 28,738 199,393,206 5,360 12,800 100,915,200 

2035 3,810 32,548 225,506,335 7,520 20,320 160,202,880 

 

  The share of 2035 co-fired generation decreases in the 50-percent scenario to 58.5 

percent.  Over three-fourths of potential co-fired capacity is exploited, causing less efficient 

plants to generate with biomass.  Although the coal plants are still more efficient than any 

newly constructed dedicated plants, having a smaller edge allows other factors such as 

transportation costs and generation expansion credits to weigh more heavily into the 

decision.  That said, the co-firing option is still chosen early and often.  Only in the final 

decision year do dedicated installations exceed co-firing retrofits.       
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Table 5.4: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity Expansion and Generation Decisions for the 75-
percent Scenario of the Core Case 

75% 
scenario 

75% 
scenario 

75% 
scenario 

75% 
scenario 

75% 
scenario 

75% 
scenario 

75% 
scenario 

Yr 

Incremental 
Co-fired 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total Co-
fired 

Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision- 
year Co-

fired 
Generation 

[MWhs] 

Incremental 
Dedicated 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total 
Dedicated 
Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision-

year 
Dedicated 

Generation 
[MWhs] 

2012 602 602 4,180,294 240 240 1,892,160 

2020 23,063 23,665 164,301,279 5,200 5,440 42,888,960 

2025 7,507 31,173 216,422,303 7,440 12,880 101,545,920 

2030 3,316 34,489 239,171,408 13,920 26,800 211,291,200 

2035 3,918 38,408 266,357,423 12,800 39,600 312,206,400 

 

More stringent targets in each decision period make co-firing capacity ramp up 

dramatically early in the forecast period relative to the less-stringent cases.  In 2020, co-

firing generation accounts for nearly 80 percent of the total biomass requirement in 100-

percent scenario as shown in Table 5.5.  Yet, as with the 75-percent scenario shown in Table 

5.4, once the highly efficient coal sites using biomass to fuel switch are taken, dedicated 

plants grow rapidly.  Although most co-firing capacity is employed in this scenario, about 2 

GWs of capacity do remain unused in the 75-percent scenario: some coal-fired plants in the 

Southwestern U.S. that have very little biomass feedstocks in the immediate area do not co-

fired as it is not economic to transport feedstocks long distances to these plantgates 

(Section 5.8). However, this remaining capacity is eventually co-fired in the two most 

stringent target scenarios.   
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Table 5.5: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity Expansion and Generation Decisions for the 
100-percent Scenario of the Core Case 

100% 
scenario 

100% 
scenario 

100% 
scenario 

100% 
scenario 

100% 
scenario 

100% 
scenario 

100% 
scenario 

Yr 

Incremental 
Co-fired 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total 
Co-fired 
Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision- 
year Co-

fired 
Generation 

[MWhs] 

Incremental 
Dedicated 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total 
Dedicated 
Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision-

year 
Dedicated 

Generation 
[MWhs] 

2012 894 894 6,204,445 240 240 1,892,160 

2020 29,176 30,070 208,766,612 8,320 8,560 67,487,040 

2025 4,832 34,902 242,310,271 14,480 23,040 181,647,360 

2030 3,755 38,657 268,227,371 19,120 42,160 332,389,440 

2035 1,753 40,410 280,533,310 19,520 61,680 486,285,120 

 

Table 5.6: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity Expansion and Generation Decisions for the Max 
Scenario of the Core Case 

Max 
scenario 

Max 
scenario 

Max 
scenario 

Max 
scenario 

Max 
scenario 

Max 
scenario 

Max 
scenario 

Yr 

Incremental 
Co-fired 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total 
Co-fired 
Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision- 
year Co-

fired 
Generation 

[MWhs] 

Incremental 
Dedicated 
Capacity 

Added 
[MWs] 

Total 
Dedicated 
Capacity 
[MWs] 

Total 
Decision-

year 
Dedicated 

Generation 
[MWhs] 

2012 9,890 9,890 68,662,080 880 880 6,937,920 

2020 25,453 35,343 245,373,600 18,720 19,600 154,526,400 

2025 1,755 37,098 257,512,640 13,440 33,040 260,487,360 

2030 1,872 38,969 270,198,720 14,880 47,920 377,801,280 

2035 1,517 40,487 281,084,160 13,840 61,760 486,915,840 
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5.3.2 Alternative Cases  

In order to confirm the prominent role that plant heat rates play in allocation 

patterns, I ran a separate 75-percent scenario case in which all coal plants were given an 

initial heat rate such that the effective biomass heat rate, as defined in Section 4.4.2, would 

be equal to 13,500 BTU per kilowatthour, ensuring that the efficiencies of the two plant 

types were equivalent.  In this case, as demonstrated in Table 5.7, very little co-firing 

capacity entered into the optimal solution.  This not only proves the importance of heat 

rates when making allocation decisions, but also shows that the generation expansion 

credits given to dedicated facilities, in many instances, outweigh the avoided coal costs from 

co-firing plants even with the large difference in capital costs.  This is true since the only 

difference between co-fired and new plants, if they are assumed to have the same heat rate, 

are differences in capital costs and sources of credits (value of avoided coal use for co-firing 

and value of capacity and energy sales credits for new plants).   

In each of these tables describing alternative cases, the comparisons are being made 

to the core case.  Positive numbers in the comparison columns indicate that alternative-case 

levels are higher than the levels in the core case, while negative numbers represent lower 

values in the alternative cases.   
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Table 5.7: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity in the 75-percent Scenario in which all Plants 
have the Same Heat Rate 

75% scenario –
same heat rates 

75% scenario –
same heat rates 

75% scenario –
same heat rates 

75% scenario –
same heat rates 

75% scenario 
–same heat 

rates 

Yr 
Total Co-fired 

Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent core 
scenario 

Total Dedicated 
Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent 
core scenario 

2012 148 (454) 640 400 

2020 7,325 (16,341) 19,840 14,400 

2025 8,234 (22,939) 33,200 20,320 

2030 9,275 (25,214) 50,240 23,440 

2035 9,482 (28,925) 66,960 27,360 

 

In the cellulosic ethanol case, where EIA’s forecasted levels of cellulosic ethanol 

production are achieved, the biomass supply curve available to the electric power sector no 

longer includes the low-cost agricultural residues now committed to renewable liquid fuel 

production (Figure 4.1).  The biomass supply curve is therefore steeper, with fuel costs 

rising relative to the core case.   

As a result of this change, co-fired generation in the cellulosic ethanol case grows 

when compared to the core case since plant efficiency becomes even more of a deciding 

factor as the relative prices of feedstocks increase.  Table 5.8 below shows both co-firing 

and dedicated capacity and generation from the 75-percent scenario in both the core case 

and the cellulosic ethanol case.  Co-firing capacity is larger, especially early in the 

forecasting period.   
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Table 5.8: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity in the 75-percent Scenario of the Cellulosic 
Ethanol Case 

75% cellulosic 
ethanol case 

scenario 

75% cellulosic 
ethanol case 

scenario 

75% cellulosic 
ethanol case 

scenario 

75% cellulosic 
ethanol case 

scenario 

75% 
cellulosic 

ethanol case 
scenario 

Yr 
Total Co-fired 

Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent core 
scenario 

Total Dedicated 
Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent 
core scenario 

2012 602 - 240 - 

2020 24,029 363 5,120 (320) 

2025 32,172 999 12,000 (880) 

2030 36,194 1,705 25,280 (1,520) 

2035 39,383 976 38,720 (880) 

 

 The nonattainment case excludes all co-firing opportunities in plants located within 

nonattainment counties.  As noted in Section 3.5, excluded coal capacity totals 38.4 GW, or 

roughly 6 GW of potential co-fired capacity.  As expected, limiting this capacity results in 

more dedicated builds, as shown in Table 5.9.   
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Table 5.9: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity in the 75-percent Scenario of the Non-
Attainment Case 

75% 
nonattainment 
case scenario 

75% 
nonattainment 
case scenario 

75% 
nonattainment 
case scenario 

75% 
nonattainment 
case scenario 

75% 
nonattainment 
case scenario 

Yr 
Total Co-fired 

Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent core 
scenario 

Total Dedicated 
Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent 
core scenario 

2012 602 - 240 - 

2020 22,213 (1,453) 6,720 1,280 

2025 27,631 (3,542) 16,000 3,120 

2030 30,454 (4,035) 30,320 3,520 

2035 33,144 (5,264) 44,240 4,640 

  

 Another consideration that may affect capacity decisions is how end effects are 

considered.  Section 4.3.1 provides  a more-detailed discussion of this alternative case and 

the assumptions behind it.  Running such a case that considers all costs, avoided costs, and 

credits awarded an additional 10 years instead of terminating them in 2035 shows the 

impact of the decision to terminate the horizon in 2035. There is no more than a miniscule 

difference when comparing the results between the core case and the alternative end effects 

case.   
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Table 5.10: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity in the 75-percent Scenario of the Alternative 
End Effects Case 

75% alternative 
end effects case 

scenario 

75% alternative 
end effects case 

scenario 

75% alternative 
end effects  case 

scenario 

75% alternative 
end effects  case 

scenario 

75% 
alternative 
end effects  

case scenario 

Yr 
Total Co-fired 

Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent core 
scenario 

Total Dedicated 
Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent 
core scenario 

2012 511 (91) 320 80 

2020 23,756 91 5,360 (80) 

2025 30,650 (523) 13,360 480 

2030 33,602 (887) 27,600 800 

2035 37,320 (1,088) 40,640 1,040 

 

Finally, as discussed in Sections 3.2 and 5.1, a case where one average, uniform 

transmission cost of $11.77/MWh is run to determine if a lack of geographical precision in 

modeling these costs has a large impact on results.  Indeed, there is a significant departure 

from the results of the core case (Table 5.11) as all areas, with the exception of the 

Northeast see their dedicated capacity growth rates depressed.   

These differences between the core case results and the uniform transmission cost 

results are explained by the how the average is calculated.  Looking at the transmission cost 

data in the 2011 Annual Energy Outlook (Tables A-3 through A-7), the influence of New 

England’s high transmission costs can be seen on the nationwide average.  Since this area of 

the U.S. has such disproportionally high transmission costs relative to the rest of the U.S., its 

inclusion in an average has large impacts which raise the costs associated with transmission 

in all other regions.  These added costs diminish the value of the generation credit in other 

regions, resulting in fewer dedicated plants early in the forecasting period.  The impacts 
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that high regional transmission costs have on the number of dedicated plants built can also 

be seen in the core case with Figures 5.3-5.21: New England does not build large amounts of 

dedicated capacity under most scenarios despite its lack of co-firing potential and relatively 

abundant biomass supply.   

Table 5.11 shows the impact that less-detailed input assumptions have on the final 

model results.  By using a “national average” transmission price, plant allocation patterns 

are different from what they are when using the regional EIA data.  These results illustrate 

both the model’s strengths and weaknesses.  By capturing many regional nuances at the 

ASD-level, it has the potential to significantly improve the results of models such as NEMS 

which use coarser regions.  At the same time, the MILP does still rely on NEMS data to 

determine the avoided costs in the objective function.  Developing ASD-specific electricity 

costs may enhance the predictive accuracy of the model.   

Table 5.11: Co-fired and Dedicated Capacity in the 75-percent Scenario of the National 
Average Transmission Cost Case 

75% National 
average 

transmission 
scenario 

75% national 
average 

transmission 
scenario 

75% national 
average 

transmission 
scenario 

75% national 
average 

transmission 
scenario 

75% national 
average 

transmission 
scenario 

Yr 
Total Co-fired 

Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent core 
scenario 

Total Dedicated 
Capacity [MWs] 

Difference 
relative to the 

75-percent 
core scenario 

2012 
                            

602 

                                    
-    
 

                               
240  

                                    
-    
 

2020 
                         

25,119  
                            

1,454  
                            

4,160 
(1,280) 

2025 
                         

33,172  
                            

1,999  
                            

11,120 
(1,760) 

2030 
                         

36,125  
                            

1,635  
                         

25,360 
(1,440) 

2035 
                         

38,864  
                               

456  
                         

39,200  
(400) 
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5.3.3 Capital Costs 

Table 5.12 shows present-worth capital costs for the capacity installations in each 

scenario in the core case.  This table, like all cost tables in Chapter 5, shows data in present-

value terms.  Although the costs are in $2009, all cash flows are discounted back to 2012, 

the first year of the forecasting period.  As mentioned, costs for the dedicated plants 

dominate relative to the co-firing costs even though in the less stringent BPS scenarios there 

is much less dedicated capacity built.  This is because dedicated plants have much higher 

capital costs per kilowatthour than co-fired systems ($3, 860/kW vs. $500/kW).  The 

alternative cases have costs that line up consistently with the building patterns already 

shown in previous tables: the nonattainment case has higher dedicated capital costs across 

all scenarios while the cellulosic ethanol case has lower dedicated capital costs and higher 

co-firing costs.   

Table 5.12: Total Present-Worth Co-firing and Dedicated Plant Costs in the Core Case 

 Dedicated plant costs [$2009] Co-fired plant costs [$2009] 

25% scenario 6,301,077,142 2,768,753,940 

50% scenario 14,750,746,900 5,222,348,065 

75% scenario 27,007,287,560 7,115,579,954 

100% scenario 43,818,074,770 8,329,831,108 

Max scenario 61,353,476,630 10,906,649,530 

 

5.4 Biomass Cultivation Costs  

 Unlike other renewable sources of energy where the fuel supply is limitless and free, 

fuel costs highly influence the biomass power market.  Fuel costs have two main 

components: cultivation and transportation.  The cultivation costs, an output of the 
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POLYSYS model, comprise the basic supply curve.  The total fuel costs, however, are 

determined as AIMMS runs the MILP and allocates the plants.  It is generally true that the 

model allocates potential biomass production among dedicated plants in areas that can 

sustain a plant without resorting to long transportation hauls of the feedstock.  However, 

since the generation expansion credit and coal prices heavily influence plant allocation 

patterns, it is possible that clusters of dedicated plants may appear in areas that require 

interregional biomass transportation.  This is discussed further in Section 5.6, where the 

effect of avoided costs and generation credits are explained in more detail.   

 Table 5.13 displays the fuel cultivation costs among each of the scenarios in the core 

case.  The numbers reflect all farmgate biomass costs stretching over the entire 24-year 

forecasting period.  These costs are much larger than  the capital costs for both co-fired and 

dedicated systems, as they not only reflect the input costs of energy crop production but 

also the opportunity costs of displacing other crops in the agricultural sector.  These 

farmgate costs are by far the most significant cost in the objective function across all cases 

and scenarios.  In the most stringent max scenario, over $270 billion is spent on cultivating 

feedstocks.  This is approximately four times the value of the power plant capital costs 

incurred in the same scenario. 
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Table 5.13: Total Biomass Farmgate Fuel Costs by Scenario among the Three Main Cases 

Case 25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

 
Cultivation 

Costs [$2009] 
Cultivation 

Costs [$2009] 
Cultivation 

Costs [$2009] 
Cultivation 

Costs [$2009] 
Cultivation 

Costs [$2009] 

Core Case 31,092,773,710 77,274,490,830 134,409,629,200 207,839,873,500 270,092,601,400 

Cellulosic 
Ethanol 

Case 

 

31,128,378,860  

 

79,464,753,050 142,312,065,200 Infeasible Infeasible 

% diff. vs. 
core case 

0.11% 2.83% 5.88% n.a. n.a. 

Nonattain-
ment Case 

31,528,088,220 78,604,542,450 136,651,486,300 211,696,686,800 275,254,797,400 

% diff. vs. 
core case 1.40% 1.72% 1.67% 1.86% 1.91% 

  

In the 25-percent scenario of the cellulosic ethanol case, biomass farmgate prices 

are only slightly above core-case levels. Even without inexpensive agricultural biomass, 

there remain sufficient quantities of low-cost feedstocks from the forestry and urban 

sectors that are able to substitute for the residues now committed to cellulosic ethanol 

production (Figure 4.1).  As the scenarios in the cellulosic ethanol case become more 

stringent, higher cost feedstocks must replace the agricultural residues lost and so farmgate 

costs quickly rise, nearing a 6-percent increase over the core case in the 75-percent 

scenario.  The two scenarios requiring the highest generation from biomass become 

infeasible as the total supply shrinks.   

Nonattainment case biomass farmgate costs rise as some ASDs that contain coal 

plants in the core case must now either ship their biomass to other regions or face the 

prospect of building a dedicated plant.  In the absence of these generation sites, the 

alternative is either to build a new dedicated plant within the ASD region, which requires 

more feedstock as a fuel input to produce the same amount of electricity due to plant 

inefficiencies, or to co-fire at another plant that remains eligible but is further away.      
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5.5 Biomass Transportation Costs 

Beyond the farmgate, biomass must be loaded onto a truck before it arrives at the 

plantgate to be combusted for electricity generation.  The costs from the field to the plant 

are far from trivial and play an important factor in allocating the biomass generation.  A 

highly efficient coal plant in a region with high coal prices may not be chosen to co-fire 

because of the lack of biomass resources within its ASD and the surrounding ASDs.  Some 

co-fired options are not chosen until later years in the most stringent scenarios because it is 

more cost-effective to build a dedicated facility where the biomass resource exists than to 

transport the feedstock hundreds of miles to a coal plant.  In Figures 5.3 to 5.21 plant 

allocation patterns show that coal facilities in New Mexico and Arizona are not chosen as co-

firing sites until the very end of the forecasting period.   

In the 75-percent scenario in the core case, 16.5% of all biomass in 2012 is 

transported interregionally.  By 2020, the total approaches nearly 40% of feedstocks, before 

falling back to roughly one-third during the later decision years.  As co-firing ramps up 

dramatically in 2020, feedstocks are taken from adjacent regions to fuel co-fired coal plants 

as the host region exhausts its inexpensive share of biomass.  In the more stringent 

scenarios, the share of biomass transported across regions falls as the growth of dedicated 

plants compensates for the lack of additional co-firing opportunities and the smaller 

dedicated plants take from their own regions.   

 The existence of 305 differently sized ASD regions causes transportation patterns 

that are not always obvious.  The transportation costs are outlined in Section 3.6: the 

intraregional transportation requirement is one-half the distance between the region’s 

center point and its furthest boundary point, while interregional transportation distances 

are the distances among ASD center points.  ASD regions in the East are generally smaller 
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and so interregional distances between adjacent regions can be 30 miles or less in many 

instances, whereas Western regions can have interregional distances of more than 200 

miles.  In the core case, there is never an instance among all scenarios when more than 5 

percent of the biomass feedstock is transported further than 75 miles.  This total includes  

approximately 10 large Western ASD regions with intraregional shipping distances of more 

than 75 miles.  Eastern co-firing regions are still able to obtain enough feedstock to fuel the 

plant without having to rely on distant farms while Western regions continue the practice of 

mostly self-sufficient dedicated plant allocation patterns.   

 Table 5.14 lays out the biomass transportation costs among the cases during the 24-

year projection period.  In the core case, when cultivation costs and transportation costs are 

combined, the transportation element comprises 16.9% of total fuel costs in the 50-percent 

scenario and 13.8% of total biomass costs in the more stringent 100-percent scenario when 

total costs are added across all years.  The lower share in the 100-percent case is due to the 

greater number of dedicated plants, especially later in the forecasting period.  The 

nonattainment case has higher transportation costs since feedstocks must be shipped 

further to more distant coal plants while the cellulosic ethanol case’s transportation costs 

are higher since co-fired and dedicated plants must draw upon a larger region to obtain 

inexpensive fuel removed from eligibility. 
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Table 5.14: Total Biomass Transportation Cost by Scenario among the Three Main Cases 

Case 25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

 
Transportation 
Costs [$2009] 

Transportation 
Costs [$2009] 

Transportation 
Costs [$2009] 

Transportation 
Costs [$2009] 

Transportation 
Costs [$2009] 

Core Case 7,760,147,200 15,742,779,320 24,251,429,550 33,179,539,380 44,796,115,380 

Cellulosic 
Ethanol 

Case 
7,830,390,616 16,125,766,090 24,967,804,510 Infeasible Infeasible 

% diff. vs. 
core case 

0.91% 2.43% 2.95% n.a. n.a. 

Nonattain
ment 
Case 

7,910,955,835 16,011,837,820 24,693,423,410 33,394,119,420 45,044,920,480 

% diff. vs. 
core case 

1.94% 1.71% 1.82% 0.65% 0.56% 

 

5.6 Avoided Costs 

 The energy and capacity market credits for building new capacity are large and 

allow dedicated generation to be highly competitive with co-fired generation.  In all cases 

and in all scenarios, the generation expansion credit from dedicated facilities exceeds the 

amount of total capital expenditure required for dedicated plant construction.  Tables 5.15 

to 5.19 show, in present value terms (using a 5-percent discount rate), a relative 

comparison between the credits given to new plants in each region and the avoided 

expenditures on coal for each decision year of the forecasting period for the 75-percent 

scenario of the core case.  The values correspond to the avoided costs awarded in the 

decision year listed in the title of each table.  The tables are organized by the 22 Electricity 

Market Module regions in the NEMS model shown below in Figure 5.2.   The values in these 

tables, in present value terms (PW 2012, used in the tables, signifies that the values are in 

2012 present-worth terms), are calculated from NEMS regional output found in Table 3.2 

and in Appendix Tables A-3 through A-7.    
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Figure  5.2: United States Electricity Market Module Regions 

 

(Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration 2011)    
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Table 5.15: 2012 Generation Expansion Credits and Avoided Coal Usage by NEMS Region in 
the 75-percent Scenario  

NEMS region Net Generation Expansion 
Credit ($2009) (PW 2012) 

Coal Savings ($2009) 
(PW 20120) 

1 0 4,695 
 2 99,470,851 

 
0 

3 0 165,784 
 4 0 46,139 
 5 0 1,863,456 
 6 0 0 

7 0 0 

8 0 90,059 
 9 0 789,585 
 10 0 14,097 
 11 0 1,973,077 
 12 0 136,992 
 13 0 131,722 
 14 0 1,113,473 
 15 0 933,523 
 16 0 3,746,419 
 17 0 18,749 
 18 0 16,468 
 19 0 1,233 
 20 0 

 
0 

21 0 89,453 
 22 0 3,434 
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Table 5.16: 2020 Generation Expansion Credits and Avoided Coal Usage by NEMS Region in 
the 75-percent Scenario  

NEMS region Net Generation Expansion 
Credit ($2009) (PW 2012) 

Coal Savings ($2009) 
(PW 2012) 

1 0 
 

9,110,249 
 2 144,460,109 

 
6,019,353 

 3 0 4,330,274 
 4 0 9,612,743 
 5 8,685,014 

 
4,186,997 

 6 0 0 

7 0 0 

8 0 2,000,638 
 9 147,257,352 

 
12,685,107 

 10 15,730,157 
 

7,532,693 
 11 0 56,503,652 
 12 39,413,693 

 
13,543,947 

 13 0 15,794,689 
 14 397,542,816 

 
34,918,213 

 15 0 19,817,390 
 16 249,575,904 

 
28,862,610 

 17 0 2,752,999 
 18 0 5,824,153 
 19 13,762,310 

 
567,900 

 20 186,838,186 
 

0 

21 0 4,186,915 
 22 0 941,919 
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Table 5.17: 2025 Generation Expansion Credits and Avoided Coal Usage by NEMS Region in 
the 75-percent Scenario  

NEMS region Net Generation Expansion 
Credit ($2009) (PW 2012) 

Coal Savings ($2009) 
(PW 2012) 

1 0 11,377,754 
 2 152,810,842 

 
5,739,185 

 3 11,338,118 
 

3,536,023 
 4 6,666,710 

 
11,341,219 

 5 69,516,128 
 

3,424,114 
 6 0 0 

7 0 0 

8 0 1,632,628 
 9 243,407,462 

 
10,714,329 

 10 62,725,104 
 

7,489,480 
 11 337,132,454 

 
65,914,922 

 12 151,612,474 
 

12,551,709 
 13 0 17,608,008 
 14 349,784,698 

 
35,177,555 

 15 0 19,741,597 
 16 300,866,054 

 
24,839,164 

 17 11,504,333 
 

6,699,576 
 18 78,631,862 

 
7,124,239 

 19 12,330,576 
 

1,004,688 
 20 357,164,122 

 
0 

21 0 4,170,673 
 22 0 1,162,621 
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Table 5.18: 2030 Generation Expansion Credits and Avoided Coal Usage by NEMS Region in 
the 75-percent Scenario  

NEMS region Net Generation Expansion 
Credit ($2009) (PW 2012) 

Coal Savings ($2009) 
(PW 2012) 

1          31,882,896  
 

       10,406,660  
 2       163,104,192  

 
         5,511,387  

 3            6,136,906  
 

         2,869,004  
 4       353,414,102  

 
       12,449,343  

 5          72,071,296  
 

         2,689,042  
 6 0 0 

7 0 0 

8 0          1,295,605  
 9       306,388,547  

 
         8,475,001  

 10          91,958,976  
 

         6,076,608  
 11       446,511,917  

 
       60,679,500  

 12       190,097,008  
 

       10,698,562  
 13          84,087,500  

 
       15,389,566  

 14       330,938,784  
 

       28,706,593  
 15          38,820,816  

 
       17,463,996  

 16       311,049,536  
 

       20,776,878  
 17          90,886,752  

 
         5,823,614  
         5,823,614  18       140,765,920  

 
         6,325,064  

 19          10,248,893  
 

363,225 
 20       322,234,848  

 
0 

21          18,366,566  
 

968,077 
 22 0 368,302 
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Table 5.19: 2035 Generation Expansion Credits and Avoided Coal Usage by NEMS Region in 
the 75-percent Scenario  

NEMS region Net Generation Expansion 
Credit ($2009) (PW2012) 

Coal Savings ($2009) 
(PW2012) 

1       165,072,038  
 

      10,591,947  
 2       141,602,947  

 
         6,277,265  

 3            4,970,074  
 

         2,333,939  
 4       445,389,235  

 
      12,228,865  

 5          70,766,784  
 

         2,038,489  
 6 0 0 

7 0 0 

8 0          1,044,817  
 9       306,006,422  

 
         8,150,726  

 10          83,570,400  
 

         5,215,610  
 11       420,860,534  

 
      56,764,872  

 12       191,240,611  
 

         8,873,662  
 13       133,908,163  

 
      15,749,275  

 14       280,191,053  
 

      23,119,071  
 15          79,779,773  

 
      15,900,565  

 16       301,988,736  
 

      16,966,658  
 17       272,748,557  

 
         5,786,348  

 18       215,592,710  
 

         5,802,685  
 19            8,230,896  

 
         3,085,806  

 20       384,196,781  
 

0 

21          25,985,664  
 

         6,942,469  
 22 0          2,792,264  
  

Table 5.20 adds up the credits as they contribute to the overall objective function.  

All tables are in present-value terms.  The large credits (Table 5.20) are somewhat muted by 

the fixed operations and maintenance costs incurred by the dedicated generation (Table 

5.21).   
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Table 5.20: Total Generation Credit from Dedicated Capacity 

Case 25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

 
Generation 
Expansion 

Credit [$2009] 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit 
[$2009] 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit [$2009] 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit [$2009] 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit [$2009] 

Core 
Case 

10,245,176,010 21,991,282,740 36,116,477,860 55,298,836,430 73,877,520,270 

 

Table 5.21: Fixed Operations and Maintenance Costs  

Case 25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

 
Fixed O&M 

Costs [$2009] 
Fixed O&M 

Costs [$2009] 
Fixed O&M 

Costs [$2009] 
Fixed O&M 

Costs [$2009] 
Fixed O&M 

Costs [$2009] 

Core 
Case 

933,244,847 2,179,174,431 3,835,206,387 6,228,948,768 9,465,937,616 

 

 While dedicated biomass generation is able to capitalize on the generation 

expansion credit, co-firing is able to capture savings from avoided coal usage (Table 5.22).  

As described in Section 3.4, and in the above tables, these savings are much lower than the 

generation expansion credit due to the fact that the value of coal i(in $/MWh terms) is 

comparable to off-peak power prices while the energy revenue received by new generation 

includes both off-peak and much higher peak power prices..    

Table 5.22: Total Savings from Avoided Coal Usage 

Case 25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

 
Avoided Coal 

Savings 
[$2009] 

Avoided Coal 
Savings 
[$2009] 

Avoided Coal 
Savings 
[$2009] 

Avoided Coal 
Savings 
[$2009] 

Avoided Coal 
Savings [$2009] 

Core 
Case 

1,581,125,182 2,878,600,885 3,871,654,022 4,498,038,726 6,022,735,099 
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5.7 Objective Function Values 

5.7.1 Objective Function Summary Tables  

 My intention is that the results of this model are for policymakers looking at the 

impacts of a biomass portfolio standard; therefore, the aggregate objection function value is 

less important than the individual components comprising the function.  The product of the 

generation expansion credit and the number of megawatthours generated is subtracted 

from the objective function, since these are costs that are avoided when meeting the BPS.   

The goal of the model is to quantify the different costs and benefits of a biomass 

standard for all parties.  Each component of the objective function does just this.  Decision 

makers are able to scrutinize these components and as a result make more informed 

decisions.  This is more beneficial than reading off the final objective function value since 

the relative magnitude of each cost component must be understood by policymakers, 

especially if they are providing incentives to achieve BPS generation requirements.  Table 

5.23 has the total objective function costs, avoided costs, and credits listed by component 

for the core case.  This is the cost of meeting the standard for the entire projection period.  

The top row contains the BPS percentage of total projected electricity generation achieved 

in each decision year of the forecasting period.  The bottom of this table provides the net 

sum, in bold, of all components and arrives at the objective function value as calculated by 

AIMMS.  Table 5.24 contains the percentage of the total cost or avoided cost for which each 

component is responsible.  Both tables only show results for the core case.  Results from the 

alternative cases can be found in Appendix Tables A-8 to A-11.        

Since the objective function subtracts avoided costs from total costs, the objective 

value dollar amount represents the premium cost, over the cheapest alternative, of 

generating biomass at the levels specified within each scenario.  Section 5.7.1, which 
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explains levelized costs, puts the objective function into present-worth $/MWh terms 

instead of the total present-worth costs listed below.  These calculations show how much 

biomass technology would need to be subsidized if it were to compete in markets with the 

least-cost alternatives for providing electricity.  That is, this is the subsidy necessary for 

biomass technology to be profitable under NEMS market prices for coal, electric energy, and 

electricity capacity.   
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Table 5.23: Objective Function Values for the Core Case 

Obj. 
Function 

Component 
25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

BPS as a 
percentage 

of total 
generation 

in 2012, 
2020, 2025, 
2030, and 

2035, 
respectively 

 

0.05% 

1.73% 

2.56% 

3.47% 

4.30% 

 

 

0.11% 

3.46% 

5.11% 

6.95% 

8.59% 

 

0.16% 
 

5.18% 
 

7.67% 
 

10.42% 
 

12.89% 
 

0.21% 
 

6.91% 
 

10.23% 
 

13.90% 
 

17.08% 
 

2.00% 
 

10.00% 
 

12.50% 
 

15.00% 
 

17.11% 
 

Dedicated 
Plant 
Capital 
Costs11 

$6,301,077,142 $14,750,746,900 $27,007,287,560 $43,818,074,770 $61,353,476,630 

Co-fired 
Plnt. Capital 
Costs 

$2,768,753,940 $5,222,348,065 $7,115,579,954 $8,329,831,108 $10,906,649,530 

Dedicated 
Plant 
Variable 
Costs 

$551,612,393 $1,312,082,969 $2,224,992,531 $3,628,008,830 $5,906,657,213 

Dedicated 
Plant 
Generation 
Expansion 
Credit 

$10,245,176,010 $21,991,282,740 $36,116,477,860 $55,298,836,430 $73,877,520,270 

Dedicated 
Plant Fixed 
O&M Costs 

$933,244,847 $2,179,174,431 $3,835,206,387 $6,228,948,768 $9,465,937,616 

Biomass 
fuel 
Cultivation 
Costs 

$31,092,773,710 $77,274,490,830 $134,409,629,200 $207,839,873,500 $270,092,601,400 

Avoided 
Coal Savings $1,581,125,182 $2,878,600,885 $3,871,654,022 $4,498,038,726 $6,022,735,099 

Transporta-
tion Costs $7,760,147,200 $15,742,779,320 $24,251,429,550 $33,179,539,380 $44,796,115,380 

Total Costs 
$49.4 Billion $116.5 Billion $198.8 Billion $303.0 Billion $402.5 Billion 

Total 
Avoided 
Savings and 
Credits  

$11.8 Billion 
 

$24.9 Billion 
 

 
$40.0 Billion 

 
$59.8 Billion $79.9 Billion 

Objective 
Function 
Value 

$37.6 Billion $91.6 Billion $158.9 Billion $243.2 Billion $322.6 Billion 

 

                                                           
11 Adjusted for the capacity expansion credit 
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Table 5.24: Percentage of Total Costs and Percentage of Total Avoided Costs by Objective 
Function Component for the Core Case 

Obj. 
Function 

Component 
25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

 
% of total 

costs 
% of total costs % of total costs % of total costs % of total costs 

Dedicated 
Plant 
Capital 
Costs12 

12.75% 12.66% 13.58% 14.46% 15.24% 

Co-fired 
Plant 
Capital 
Costs 

7.48% 5.78% 4.54% 3.48% 3.44% 

Dedicated 
Plant 
Variable 
Costs 

1.12% 1.13% 1.12% 1.20% 1.47% 

Dedicated 
Plant Fixed 
O&M Costs 

1.89% 1.87% 1.93% 2.06% 2.35% 

Biomass 
Fuel 
Cultivation 
Costs 

62.93% 66.34% 67.60% 68.59% 67.10% 

Transport-
ation Costs 15.71% 13.52% 12.20% 10.95% 11.13% 

 % of total 
savings/revenu

e 

% of total 
savings/revenue 

% of total 
savings/revenue 

% of total 
savings/revenue 

% of total 
savings/revenue 

Dedicated 
Plant 
Generation 
Expansion 
Credit 

86.63% 88.43% 90.32% 92.48% 92.46% 

Avoided 
Coal 
Savings 

13.37% 11.57% 9.68% 7.52% 7.54% 

 

 The tables support the assertion that as the standards become more stringent, 

dedicated facilities play a larger role in meeting generation targets as co-firing options are 

exhausted: co-firing related costs and coal savings account for a larger share of the total in 

the lower-target scenarios.    

                                                           
12 Adjusted for the capacity expansion credit 
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5.7.2 Levelized Costs of Biomass Generation 

 Levelized costs are cited as a convenient summary measure of the overall 

competiveness of different generating technologies and are obtained by dividing the 

present worth of net costs associated with constructing, operating, and fueling a plant by 

the present worth of its total generation over an assumed lifetime.   The result is a measure 

of cost in units of dollars per megawatthour rather than the lump-sum costs presented in 

Table 5.23.  For a detailed definition and rationale of levelized costs see Projected Costs of 

Generating Electricity, (International Energy Agency 2010).   

The 5-percent discount rate that is used for total costs is also applied to total 

generation.  Since the objective function value is already equal to the net present value of 

costs, the generation from each decision year must be discounted and then multiplied by the 

number of years in the intermediate period before the next generation requirement.  This is 

a simplifying assumption and assumes that generation levels in the intermediate period 

grow by 5 percent annually (Section 4.3.3).   

Table  5.25 contains the levelized costs associated with each of the scenarios of the 

core case.  Since the calculation uses net costs, which includes all avoided costs, the 

numbers represent the cost premium per megawatthour paid to achieve the varying 

generation requirements in each scenario (Table 5.1).  A table of EIA’s levelized costs for 

biomass and other technologies is provided in Table 5.26.  A direct comparison between the 

two sources cannot be made: EIA uses a 7.4-percent discount rate for its levelized cost 

calculations, and, critically, is focusing just on the cost of the technology.  In contrast, the 

numbers calculated by the power plant allocation model represent the net increase in cost 

relative to the cheapest alternative (which in this case, according to EIA, is an advanced 

natural gas combined cycle plant).  That is, EIA does not net out the benefits we consider 
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from biomass investment: the value of electricity provided by new plants or coal costs 

avoided.  The agency also uses the market clearing price for biomass feedstocks rather than 

the actual fuel expenditures, causing calculated levelized for biofuels costs to be higher.   

A closer look at Tables 5.25 and 5.26, however, shows that the power plant 

allocation model cost calculations are in close agreement with EIA’s levelized cost 

estimates.  Table 5.25 data, which are the objective function values in terms of dollars per 

MWh , is roughly equal to the $50/MWh difference in Table 5.26 between the natural gas 

combined cycle unit and dedicated biomass generation.  This rough equivalence shows that 

both models forecast the cost premium of biomass generation to be approximately 

$50/MWh more than the least-expensive generation technology.   

Table 5.25: Net Levelized Cost of Biomass Generation 

Case 25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 100% scenario Max scenario 

 
Net Lev. Cost 

[$2009/MWh] 
Net Lev. Cost 

[$2009/MWh} 
Net Lev. Cost 

[$2009/MWh] 
Net Lev. Cost 

[$2009/MWh] 
Net Lev. Cost 

[$2009/MWh] 

Core 
Case 

41.5 50.6 58.5 67.2 70.5 

 

A regional comparison of biomass levelized costs with other technologies would 

show the competitiveness of biomass within each region of the country.  Such an analysis is 

a topic of future research (Section 6.2).  To ensure comparability, care would need to be 

taken to ensure that the calculated regional levelized cost numbers, whether by EIA or 

another source, use the same assumptions used in this analysis.       
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Table 5.26: Levelized Costs of the National Modeling System as Presented in the 2011 

Annual Energy Outlook  

Technology  Levelized Cost ($2009/MWh) 

Conventional Coal 94.8 

Advanced Coal 109.4 

Advanced Coal with CCS 136.2 

(Natural Gas) Combined Cycle 66.1 

(Natural Gas) Advanced Combined Cycle 63.1 

(Natural Gas) Advanced Combust. Turbine 103.5 

Advanced Nuclear 113.9 

Wind 97.0 

Offshore Wind 243.2 

Solar PV 210.7 

Solar Thermal  311.8 

Geothermal  101.7 

Biomass 112.5  

 

5.8 Plant Allocation Patterns 

 While the tables in the previous sections provide a useful summary of total costs 

and benefits of a BPS on a national level, the policy has local and regional effects.  Plant 

allocation patterns are based not only on the location of biomass supply but also the other 

issues covered in the dissertation such as generation credits, coal prices, the location of 

existing coal facilities, and transmission costs.  Regional impacts are also useful to 

determine which areas of the U.S. are stronger candidates for making a significant 

contribution to the biomass generation standard.  Cost-effective Renewable Portfolio 

Standards are not “one size fits all” programs in that each region should not be expected to 

make an equal contribution to a national standard in terms of renewable electricity 

generation.  An equal standard for all regions would be highly inefficient, since some 

regions have much lower costs than others.  Different regions have unique characteristics 

which makes them good candidates for certain technologies and economically unsuitable 

for others.     
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The maps show capacity allocation results for the differing scenarios (25-percent, 

50-percent, 75-percent, 100-percent, and max (Section 5.2)) of the core case, the main 

scenario researched in the dissertation.  The first series of maps (Figures 5.4-5.11) provides 

the 2035 allocation patterns, while the second series (Figures 5.12-5.21) shows the 

allocation patterns for each decision year of the max scenario.  Capacity installation data on 

each of these maps are cumulative – these data include all capacity allocated in earlier 

periods plus the incremental capacity added in that decision year.      

 Maps showing dedicated and co-firing capacity are done separately for ease of 

reading.  Red represents co-firing installations and green represents dedicated plant 

installations (the first map in each pair of figures is co-firing, the second map is dedicated 

capacity).     

Figure 5.3: Legend of Capacity Installations from Co-firing (Red) and Dedicated (Green) 
Facilities for Figures 5.4 through 5.21 (Note: these are relative sizes; absolute sizes are 
smaller) 
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Figure 5.4: 2035 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 25-Percent Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.5: 2035 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 25-Percent Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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Figure 5.6: 2035 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 50-Percent Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.7: 2035 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 50-Percent Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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Figure 5.8: 2035 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 75-Percent Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.9: 2035 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 75-Percent Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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Figure 5.10: 2035 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 100-Percent Scenario 
of the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.11: 2035 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the 100-Percent Scenario 
of the Core Case 
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Figure 5.12: 2012 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.13: 2012 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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Figure 5.14: 2020 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.15: 2020 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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Figure 5.16: 2025 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.17: 2025 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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Figure 5.18: 2030 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.19: 2030 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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Figure 5.20: 2035 Co-fired Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 

 

Figure 5.21: 2035 Dedicated Capacity Allocated by ASD Region in the Maximum Scenario of 
the Core Case 
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The spatial allocation patterns reinforce the conclusions drawn in Section 5.3 which 

state that co-firing is generally chosen, but not exclusively so, over dedicated generation 

when low-cost co-firing opportunities exist.  Even in the maximum scenario where nearly 

100 percent of nationwide feedstocks are utilized for electricity production, ASD regions 

with high concentrations of coal plants do not build many dedicated facilities.  The main 

exception is the State of Illinois and the immediate surrounding areas.  This area is so rich in 

biomass feedstocks from agricultural production that it is able to support several gigawatts 

of co-fired and dedicated capacity.  Areas in which coal plants are prevalent, especially 

Western Pennsylvania and the Lower Ohio Valley, are not chosen for dedicated capacity but 

hold much of the co-firing contribution to the BPS.  In the solution shown in Figure 5.21, all 

of the coal capacity is being utilized to its maximum potential and so areas that do not show 

biomass co-firing do not have installed coal capacity.   

Looking at the allocation patterns also gives insights into the feedstock costs and 

materials.  In the scenarios with lower generation requirements, the area around the State 

of Iowa is largely left untouched while other areas in the Southeast have large capacity 

installations.  As the requirement becomes more stringent, the dedicated plant allocation 

patterns move westward, from Illinois into Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska.  The feedstocks 

from these states ultimately support large amounts of dedicated capacity.  These states 

contain the ASD regions with high amounts of agricultural residues and switchgrass.  

Generally forested lands are first exploited since the resource is available at a lower cost 

(Figure 4.1).  This is why the results show dedicated plants being built along the coasts 

under the less stringent scenarios, as non-agricultural biomass plays an important role in 

the lower steps of the biomass supply curve.  As Figure 4.1 shows, agricultural residues and 

dedicated energy crops comprise very little of the supply under $2.19 per MMBTU (or $35 

per dry ton).     
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Figure 5.22 shows the total biomass potential by ASD in 2035 at the highest demand 

price on each region’s supply curve (The Appendix has maps displaying the biomass 

potential in the four other decision years).  The deeper shades of green represent the largest 

biomass resource.  This map shows biomass most heavily concentrated in the Eastern half 

of the U.S. and along the West Coast. Plant allocation patterns mimic the resource base.  

Large amounts of dedicated capacity are constructed up and down the West Coast, along the 

Southeastern Gulf Coast, and along the Southeast Atlantic Coast, stretching from Virginia to 

Florida.  Dedicated capacity is also concentrated where the Midwest turns into the Eastern 

Plains.  ASD regions immediately west of the Mississippi River, from Minnesota to 

Northeastern Texas, are rich in biomass feedstocks and lack large amounts of coal capacity, 

making them ideal sites for large amounts of dedicated capacity.        

Figure 5.22: Total Biomass Potential in 2035 by ASD Region (MMBTU) 
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6. Conclusions and Future Research 

6.1 Conclusions  

This dissertation presents a methodology for defining cost-effective patterns of 

biomass utilization for power production on a detailed (300+ region) spatial scale for the 

United States.  This offers a tool for national and regional policymakers as they determine 

the role that biomass will play in a carbon-constrained world.  It has defined the boundaries 

in the area of focus to which the system adheres (Chapter 2), the input assumptions used by 

the model (Chapter 3), the mathematical structure of the model (Chapter 4), and the model 

results that will be useful in a policy setting (Chapter 5).  Generating over 17 percent of 

projected U.S. electricity demand in 2035 from biomass is feasible, although at a cost of 

hundreds of billions of dollars, or at a per megawatthour premium of nearly $70.   

The non-linear integer program and the subsequent mixed integer program 

developed in this dissertation simultaneously show the benefits and shortcomings of 

biomass as a low-carbon technology.  Unlike other renewable sources of generation, 

biomass generation can be integrated into existing infrastructure when co-fired with coal.  

Since the results of the model show that large amounts of co-fired capacity are chosen early 

in the 2012-2035 forecasting period, existing coal plant owners have a viable option to 

reduce emissions without abandoning their investments.  Inexpensive biomass is located 

near existing coal infrastructure.  Meanwhile, dedicated biomass plants have geographic 

versatility that enables their construction in vast areas of the Eastern United States and 

along the West Coast.  Unlike wind resources, which are centered in the Dakotas, West 

Texas, and the desert Southwest, or solar, which is also concentrated in the desert 

Southwest, biomass is found where the vast majority of the U.S. population resides.  Small 

dedicated facilities can spring up in these densely populated areas, avoiding some of the 
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transmission constraints associated with other renewable technologies that may require 

several hundred miles of lines to reach well-populated areas.   

While the benefits are apparent, the model also points out some of the shortcomings 

of biomass technology.  Although wind, solar, and geothermal resources are geographically 

constrained, they are also available without cost.  Biomass farmgate costs, however, 

comprise approximately two-thirds of total objective function costs in all of the scenarios in 

the core case.  In the maximum scenario run in the model, the farmgate fuel costs stand at a 

whopping $270 billion.  Although the energy content of the biogenic feedstocks is diffuse 

relative to fossil fuels, transportation costs range from one-fifth of the farmgate costs in the 

less stringent scenarios to one-seventh of the costs in the maximum scenario.  These high 

fuel costs result from competition in the agricultural sector, a market into which biomass 

must penetrate to be cultivated.  In a world with omnipresent food shortages, the 

displacement of millions of acres of traditional crops is not achieved without significant 

costs.   

The model allocation patterns and cost results also provide policymakers with areas 

of focus that can have the potential to decrease costs attributed to a biomass portfolio 

standard.  The plant allocations show the importance of low heat rates.  Co-firing is 

primarily chosen over dedicated generation because it takes advantage of the high 

efficiency (low heat rates) of large coal-fired power plants, whereas dedicated biomass 

plants are smaller and less efficient.  This was verified with an alternative case in which co-

fired generation was assigned the same heat rates as dedicated plants and very little co-

fired capacity was constructed.  Across all years in the model, dedicated plants were given 

heat rates of 13,500 BTU per kilowatthour, a very realistic estimate given the current state 
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of the technology and future expectations.  Yet if biomass plant efficiency technologies were 

improved, dramatic cost reductions would be feasible.   

Obtaining regional levelized costs for other technologies that use the same cost-

calculation assumptions as this analysis, or tailoring this analysis to assumptions found in 

existing levelized cost calculations, will enable firmer conclusions to be drawn on the cost-

effectiveness of biomass at meeting a national renewable standard or cap-and-trade 

program, assuming the cost estimates are accurately created.  This analysis is not designed 

to say biomass is “good” or “bad,” or even that biomass is cost-effective relative to other 

technologies.  It is simply designed to provide cost estimates using geographically precise 

data for meeting hypothetical biomass generation requirements and be a tool for 

policymakers as they examine prudent energy policy.   By using this model’s results, the 

next logical step, which is a regional technological comparison, can be made.    

One must remain realistic about possible technological developments.  The 

assumptions of the model are supported by the best studies available, and show that 

biomass can have a significant future role in U.S. electricity production, if sufficient 

subsidies are provided.  The physical supply of biomass is available, even if it is uneconomic 

relative to current projections of natural gas prices.  Certainly one could argue that potential 

complications from a BPS, such as short-term fuel supply restrictions and unforeseen 

difficulties with cultivating staggering amounts of switchgrass, would add to the costs as 

calculated by the model.    Ultimately, “policy decisions are made by people, not computers, 

and executives consider analysis as aides, rather than formulas for decisions” (House and 

Shull,1991, 154).  The United State needs a comprehensive, low-carbon energy plan.  I hope 

that “aides”, such as this analysis, are considered when examining the costs and benefits of 

such a plan.     
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6.2 Future Research  

 This section presents how the model can be improved by addressing additional 

policies and technological advancement (Section 6.2.1), by performing additional sensitivity 

analyses (Section 6.2.2), through validation tests (Section 6.2.3), and with the addition of 

other model enhancements (Section 6.2.4).   

6.2.1 Additional Policy and Technology Advances 

While answering some policy questions, this model opens the door to other 

questions.  For example, can biomass fuel production and consumption be made more 

efficient?  One way to achieve higher efficiencies would be to pelletize or torrefy fuel before 

it is fed into the plant, achieving more complete and efficient combustion (Dutch 

Torrefaction Association 2012).  These processes heat biomass, strip the fuel of its 

moisture, and increase its energy density.  While downstream fuel requirements would be 

reduced, upstream costs would increase as more process steps were added between the 

farmgate and the plantgate. Neither technology has been considered in the model.   

Another way to burn biomass more efficiently would be to develop and deploy 

gasification technology.  The heat rate of an integrated gasification combined cycle plant 

using coal is below 9,000 BTU per kilowatthour.  If biomass can be successfully gasified at 

reasonable plant capital costs, heat rates could easily fall below 10,000 BTU per 

kilowatthour.  In such a world, the total cultivation costs for biomass would decrease as the 

highest-priced steps of the supply curve would no longer need to be utilized under the 

generation requirements laid out in this analysis.  If a 10,000-BTU heat rate were assumed 

instead of the 13,500-BTU heat rate, total fuel costs would fall by about 25 percent.  In the 

maximum scenario, over $70 billion of cultivation costs would be avoided, resulting in 

farmgate costs of less than $200 billion.  The value of these savings is equal to the combined 
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total capital costs from both dedicated and co-fired plants.  Since the maximum scenario 

utilizes over 98.5 percent of total U.S. biomass available for electricity, increasing plant 

efficiencies would allow even more stringent BPSs.  Using dedicated plants with a 10,000 

BTU per kilowatthour heat rate enables the feasibility of a standard approaching 1,000 

billion kilowatthours by 2035, more than 22 percent of total electricity generation.  While 

the costs and availability of gasification technologies were examined in the Section 3.3, 

gasification technology is not part of the model.  Future model development would include 

this promising, yet expensive technology.   

6.2.2  Additional Sensitivity Analyses  

 The various sensitivity analyses shown in Chapter 5 represent a small subset of the 

possible assumptions that may significantly affect model results.  Additional sensitivity 

analyses structured by careful experimental designs would vary certain parameters, with 

others acting as controls that would determine the impact that assumptions have on the 

overall solution.  For example, small changes in the discount rate may affect the ratio of 

dedicated biomass plant builds to co-fired retrofits.  Or, perhaps there is a wide range of 

discount rates which produce similar solutions, in which case the plant capital costs would 

need to be varied along with an expanded discount rate range.  The experimental design 

could also consider the interaction of multiple constraints: for instance, discount rates and 

new plant capital costs might separately have only a small effect, but together might 

significantly impact the solutions.   

Another possible scenario is varying the POLYSYS assumptions to determine the 

impact of competing non-energy crops.  If corn demand increased by 10 percent relative to 

the existing POLYSYS assumptions (represented by shifting the national corn demand curve 

outward by 10 percent), how would biomass prices and plant allocation patterns change?  
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Would co-firing retrofits become the exclusive option chosen, at least in earlier years, if 

higher crop demands increased the prices of all agricultural commodities?  This might occur 

because co-firing uses biomass more efficiently than dedicated plants, so higher biomass 

costs would increase co-firing’s relative attractiveness.  Such questions can be answered by 

carefully designed sensitivity experiments with appropriate choices of varying and control 

assumptions to determine the importance and impact of each assumption.   

6.2.3 Validation  

 Validating the model is a way to measure its relevance and strength in predicting 

the impacts of policy changes.  Models can be validated through comparisons to other model 

results (which is a weaker form of validation) and by comparing the model results to real-

world events.  Other than the levelized cost comparisons with NEMS, the power plant 

allocation model presented in this dissertation lacks validation.  In general, policies 

affecting the electricity market are difficult to validate as there are so many possible 

variables and uncertainties to consider that models cannot capture, while the situations 

being modeled have not occurred in the past so validation against historical data is not 

possible.  For example, models devoted to world oil prices, just one important piece in 

energy forecasting, cannot foresee events such as hurricanes, earthquakes and political 

instabilities.   

 One way to validate a model’s predictive capability is through backcasting, a process 

that takes a past event with known results and compares the actual impacts with those that 

are forecasted by the model.  The supply curves generated by POLYSYS use assumptions 

that predict how switchgrass will impact the agricultural sector (Section 2.7).  Since 

switchgrass has not yet penetrated the market, validation with real-world conditions 

cannot occur.  Yet, the high levels of corn ethanol already produced mimic a similar shock to 
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the agricultural industry relative to conditions that existed 10 years ago.  Backcasting would 

use the POLYSYS baseline assumptions that initially exclude corn ethanol production and 

forecast conventional ethanol demands equivalent to actual production.  Comparing the 

model results (such as the impacts on crop prices, production levels, and demands) with 

what actually occurred will show the robustness of the POLYSYS supply and demand 

representations as well as the model’s predictive power in determining land use.  Such 

comparisons can be used in future research to improve the modeling assumptions to better 

reflect actual realities.   

6.2.4 Model Enhancements  

 In designing a policy model, tradeoffs must always be made.  The power 

plant allocation model of this thesis elaborated upon existing models by enhancing its 

geographic detail from 22 (or in some cases 9) NEMS regions to 305 ASDs.   However, other 

simplifications in NEMS were retained, such as obtaining model solutions in five-year time 

steps.   In this subsection, I discuss some additional model enhancements that would make 

it more realistic and useful for policy analysis. 

Transmission, one of the most important considerations when siting power plants, 

was represented on the regional NEMS level, but site-specific transmission considerations 

were not represented.  As shown in the analysis (Section 5.3.2), transmission cost 

assumptions can have large impacts on power plant allocation patterns.  A goal of future 

research is to turn this power plant allocation model into a power plant siting model which 

incorporates fine geographic resolution and is able to project locations for plants at the 

county, rather than the ASD level.  A model at this level would have site-specific 

transmission costs and would also incorporate other siting considerations not addressed in 

this analysis such as power plant proximity to water sources and population centers.  Such a 
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model would be highly sophisticated in power plant cost representations and would appeal 

to local decision makers rather than national or regional policymakers.  It would also have 

more credibility.  Hobbs (1979 and 1984) detailed many such siting concerns that could be 

incorporated into the model.   

In order for this model to be a widely-used policy-making tool, its integration into 

NEMS is also essential.  Although the power plant allocation model presented here 

represents biomass in a more sophisticated way than NEMS, it does not directly compare 

biomass to other technologies except implicitly through the market value of electricity 

provided.  Even though NEMS regional power pricing is incorporated into the model, many 

of the dynamic feedbacks, such as changes to coal and natural gas prices from increased 

biomass penetration, are missing.  Future research will incorporate this model into NEMS 

and examine the impacts on the energy system that such a biomass portfolio standard could 

have.   

As a first step, the output of this model should be thoroughly compared to NEMS 

solutions in which biomass portfolio standards are specified.  This would not only help 

validate the model developed here, but it also quantifies ways in which the regional 

aggregations in NEMS distort results and where this model provides enhanced realism.  For 

example, the model of this thesis does not readily utilize biomass from rural parts of New 

England.  There are few coal plants in the region and the high transmission costs preclude 

massive dedicated plant builds.  Yet, NEMS models New England as a group of several states 

(Figure 5.2) meaning that feedstocks in Maine are able to fuel coal plants in Bridgeport with 

only the flat $12 per-ton transportation costs added (Section 3.6).  The power plant 

allocation model has shown that it is never economic to transport feedstocks more than 75 

miles, yet trips of more than double this length are possible in NEMS without cost penalties.  
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This could be one of the reasons that NEMS projected 25 billion kilowatthours of biomass 

electricity generation in the New England region by 2035 under a carbon dioxide cap-and-

trade scenario (U.S. EIA 2007).  If a BPS-only scenario were run in NEMS and the New 

England region were to see large amounts of co-fired capacity early in the forecast period, it 

could be shown that this is a distortion that does not reflect the real-world conditions better 

represented by the geographically nuanced representations in the power plant allocation 

model developed here.   

Currently the POLYSYS model is being integrated into NEMS which will provide 

dynamic links between the industrial, macroeconomic, electric power, and agricultural 

sectors.  Concerns over increasing agricultural commodity prices, raised in Section 2.7, can 

be quantified in such an integration.  The costs provided in this dissertation’s analysis are 

strictly limited to the energy markets, yet such linkages will enable policymakers to see the 

effects of a BPS on other sectors of the economy.   

Finally, the structure of the model will be thoroughly vetted by U.S. EIA staff and 

external reviewers, with the goal of identifying areas of the model that can be improved in 

terms of accuracy, realism, and policy relevance.   

Some candidate areas for improvement include the following.  While it was 

important to allow biomass feedstocks to be transported among all ASDs initially, the model 

showed that long-distance transportation rarely occurs (Section 5.5).  This is was an 

important conclusion of this model that needed to be made, but now the model could solve 

using sets of neighboring ASDs as potential biomass supply sources, rather than allowing 

for all 93,025 (304 choose 2) potential supply combinations, without distorting biomass 

transportation costs .  Defining ASD sets will reduce the number of decision variables and 

enable the model to solve annually instead of every five years, enabling greater accuracy.  
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By examining the structural assumptions presented in Chapter 4 and changing the 

simplifying assumptions, the model will be able to focus more clearly on the issues that 

influence power plant siting and exclude those that do not enhance the model’s predictive 

capabilities.   

I should note, however, that such changes do not mean that the original structural 

assumptions (such as allowing transportation among all ASDs) were incorrect or highly 

distorting.  Those model changes instead improve the model by allowing for testing of a 

wider range of hypotheses, which, in this case, are about biomass transportation distances.  

If I had originally limited biomass to neighboring sets, the results would not have 

independently validated this decision as the policy maker would not have been able to 

assess whether long-distance biomass transportation is economically prudent.  Therefore, 

the results of this dissertation provide a basis for identifying ways in which this power plant 

allocation model could be enhanced.   
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7. Appendix 
 

Table A-1: Basic Capacity Expansion Model Parameter Values 

Technology Annualized 

Capital Cost 

($/MW/yr) 

Heat Rate 

(BTU/kWh) 

Fuel Cost 

($/MMBTU) 

Capacity 

Factor 

Existing 

Capacity 

(MW) 

Co-fired  50000 10000 3 1  

Dedicated 220000 11000 2.8 1  

Natural Gas 130000 9000 3.2 1  

Coal  250000 10000 1.5 1 1000 

Wind 120000 0 0 .3  

 

Figure A-1: Basic Capacity Expansion Model Decision Variables and Constraints 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Decision Variables: How much capacity each type of technology listed in Table A-1 is to be 

built in order to minimize total costs (additional coal capacity cannot be added) while 

satisfying all constraints?   

Constraints:  

Assumed RPS Requirement: 20% of Generation 

Assumed Biomass Requirement: 10% of Generation 

Assumed Capacity Reserve Requirement: 12% 

The model has two load periods which must be met: a peak load period that requires 3000 

MW of capacity and is 2000 hours in duration, and an off-peak load period that requires 

1800 MW of capacity and is 6760 hours in duration.  Co-firing cannot exceed 15 percent of 

the installed coal capacity.   

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Table A-2: Basic Capacity Expansion Model Results 

Technology Capacity 

Installed (MW) 

Operations in 

Peak Load Period 

(MW) 

Operation in Off-Peak 

Load Period (MW) 

Co-fired Biomass 0 0 0 

Ded. Biomass 207.4 207.4 207.4 

Natural Gas 1945.2 1585.2 385.2 

Wind  691.3 207.4 207.4  

Total Cost  631463014 134083507 219576653 

Dual Value of Meeting 

Peak Demand 

194688   

Dual Value of Meeting 

Off-Peak Demand 

57600   

Dual Value of Meeting 

the Capacity Reserve 

Margin 

130000   
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Table A-3: 2012 NEMS Marginal Values of Reserve Capacity, Electric Power Production, 
Transmission, and Net Generation Expansion Credit 

Region  Reserve 

Capacity Value 

($2009/MW) 

Cost of 

Electricity 

Production 

($2009/MWh) 

Cost of 

Transmission 

($2009/MWh)  

1 0 44.34 8.49 

2 0 76.79 6.24 

3 0 43.82 7.99 

4 0 38.86 8.65 

5 0 46.01 26.17 

6 0 53.23 32.01 

7 0 74.59 28.16 

8 0 45.05 22.74 

9 0 49.16 5.53 

10 0 49.92 4.40 

11 0 55.34 6.75 

12 0 53.01 5.36 

13 0 36.36 4.41 

14 0 56.17 6.53 

15 79,500 47.88 4.35 

16 71,300 56.65 4.60 

17 0 51.20 5.62 

18 0 45.58 6.11 

19 0 53.81 8.29 

20 0 64.23 9.94 

21 0 25.23 9.77 

22 0 54.01 7.51 
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Table A-4: 2020 NEMS Marginal Values of Reserve Capacity, Electric Power Production, 
Transmission, and Net Generation Expansion Credit 

Region  Reserve 

Capacity Value 

($2009/MW) 

Cost of 

Electricity 

Production 

($2009/MWh) 

Cost of 

Transmission 

($2009/MWh)  

1 0 48.96 
 

8.70 
 2 68,640 

 
72.4 

 
7.16 

 3 0 47.21 
 

8.42 
 4 21,325 

 
37.07 

 
9.23 

 5 36,006 
 

54.86 
 

22.53 
 6 0 62.41 

 
26.56 

 7 0 84.13 
 

23.86 
 8 0 51 

 
20.60 

 9 81,315 
 

61.07 
 

4.96 
 10 50,672 

 
54.65 

 
5.04 

 11 63,698 
 

54.4 
 

6.39 
 12 0 47.47 

 
5.66 

 13 0 39.6 
 

4.36 
 14 0 65.08 

 
7.62 

 15 55,729 
 

44.79 
 

4.74 
 16 0 57.51 

 
5.09 

 17 60,726 
 

51.52 
 

6.69 
 18 24,134 

 
47.87 

 
6.87 

 19 0 53.65 
 

9.07 
 20 90,364 

 
63.19 

 
8.77 

 21 0 20.71 
 

10.01 
 22 0 51.91 

 
9.20 
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Table A-5: 2025 NEMS Marginal Values of Reserve Capacity, Electric Power Production, 
Transmission, and Net Generation Expansion Credit 

Region  Reserve 

Capacity Value 

($2009/MW) 

Cost of 

Electricity 

Production 

($2009/MWh) 

Cost of 

Transmission 

($2009/MWh)  

1 0 56.82 
 

8.56 
 2 0 76.2 

 
7.65 

 3 0 43.21 
 

8.39 
 4 40,201 

 
37.58 

 
9.14 

 5 51,772 
 

66.17 
 

21.85 
 6 0 71.74 

 
25.40 

 7 92,776 
 

91.7 
 

23.48 
 8 56,623 

 
58.19 

 
20.11 

 9 56,851 
 

65.81 
 

4.90 
 10 20,791 

 
55.91 

 
5.34 

 11 42,995 
 

55.19 
 

6.36 
 12 0 49.43 

 
5.55 

 13 0 41.12 
 

4.17 
 14 0 60.17 

 
7.47 

 15 34,626 
 

44.17 
 

4.94 
 16 33,784 

 
57.83 

 
5.20 

 17 39,591 
 

53.85 
 

6.97 
 18 39,823 

 
52.63 

 
6.84 

 19 46,577 
 

59.96 
 

9.27 
 20 92,279 

 
75.13 

 
9.14 

 21 0 16.58 
 

9.78 
 22 79,236 

 
54.73 

 
9.30 
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Table A-6: 2030 NEMS Marginal Values of Reserve Capacity, Electric Power Production, 
Transmission, and Net Generation Expansion Credit 

Region  Reserve 

Capacity Value 

($2009/MW) 

Cost of 

Electricity 

Production 

($2009/MWh) 

Cost of 

Transmission 

($2009/MWh)  

1 40,148 
 

63.75 
63.75 

8.41 
 2 0 78.19 

 
8.11 

 3 0 41.77 
 

8.83 
 4 127,944 

 
39.31 

 
9.27 

 5 146,207 
 

67.37 
 

21.81 
 6 170,591 

 
80.39 

 
24.81 

 7 169,284 
 

96.5 
 

23.35 
 8 162,501 

 
62.01 

 
20.10 

 9 142,728 
 

70.27 
 

5.06 
 10 102,889 

 
58.4 

 
5.79 

 11 130,416 
 

56.68 
 

6.45 
 12 0 50.14 

 
5.49 

 13 0 43.35 
 

4.05 
 14 39,062 

 
59.66 

 
7.55 

 15 122,016 
 

45.36 
 

5.19 
 16 121,338 

 
58.84 

 
5.47 

 17 148,103 
 

54.2 
 

6.95 
 18 40,574 

 
55.79 

 
6.97 

 19 153,592 
 

63.63 
 

9.87 
 20 168,880 

 
73.64 

 
9.25 

 21 0 19.03 
 

9.55 
 22 219,344 

 
56.4 

 
10.09 
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Table A-7: 2035 NEMS Marginal Values of Reserve Capacity, Electric Power Production, 
Transmission, and Net Generation Expansion Credit 

Region  Reserve 

Capacity Value 

($2009/MW) 

Cost of 

Electricity 

Production 

($2009/MWh) 

Cost of 

Transmission 

($2009/MWh)  

1 57,436 
57,436 

69.73 
 

8.89 
 2 62,759 

 
80.01 

 
8.33 

 3 0 42.93 
 

8.92 
 4 103,688 

 
41.29 

 
9.54 

 5 70,314 
 

68.78 
 

22.12 
 6 125,586 

 
84.68 

 
25.20 

 7 124,209 
 

101.3 
 

23.46 
 8 138,561 

 
66.16 

 
20.40 

 9 104,626 
 

73.99 
 

5.23 
 10 71,279 

 
60.94 

 
6.03 

 11 116,918 
 

59.14 
 

6.72 
 12 0 52.31 

 
5.63 

 13 103,191 
 

45.89 
 

4.12 
 14 101,427 

 
59.53 

 
7.83 

 15 97,725 
 

46.17 
 

5.55 
 16 97,285 

 
60.88 

 
5.80 

 17 113,221 
 

54.67 
 

7.04 
 18 79,786 

 
60.07 

 
7.23 

 19 117,584 
 

66.24 
 

10.89 
 20 127,892 

 
76.33 

 
9.37 

 21 0 20.38 
 

9.66 
 22 169,396 

 
57.8 

 
10.87 
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Table A-8: Objective Function values for the Cellulosic Ethanol Case 

Obj. Function 
Component  

25% scenario 50% scenario  75% scenario 100% 
scenario 

Max scenario 

BPS as a 
percentage of 
total 
generation in 
2012, 2020, 
2025, 2030, 
and 2035, 
respectively 

0.05% 

1.73% 

2.56% 

3.47% 

4.30% 

 

0.11% 

3.46% 

5.11% 

6.95% 

8.59% 

 

0.16% 
 

5.18% 
 

7.67% 
 

10.42% 
 

12.89% 
 

0.21% 
 

6.91% 
 

10.23% 
 

13.90% 
 

17.08% 
 

2.00% 
 

10.00% 
 

12.50% 
 

15.00% 
 

17.11% 
 

Dedicated 
Plant Capital 

Costs13 
$6,258,716,075 $13,993,004,570 $25,509,352,350 Infeasible Infeasible 

Co-fired Plnt. 
Capital Costs 

$2,774,558,699 $5,334,765,515 $7,334,446,906 Infeasible Infeasible 

Dedicated 
Plant Variable 

Costs 
$549,273,232 $1,255,857,948 $2,094,412,594 Infeasible Infeasible 

Dedicated 
Plant 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit 

$10,129,356,890 $20,736,326,510 $33,888,219,800 Infeasible Infeasible 

Dedicated 
Plant Fixed 
O&M Costs 

$931,609,795 $2,074,244,593 $3,613,330,856 Infeasible Infeasible 

Biomass Fuel 
Cultivation 

Costs 
$31,128,378,860 $79,464,753,050 $142,312,065,200 Infeasible Infeasible 

Avoided Coal 
Savings 

 
$1,584,549,897 

 
$2,954,262,216 $3,981,358,816 Infeasible Infeasible 

Transportation 
Costs 

$7,830,390,616 $16,125,766,090 $24,967,804,510 Infeasible Infeasible 

Total Costs 
$49.5 Billion $118.2 Billion $205.8 Billion 

Infeasible Infeasible 

Total Avoided 
Savings and 

Credits 

$11.7 Billion $23.7 Billion 

 

$37.9 Billion 

 

Infeasible Infeasible 

Objective 
Function 

Value 

$37.8 Billion $94.6 Billion $168.0 Billion 
Infeasible Infeasible 

 

                                                           
13 Adjusted for the capacity expansion credit 
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Table A-9: Percentage of Total Costs and Percentage of Total Avoided Costs by Objective 
Function Component for the Cellulosic Ethanol Case 

Obj. Function 
Component 

25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 
100% 

scenario 
Max scenario 

 
% of total costs % of total costs % of total costs 

% of total 
costs 

% of total 
costs 

Dedicated 
Plant Capital 

Costs14 

12.65% 
 

11.83% 
 

12.39% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

Co-fired Plant 
Capital Costs 

5.61% 
 

4.51% 
 

3.56% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

Dedicated 
Plant Variable 

Costs 

1.11% 
 

1.06% 
 

1.02% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

Dedicated 
Plant Fixed 
O&M Costs 

1.88% 
 

1.75% 
 

1.76% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

Biomass Fuel 
Cultivation 

Costs 

62.92% 
 

67.20% 
 

69.14% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

Transportation 
Costs 

15.83% 
 

13.64% 
 

12.13% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 

Dedicated 
Plant 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit 

86.47% 
 

87.53% 
 

89.49% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

Avoided Coal 
Savings 

13.53% 
 

12.47% 
 

10.51% 
 

Infeasible 
 

Infeasible 

 

  

                                                           
14 Adjusted for the capacity expansion credit 
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Table A-10: Objective Function values for the Nonattainment Case 

Obj. Function 
Component 

25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 
100% 

scenario 
Max scenario 

BPS as a 
percentage of 

total 
generation in 
2012, 2020, 
2025, 2030, 
and 2035, 

respectively 

0.05% 

1.73% 

2.56% 

3.47% 

4.30% 

  

0.11% 

3.46% 

5.11% 

6.95% 

8.59% 

  

0.16% 
 

5.18% 
 

7.67% 
 

10.42% 
 

12.89% 
 

0.21% 
 

6.91% 
 

10.23% 
 

13.90% 
 

17.08% 
 

2.00% 
 

10.00% 
 

12.50% 
 

15.00% 
 

17.11% 
 

Dedicated 
Plant Capital 

Costs15 

$7,246,917,131 
 

$17,305,807,570 
 

$31,699,207,830 
 

$50,858,707,160 
 

$69,393,218,740 
 

Co-fired Plnt. 
Capital Costs 

$2,629,853,529 
 

$4,846,300,375 
 

$6,423,391,380 
 

$7,293,898,114 
 

$9,735,623,565 
 

Dedicated 
Plant Variable 

Costs 

$643,168,963 
 

$1,542,147,422 
 

$2,662,635,322 
 

$4,366,591,765 
 

$6,821,031,102 
 

Dedicated 
Plant 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit 

$11,628,344,970 
 

$25,653,520,540 
 

$42,472,892,940 
 

$64,680,083,710 
 

$84,701,476,480 
 

Dedicated 
Plant Fixed 
O&M Costs 

$1,078,799,836 
 

$2,563,200,470 
 

$4,542,175,423 
 

$7,357,840,195 
 

$10,832,154,060 
 

Biomass Fuel 
Cultivation 

Costs 

$31,528,088,220 
 

$78,604,542,450 
 

$136,651,486,300 
 

$211,696,686,800 
 

$275,254,797,400 
 

Avoided Coal 
Savings 

$1,473,219,764 
 

 
$2,631,672,177 

 
 

$3,461,712,425 
 

$3,905,733,844 
 

$5,312,141,767 
 

Transportation 
Costs 

$7,910,955,835 
 

$16,011,837,820 
 

$24,693,423,410 
 

$33,394,119,420 
 

$45,044,920,480 
 

Total Costs 

$51.0 Billion 

 

$120.9 Billion 

 

$206.7 Billion 

 

$315.0 Billion 

 

$417.1 Billion 

 

Total Avoided 
Savings and 

Credits 

$13.1 Billion 

 

$28.3 Billion 

 

$45.9 Billion 

 

$68.6 Billion 

 

$90.0 Billion 

 

Objective 
Function 

Value 

$37.9 Billion 

 

$92.6 Billion 

 

$160.7 Billion 

 

$246.4 Billion 

 

$327.1 Billion 

 

                                                           
15 Adjusted for the capacity expansion credit 
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Table A-11: Percentage of Total Costs and Percentage of Total Avoided Costs by Objective 
Function Component for the Nonattainment Case 

Obj. Function 
Component 

25% scenario 50% scenario 75% scenario 
100% 

scenario 
Max scenario 

 
% of total 

costs 
% of total costs % of total costs 

% of total 
costs 

% of total 
costs 

Dedicated 
Plant Capital 

Costs16 

14.20% 
 

14.32% 
 

15.34% 
 

16.15% 
 

16.64% 
 

Co-fired plant 
Capital Costs 

5.15% 
 

4.01% 
 

3.11% 
 

2.32% 
 

2.33% 
 

Dedicated 
Plant Variable 

Costs 

1.26% 
 

1.28% 
 

1.29% 
 

1.39% 
 

1.64% 
 

Dedicated 
Plant Fixed 
O&M Costs 

2.11% 
 

2.12% 
 

2.20% 
 

2.34% 
 

2.60% 
 

Biomass fuel 
Cultivation 

Costs 

61.77% 
 

65.03% 
 

66.12% 
 

67.21% 
 

66.00% 
 

Transportation 
Costs 

15.50% 
 

13.25% 
 

11.95% 
 

10.60% 
 

10.80% 
 

 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 
% of total 

savings/revenue 

Dedicated 
Plant 

Generation 
Expansion 

Credit 

88.76% 
 

90.70% 
 

92.46% 
 

94.31% 
 

94.10% 
 

Avoided Coal 
Savings 

11.24% 9.30% 7.54% 5.69% 5.90% 

 

  

                                                           
16 Adjusted for the capacity expansion credit 
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Figure A-2: Total Biomass Potential in 2012 by ASD Region (MMBTU) 

 

 

Figure A-3: Total Biomass Potential in 2020 by ASD Region (MMBTU) 
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Figure A-4: Total Biomass Potential in 2025 by ASD Region (MMBTU) 

 

 

Figure A-5: Total Biomass Potential in 2030 by ASD Region (MMBTU) 
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